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The research objectives addressed are: (1) to ascertain the place held by Aboriginal wisdom in 
economic development theory; (2) to document the blend of approaches and economic 
development strategies currently employed in selected Aboriginal communities; and (3) to i denw 
the role of Aboriginal wisdom in selected Aboriginal communities that are striving for economic 
development in tune with individual community rhythms. 

In examinhg the cost of development, the literature suggests that a variety of approaches are taken 
by researchers in diverse disciplines. Examining the traditional philosophies held by Aboriginal 
peoples suggest approaches that have much to offer this discourse- Scholars fkom within 
Aboriginai society are also questioning the process and quality of development taking place and 
offering alternative approaches. Modem economy influences have diluted the u n i v e d t y  of the 
role of tradition, many Aboriginal communities are attempting to blend traditional approaches with 
modem economic strategies- 

Four cornmunities shared experiences for this research. A mode1 entitled Elements of 
Development, created by and for Aboriginal people, was used as a fhmework for the results of the 
research. Several conclusions can be drawn including the demand that re-examining sustainable 
development is imperative since an Abonginal perspective cannot be grafted onto the current 
discourse, that on the whole lacks an appreciation for the role of spirituality . This micro- 
examination of communities does not lend itself to the development of universai models that may 
be rubber stamped onto other Aboriginal communities. Sensitivity to the process of development 
and the unique influences and common attitudes are more helpfid in fostering the growth in 
Canada's Aboriginal economy. 

That said, some of the more interesting features of this research include: (1) a sophisticated 
screening of business opportunities that wholistically includes those aspects of commUIUty that 
have been given priority by the members; (2). a process for building a financial strategy that 
involves extensive community input with sensitivity to tradition; (3) organizations working 
together in an urban setting that have promise for meaningfiii Abonginal contributions and findly, 
(4) striving for a beneficid partnership with a corporate conglomerate. 
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Economic Development in Selected Aboriginal Commmities: 

Lessons in Strength, Resilience and Celebration 

1. Introduction 

In the time before there were human beings on Earth, the Creator called a great meeting 
of the Animal People. 

Dwing that period of the world's history. the Animal People lived hmoniously with one 
another and could speak to the Creator with one mind 271ey were very curious about the reason 
for the gathering- m e n  they had al2 assembled together, the Creator spoke. 

'Y am sending a strange new creature to live amongyou, " he told the Animal People. "He 
is to be caZZed Man and he is to be your brother. " 

"But unlike you he wilZ have no* on his body, will walk on two legs and will not be able 
to speak with you. Because of thh he will needyour help in order to survive und becorne who I am 
creating him to be. You will need to be more than brothers and sisters, you will need to be his 
teachers- " 

"Man will not 6e Zike you He will not corne into fhe world like you. He wiZZ not be born 
knowing and understanding who and what he is. He wiZZ have to search for that. And it is in the 
search rhat he willfind himself:" 

"He wiZZ aIso have a iremendous gift that you do not have. He will have the abiZity to 
dream With this ability he wiZ2 be able to invent great things and because of rhis he will move 
further andfùrther aoqvj-orn you and will needyour help even more when thïs happens. " 

"But to help him I am going to send him out into the world with one very special gif Iam 
going to give hirn the g@ of the knowledge of Truth and Jusfice. But like his identiiy it must be a 
search. because ifhe fin& this knowledge too easily he will take it for granted So I am going to 
hide it and I need your heZp to fid a good hiding-place. That is why 1 have called you here. " 

A great murmur ran through the crowd ofAnimal People. They were excited ut the 
prospect of welcoming a new creature into the world and they were honoured by the Creator's 
request for their help. This was îmly an important d q .  

One by one the Animal People came fornord with suggestions of where the Creator should 
hide the g r !  of knowledge of Tmth and Justice. 

"Give it to me, my Creator, lJ said the Buffalo. "and I will cany it on rny hump to the very 



centre of the plains and bury it there. " 

"A good ideq my brother, " the Creator said "but ir is destined fhat Man should cover 
most of the world and he wouldfind it t h e  too easily and t a k  it for granted " 

"Then give it to me, " said the Salmon, "and 1 will cany it Ni my mouth to the deepestpmt 
of the ocean and 1 w ill hide ir there. " 

"Another exceZZent idea. " said the Creator, "but it is destined that with his power to 
dream, Man wwill invent a device that will carry him there and he wouldfind it too easily and take 
it for grunted " 

"Then I wilZ ta& it, " said the Eugie, 'band cnny ir in my talons andfly to the very face of 
the Mioon and hide it there. " 

"No, my brother, " said the Creator," men there he wouldfind it too easily because Man 
will one day travel there as weZl. " 

A n W  afir animal carnefonvurd with rnarvellous suggestions on where tu hide this 
precious gifi. and one by one the Creator turned down their ideas. FFinZyjust when 
discouragement was ubout to imade their c ide,  a tiny voice spoke f iom the back of the 
gathering. The Animal People were all surprised t o f i d  that the voice belonged to the Mole. 

The Mole was a smaZl creatae who spent his life tunneZZing through the earth and 
because of this had Zost most of the use of his eyes. Yet becme he was always in touch with 
Mother Earth, the Mole had developed true spirihial inrighî. 

The Animal People listened respecrflly when Mole began to speak 

"1 know where to hide it, my Creator, " he said "1 krtow where fo hide the gift of Truth 
and Justice, " 

"Where then, my brother? " asked the Creator. "Where shouldI hide this gtp?" 

"Put ir inside them. " said the Mole. "Put it inside them because then only the wisest and 
purest of heart will have the courage to look there. " 

And thnt is where the Creator placed the gifr of the knowledge of Truth and Justice. (Lane, 
1996, pp. 105-1 06). 

The wisdorn in this passage captures so much of the essence of what is inspiring about 

studying economic development for me, within the worldviews of Aboriginal peoples and western 



knowledge. Respect, love, tmth, balance, Earth Mother and Creator-these words embody much 

of what works in economic development for dl people. These gifts are not unique to Aboriginal 

peoples and yet they are attrïbuted to Lndigenous peoples around the world. Many philosophers, 

scientists and business people have begun questionhg their roles in current resource development 

using methods which so clearly mean destruction and grave consequences for fiiture generations, if 

left unchecked. 

Man's dreams and inventions are wondrous as Creator foretolù, but many agree that these 

dreams have affected the balance and hamiony of all Living things. For Aboriginal peoples in 

Canada to participate as full partners in this quest for understandimg and for change given the 

current imbalance of power and control, a fundamental shift in relationships with other Canadians 

must occur as recommended in the final report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. 

Vital issues of govemance, capacity-building, and economic development are part of the healing 

process which wili result in Aboriginal peoples' full contribution to Canada 

The fire for change in Aboriginal communities is already shining brightly. It has been 

buming for some time but it is becoming much more evident as Aboriginal leaders take up 

leadership opportunities and as more young people become educated and committed to change in 

their comunities. Where are those bright Iights in the communities and how do they live their 

dreams? Four case studies w i l  profile the current expenence for these western Canadian 

communities. 

P w o s e  of the Dissertation 

The purpose of this research is to examine and understand economic deveIopment 

strategies used within selected Aboriginal communities in Canada. According to Hogendorn 

(1 996), no universally accepted definition exists in economic literature for the tenn economic 

development. Todaro (2000) puts forward an holistic definition that is suitable for this research. 

He concludes that development is a multidimensional process c'involving major changes in social 

structures, popular attitudes, and national institutions" (p. 16). The process is tuned to the basic 



needs and desires of individuals, family and c o m m ~ t i e s  within society and moves away fiom 

unsatisfactory conditions of He toward a condition of life regarded as materiaily and spirïtually 

better (p. 1 6). 

In paaicular, the following research objectives are addressed: 

1. To ascertain the piace held by Aboriginal wisdom in economic development theory; 

2. To document the blend of approaches and economic development strategies currently 

employed in selected Aboriginal communities; 

3. To identiQ the role of Aboriginal wisdom in selected Aboriginal communities that are 

striving for economic development in tune with individual community rhythms. 

This work bridges theoretical and applied economic development research. It has been 

conducted withui an empowering context of a participatory methodology that honors those being 

researched and their contributions to this work, and whose guidance has shaped and crafted this 

work in many visible and invisible ways. 

One of the research foci in the second and third objectives, is Aboriginal wisdom. Elmer 

Ghostkeeper, a Métis elder, shared his ideas regarding the distinction between Aboriginal wisdom 

and traditional knowledge in 1997.1 have taken this distinction as the basis for m y  understanding 

of wisdom and developed the idea It is based on knowledge gained ikom age-old precepts of 

spirituality d i  held by traditional Abonginal people today. Wisdom also embraces the shared 

experiences of individuals and communities as b e s  change. Aboiginai wisdom flows out of 

spuituality and both are intemvined. Further consideration of spirituality and wisdom is intenvoven 

throughout the research in order to adequately address the second and third research objectives. 

In focusing on the blend of approaches used in com~unity economic development, the 

second research objective acknowledges the influence Aboriginal peoples may exert on 

conventional approaches employed by mainstrearn society and in developing their own approaches. 

Community economic development strategies may draw on aspects of tradition, culture and 



wisdom while incorporating aspects of successfhi conventional maiastream approaches. Each 

community will develop its own "blend" that meets their changing priorities and it is this 'blend' 

that is the focus of this research objective. 

The third question also refers to communities that are in 'tune' with individual community 

'rhythms.' The experience of community leadership that is out of step with the goals of their 

community members is rarely positive. Workùig with the strengths of communities and the desires 

of its members generates needed support for economic development projects. Community goals 

will change over time. Again, sensitive leadership is in tune with community rhythms for the sake 

of commuity-held dreams and aspirations. The role that Aboriginal wisdom plays in the success of 

contemporary comunities wiil be examined. 

Contributions to the body of knowledge in these areas include: 

economic development of Mother Earth; 

* economic development by co~munities of Aboriginal peoples; and 

> clarification of inherent connections between appiied and academic contributions of 

this research project. 

Academically, this research makes a contribution to the theones of economic deveIopment 

and commun@ participation in development. It has ramifications for scholars and innovators in the 

area of sustainable development and the role of Aboriginal experience and perspectives. This body 

of work adds to the newly-developing study of Aboriginal economies, most importantly at a micro 

level. It is signifiant for curent approaches on alternative methodologies for social science 

research and qualitative evaluation. 

In terms of application, this research contributes to the on-going conception and 

development of life philosophies within Abonginal worldviews. It is of practical use to Aboriginal 

leaders and community developers, corporate leaders and negotiatos and to al1 levels of 

govemment employees interested in being part of initiatives for Iùtwe success£ul economic 



development partnerships with Aboriginal peoples. This information, collected with the assistance 

of members of each commmity, has been s h e d  with dl contributuig parties. 

The starting point for this exploration is with Abonginai worldviews in chapter two. It 

requires the reader to begin in a place that may be quite familiar for some Abonginal readers and 

unfamixiar for others who do not have a background and understanding of Abonginai culture, 

tradition and wisdom. It is the starting point which sets the tone, Pace and research h e w o r k  that 

western perspectives are viewed fiom beginning with economic development, capitalism and 

sustainable development in chapters three, four and five. An historicai perspective and 

contemporq insights are provided by a nurnber of authors in a variety of fields in these chapters, 

including Aboriginal scholars. An research approach that respects Aboriginal people is set out in 

chapter six and the persond journey of an Aboriginal scholar is noted- 

A mode1 used by an Aboriginal economic development organization is presented in chapter 

three and serves as a fiamework for understanding some economic development experiences of 

four comunities fiom across western Canada Tsuu T'ina Nation, Alberta; Winnipeg, Manitoba's 

urban commuiIty; Gwich'in, Northwest Territories; and Bigstone Cree Nation, Alberta and their 

partner Alberta Pacific Forest Industry; are profiled in chapters seven through ten. 

Finally, the research objectives are reexamined in chapter eleven and final conclusions 

drawn regarding economic development for Aboriginal peoples, 



2. Aboriginal Worldviews and Approaches to Economic Development 

Creator said that it was time fo bringpeople to the Emrh Mother. 

The first to arrive wos the Black Nation n e y  were given the gr3 of sound and were told 
that they must share their gty with the people of the world 

The next to arrive was the Red Nation. They were given the gifi of the teachings of the 
Earth Mother and were rdd they must share their giifr with the people of the world 

Then came the YeZZuw Nation They were given the gifi of teachings of the rnind and body 
and were told fhey must share their gip with the people of the world 

FinaZZy came the White Natiom Our youngest brothers andsisters and they were @en the 
gift of communication and were told that they m u t  shme the& gifi with the people of the world 

Perhaps it is time to remind our youngest brothers and sisters that Creator said to 
'share' not 'dominate.' The Earth Mother is in great pain. It is time now to let 
others bring back balance to the way we live. The Red Nation needs a chance to 
share our gifls so that the Earth Mother rnay be healed for all our children, their 
children and for seven generations. (M. L. Campbell, Ojibway elder, 1 997) 

2.1. Introduction 

Releasing the boundaries of OLU own wddviews in order to understand other worldviews 

requires patience, the ,  reflection and personal exploration. The written word hints at the 

possibilities of this joumey. It draws people into the process who might never have contemplated 

such information but it has its limitations. Allusions to emotional, mental, spintual and physical 

aspects are woven throughout each chapter to varying degrees. In my Iimited expenence, 

bdamental teachings are set out in the foregoing story and elder's guidance. Its relevance to my 

research may be more obvious for some than for others. 

It is important to take this story and reflect on its signincance fkom your own expenence 

and draw your own concIusions as part of an expenential process of understanding Aboriginal 

worldviews. Letting the reader bke  respomibility for interpreting lessons mirrors one of the ways 

lessons are presented in the Aboriginal community. Lessons are presented at a level that reflects 

the student's skills, maturity and readiness and does not have the same meaning for each strident. 



Knowledge and insight are shared between teacher and student in a two-way learning situation but 

lacks tidy summaries and conclusions as is more common using a written format. This is the 

context for understanding the teachuigs of this elder and discussion of Aboriginal worldviews 

presented in this chapter. 

Contemplating core values for Abonginai peoples is a compIex idea due to the diversity 

exhibited in Aboriginal society and the holistic approach such an undertaking demands. For me, 

Elder Campbell underlines the value of cooperation, acknowledging gifts and interdependence of 

al1 living things. These ideas fom the core by which some Aboriginal peoples make sense of their 

place in the world and their perspectives on Me. There are other cornmon themes across Abonginal 

communities but there is aiso diversity of practice and experience. Despite these variations, T. 

e e d ,  Mohawk scholar, notes: 

Working within a traditionalfiamework we m u t  acknowledge the fact that 
cultures change, and that any particulm notion of what constitutes 'tradition' will 
be contested Nevertheless, we can i d e n t i  certain commun beliefs, values and 
principles that form the persistent core ofa community 's culture (Alfred 1999, p. 
xvii) . 

Despite the limitations inherent in presenting a list of core values, it is a place to begin a 

discussion of Aboriginal worldviews. Understanding the historical expenence of Aboriginal 

peoples sets the stage for an examination of contemporary issues of social structures and mores 

that can be found in Aboriginal communities across Canada. This material foms  a preliminary 

starting point for understanding some of the influences af5ecting current econornic development 

strategies set by Abonginal leadership and for an analysis of the research questions set out in 

chapter one. 

2.2. Definîng Core Traditional Values 

Many lists may be made that attempt to encompass al1 traditional values that speak for 

every indigenous person. The context and essence of values that are dynamic and complex cannot 

be distilled to a single list Diversity exists withui Abonginai society. Indeed, many Aboriginal 



peoples turn away fiom traditional teachings and seek their guidance fiom other religions of the 

world due to the long influence of missionaries. With these restrictions in mind, the following List is 

a useful starting point for discussion about traditional Abonginal values and their place in 

contemporary society. It is a superficial means by which to begin communicating about the very 

essence of Aboriginal society, which cm only truly be understood throiigh living it and talking to 

people who are living it. 

Knowing the limitations of 'writing' about core values does not mean that ail meaning is 

stripped by using this approach. It does set the stage and begins a dialogue on the written page that 

draws on the experience of Aboriginal scholars provides some illumination and may encourage the 

search for greater understanding. The following list draws on the teachings and words of several 

elders and authors, some of whom wish to remain anonymous and some who allow their names to 

be noted. These values have been handed down fÎom elders to share with the community and corne 

fiom the Creator so they may be recorded by authors but they may not be amibuted to one source 

(See Campbell, 1997; Newhouse, 1993, pp. 94-95; Alfred, 1999, p. 134; Salway Black, 1994). 

Dockstater (1993) deais with this issue in his work . He notes that it is not appropriate to attribute 

information like this to any one person or source nor to present ceremonid knowledge out of a 

cuitural context (p, 9). 

> Honoring all creation by showing respect ... 

Love of Creator and for all living things that corne fiam the Creator is 
dernonrtrated by showing respect fiom the moment one rises in the morning to 
when one retires in the evening. 

) Treasuring knowledge as wisdom ... 

RefIection, acknowledgement, seeking guidance and respecting the quality of 
knowing and the gift of vision in ourselves and in others demonstrates wisdom 
Wisdom encomparses the holistic view, possesses spiritual quality md is q r e s s e d  
in the experiential breadth and depth of life. 

* Knowing love is to know peace ... 



Curing, kindness, hope, harmony and cooperation m e  fwidamental values. CaBng 
and sharing me shown to one another with an ethic of generosity, 
collective/communal consciourness and CO-operation, while recugnizing the 
interdependence and interrelatedness of Ire. Recognizing the valuable gijfs of the 
individual, the community and all nations leadr to hurmony and cooperation. 
Honoring the individual and the collective by thinking for yourselfand acting for 
others. 

> Courage and brmery is demomtrated in facing challenges with honesty 
and integriry ... 

The goal is to protecf the quality of Zzye and inherent autonomy of oneselfnnd 
others. Lfe may then be Iived in an ahnosphere of security, pence, dignity and 
fieedom, 

* Cherishing yourselfar a sacred pari of creation is humility .. 

Honor al2 of life wwhich is endowed with the same inherent autonomy, dipiîy, 
fieedorn and equality. Listen and learn fiom others m>d do so with a seme of 
modesty and sensitivist, 

The hrth is to know aZZ of these things ... 

To know all of these values is to have balance in one's Me. Balance is articulated for many 

Abonginal peoples through the concepts embodied in the medicine wheel or circle of life. 

Originally of significance to the Plains people, many h d  that the medicine wheel is a 

teaching tool of relevance in many contemporary areas of life (RCAP, 1996, 1, p. 646). It 

represents the whole circle of al1 life and dl that is known or knowable. It is linked together with 

no beginning and no end, and it is ofien divided by lines that at the centre signify order and 

balance. It is a teaching, a minor, a whdow, a way of life and a healing (RCAP, 1996, 1, p. 646). 

For example, balance may be discussed regarding the individual and the community in terms of 

physical, emotional, mental and spiritual aspects of life with each element of equal significance. 

Many Aboriginal peoples recognize the interconnectedness of human beings with al1 of life and 

acknowledge the aspects of the medicine wheel that could be inherent in solutions to social 

problems they face. Currently, approaches to health, healing, education and justice are only at the 

beginning of the journey down this path. With statistics of mounting despair in the main indices of 



a healthy society reported by Statistics Canada, Aboriginal peoples' hope lies in incorporating an 

holistic approach to development that honors an Aboriginal perspective. 

In reviewing the literature, it is obvious that striving for a healthy population occupies the 

priorities of many Abonginai communities, making self-sufnciency through economic development 

a significmt possibîlity. The following words put these priorities in t e m  of individual needs. 

For aperson to be healthy, B e  or she] must be adequatelyjéd, be 
educated, have access to medical fadities, have access to spiritual cornfort, lnte in 
a warm and cornfortable house with clean water andsa$e sewnge disposal, be 
secure in their cultural identity, have an opporttinity tu excel Nt a meaningfùl 
endeavour, and so o n  These are not separate nee& they are al2 aspects of a 
whole. 

Henry Zoe 
Dogrib Treaty I I  Council 

Member of the Legislative AssembZy 
Yellowknif, Northwest Territories, 9 December 1992 

@CAP, 1996. 3, p. 206) 

2.3. Teachinns and Traditional Values 

Historically, traditional values were passed on to the young people beginnïng fiom a yomg 

age. These values were ernbodied in ail aspects of their lives. They leamed by observing and 

Iistenuig to the elders, theK parents, aunts and uncles and members of the community. It was a 

large intercomected network of cornmunity life. Stones were passed down in the oral tradition. 

Aboriginal historieal tradition honours stories, legendr und explmations 
handed down fiom grandinothers and grandfathers. All of Crealion iduding 
'those who have gone before 'figure NI the oral tradition. Cultural values are 
shared with the listeners, community issues are clarifed place of a family in the 
community settled and the broad requirements of a vibrant society are met through 
these stories @CAP, 1996, 1, p. 33). 

IndivduaZs in the story-telhg circle have their own understahg of the 
story meaning that reflects the community, the cirnmzstances and the 
interpretation beingpased o n  Oral accounts are not simpb a detached 
recounting of facttuol events, but rather are 'Yacts enmeshed in the stories of a 
lzyetime " / RCW, 1996. 1, p. 33) leaving room for "many histories " with 



vmiations refecting unique relationships within and among communities and with 
lhe environment (Lendsey and Wuthrnee, 1997, p. 2). 

It is impossible to fully grasp the meaning of these traditional values through study of 

written words. Layers of meaning are exposed depending on the way a story is told, how it is tolci, 

who tells it and by listening to the whole story. This resdts in respect for the interrelatedness of 

word, thought, belief and action and thus its holistic meaning (Alfied, 1999, p. xvii). The values List 

m u t  be recognized as a starting point for discussion only. 

It is hard to completely grasp the significance of this requirement for persona1 interaction in 

a mainStream culture devoted to the wrïtten word. In my opinion, great weight is given to words 

once they are published according more tmth than might be deserved. Many traditional teachings 

will never be published because of the belief that to do so means to give away something that is 

too valuable and ultimately, is an act of disrespect. 

While understanding the historical place of oral tradition and traditional values is important 

in understanding current issues facing Abonginai peoples, the questions surrounding the place that 

these traditional values have in today's society must be considered. 

2.4. Traditional Teachings in a Modem Setting 

As previously noted these traditional values are at the heart of many world religions and 

personal belief systems heId by many nations. The Abonginai cownunity is no different than others 

in its diversity of beliefs. These traditionai values are held by many individuals personally and 

collectively. Some hold these values as part of their religious convictions outside of traditional 

Aboriginal belief systems. Still others do not give these ideais much thought. 

nirough rny research experience, 1 have met those who think that Aboriginal peoples who 

live in urban settings are disconnected fiom many of the traditional d u e s  held in rural areas. 1 

submit that this generalization is invalid for several reasons. There are many urban-based 

programs, organizations and individuals who continue to follow traditional teachings despite living 



in a city. m e  contemporary society is a different world with many pressures in opposition to 

traditional vaIues, many are able to hang onto traditional values- An informal survey of a Mohawk 

reserve community in the early 1990s asked about the importance of traditional vaiues in today's 

society (Alfred, 1999, p. 22)- 

The results point to the simiificance of these values in their community. Ninety-seven 

percent accepted responsibility for al1 of creation; more than 80% placed importance on extended 

family, respect for inner wisdom, and importance of educating theïr young people; and ik~aliy, 

more than 70% honored the sacredness of children, the importance of family unity, wisdom of the 

past and sharing and cooperation (Alfked, 1999, p. 22). Traditional values have a place in today's 

society and contribute to a complete and thorough research study of Aboriginal peoples. 

There is a division that, as  Taiaiake Alfred notes, is a result of '?he intense European effort 

to destroy indigenous nations" (Alfied, 1999, p. 1). He acknowledges the impact on social and 

cultural relations that traditionai values have but it is the experience of political imposition by the 

colonial state that divides Aboriginal peoples. 

Not to recognize that the ongoing crisis in our cornrnunities isfirelled by 
continuing efforts tu prevent us fiom using the power of our traditional teachings 
is tu be b h d  to the state'spersistent intent to maintain the colonial oppression of 
the First Narions of this land (Alfieri, 1999, p. 1). 

The interconnectedness of politics, econorny, land and culture cannot be disregarded, be it 

at the local, regional or national level in Aboriginal or mainstream organizations. Further, the 

influence of role models contributes to community dysfunction or vitality. What historical aud 

contemporary roles do eiders, women and youth have in Aboriginal comunities? How may the 

connection to the land be described? 

2.5. Historical and Contem~orary Roles and Connections 

2-51. Social relationshi~s. 

Social structures have histoncally been recorded by researchers such as historians and 

anthropologists. Their perspectives, gathered with 'objective' research methodologies, provide 



glimpses into disparate communities across the country. A Europem-infiuenced h e  of reference 

and iuherent problems in the ccobjective" research approach shifted focus fkom building tme 

understanding to relying on superficial and incomplete descriptions of complex societies. Yet this i s  

the information that was relied on by the rest of the world to 'understand' Aboriginal societies 

despite the inaccuracies (RCAP, 1996, 1, p. 61). Oral history is another source for understanding 

historicd roles filied by each person. Both sources will be relied on in the foiiowing brief o v e ~ e w  

of historicd robs and how these roles are characterized today (RCAP, 1996, 1, p. 61). 

When Aboriginal peoples lived on Turtle Island (Noah America) prior to contact with 

Europeans, vibrant and diverse comrnunities existed. A variety of political, social and cultural 

structures developed under the idluence of the environment. SUrVivai required that each person 

contributeci to the family as an essential unit. Individuals were supported in expressing their 

individual gi& for the benefit of the collective. Foilowing resources in an annual cycle of activity 

characterized some groups' way of Me while other groups were located by abundant resources or 

took up agriculture which meant that the need for rnobility was less critical. 

Every community member had duties. Generally, men provided food and handled 

govemance while women looked after the f d y .  Elders were looked to for guidance in al1 aspects 

of community life and the young were the centre of ali survival efforts, for they ensured the fiiture 

of the community. Elders were teachers and were responsible for language, culture, health and 

aspects of govemance. Youth gave meaning to al1 aspects of family and cornmunity life and were 

cared for by the community. 

This general fiamework varied fiom community to comrnunity. In the east, the Six Nations 

recognized women as the clan mothers whose duty it was to pick the leader of the community and 

to remove him if he ignored the interests of the community. It was different for the Inuit in the 

north, who often viewed women as equal but in certain situations they were powerless as they 

were forced into marriage or had to obey their husbands or in-laws (TICAP, 1996, 1). 





Presentï'y the women in OUT communities are sufferingfiom dicfatorship 
governrnents that hm been imposed on us by the Indian Act. We are oppressed in 
our communities. Our women have no voice, nowhere to go for cppeaZ processes. 
Ifwe are being discriminafed ngainst within our comrnunity or when we are being 
abused in our cornmuniCies, where do the women go? 

Joyce Cowchene 
Indigenous Women 's Collecrive 

Winnipeg Manitoba, 3 June 1993 
(RCAP, 1996, 2, p. 124) 

Elders and youth have ofien lost their voices, as well, in communities. Sometimes elders 

have formal advisory duties to the leadership and sometimes it is informal. In some cases, ody  lip 

service is paid to them while in other situations, they are isolated fiom the community mainstream 

(RCAP, 1996,2, p. 127). The health and social statistics reveal the dysfimction where many 

Aboriginal youth are lost. On the other hand, there are a portion of young people who are sûiving 

to complete their education, some while sidi dealing with personal problems, and then go back to 

their communities or join the mainstrearn economy. 

There is much that needs to be healed individually and in many interrelated aspects of 

cornrnunity in the cities, in the reserves and in isolated Aboriginal commmities. Circumstances 

vary between these communities. For example, in some communities individual rights have been 

strengthened but at a cost to responsibility for the collective. There are other examples where 

rights of individuals are regula.1 y ignored in the name of 'cornmunity ' or segments of the 

community. Migration out of communities ailow individuals to evade these issues, leave the 

cornmunity behind and sever connections with their history leading to generations without claim 

or connection to their home community. 

Integrating values, with one set in partnership and not in doniinance, may be one way of 

building a stronger Canadian society that includes Aboriginal peoples. Contemporary and 

traditional ways are integrated into today's social, political, economic and familial elements by 

thoughtful leaders. Others caution that fundamental traditional ways must not be followed blindly 

and should be subject to scrutîny within a contemporary world. There is not always agreement on 



the details of traditional ways, and questions surround just whose traditions should be followed 

(RCAP, 1996,2, p. 125). 

2.5.2. Mother Earth 

H o n o ~ g  the relatiomhip to Mother Earth is a Mietirne coIILfnitment for many Indigenous 

people. While there are differences between Nations, there are common themes that define strong 

ties to Mother Earth. The Blackfbot Confederacy, one of the Plains First Nations, descnbe their 

relationship as foilows: 

The land was comidered a rnother, a giver of Zzye, and the provider of all 
things necess-y to sustain life. A deep reverence and respect for Mother Emth 
infsed andpermeated Indian spinluality, as reflected in ... the practice of 
referring to the land, water, plants. animals and their fellow hlmtan beings as 'kll 
my relations!' Relations meant that al1 things @en Zzye by the Creator -rocks, 
birds, Sun, wind and waters -passessed spirits- According to their beliefs? the 
Creator had given them their own territory and entrusted them with the 
responsibility of caring for the Zand and all their relations (RCAP, 1996, 1. p. 62). 

This responsibility meant: 

thar the Zand was an original grantfiom the Creator, and it was a grmt IO a 
specific people -not a grant in temzs of individual ownership, but a gtnnt in 
accordance with their worldview and philosophy. for M my relations'. These 
relations arnong al2 living things were essential in maintuining the continuQ of 
creation, for ifthe relational network were interfered with, imbalances would 
occur and the process of creation codd corne to a Mt (RCAP, 1996, 1, 
p. 63). 

This gift of life and the responsibility it entailed was meant to protect Mother Earth for 

future generations and honor, maintain and protect the cycle of creation. 

This connection has been tested over the years. First Nations people were forced to live on 

reserves under treaty and obliged to attend residential schoob under a govemment policy of 

assimilation. Métis people lived wherever they could since they were not welcomed by the 

Europeans nor the First Nations. Nomadic lifestyles of the Inuit were cuaailed and communi~ life 

dominated by the church and govemment They were forced off the land and into communities 



often for the education of their children- 

For some Aboriginal peoples in Canada, today's cornmitment to Mother Earth is so 

obvious that it is odd even to speak of Taking care of Mother Earth is integral to all activities 

including economic development projects. Often eiders help to ensure that the comrntmity is 

rerninded of its responsibilities and regularly consulted in the decision-making process. Young 

people are taught traditional beliefs in communities where this is important. 

While the comection to a Me on the land is almost gone in most communities, some 

maintain their link by trapping, hunting, fishing and berry gathering on the weekends and in the 

m e r s .  These are seen as important times for famiiy and for personai rejuvenation. The words 

"sustainable development" are not used and instead wisdom and knowledge passed through the 

generations are relied on to protect the land fiom overuse and permanent damage. This perspective 

underlies the contribution of Aboiiginal world views to the discussion of economic development in 

chapter five. 

In some communities, Christianity is influential and these traditional ties to the land may be 

described more in iine with Christian teachings. For some there is a theme of dominion over al1 

living creatures that rnay dso be accepted by Aboriginal members. For others, the discomection to 

traditional teachings may result fkom generational impacts flowing fiom residential school 

experiences, migration to the urban setting and lack of interest. In many cases, Aboriginal peoples 

do not hold legal title to their traditional lands, or do not have their rights recognized, and are 

unable to prevent damaging economic development undertaken by corporations. 

In summary, this section has introduced complex histories and social structures of 

Abonginal peoples that are rich in texture with far-reaching values and relationships shaped by 

struggle, necessity and comection with iife. A set of values have been enumerated that stand 

together. They cannot be individually singled out as more or less important in understanding 

economic development fkom Abonginal perspectives. They are integral to an holistic view that is 



still relevant in a contemporary analysis of Aboriginal peoples and their development expenence. 

We see the end result of challenging experiences. It is a people where many are 

marginalised, struggling to hold on to meanin@ personal and co~~l~llunity identities that capture 

shared values and honors existing diversity in ways that t d y  contemplate their place in Canadian 

society. Sickness, dyshctional family situations, poverty, disenchanted youth, lack of control over 

resources are ody some of the obstacles facing Aboriginal peoples. Despite th-, there is hope, 

faith and drearns, and hard workers are striving for healing change that are carrying the 'Red 

Nation' forward. 

A place to begin a discussion of the western perspectives is now possible with the 

grounding provided in this chapter. SuccessfUy achieving the stated research objectives of 

carrying this information forward into the discussion beginning in chapter three, with historical and 

contemporary approaches to economic development by and for Abonginal peoples. 



3. Effective Approaches to Economic Development With Aboriginal Peoples 

A $tory was told a long time ago ... An old man told us that, we look at the 
future, what we should like to see? Four children corne fiom those four directions: 
n white childfiorn the north, a red childfiorn the east. o yellow childfrom the 
south, and a black childfiom the West. mey  wulked together and they peered in to 
the mirror of Ifee Theyjoined han& and when they Zooked in there, al[ they saw 
was the Creator. mat  3 al2 they saw. They saw no animosity; they saw no colour; 
they saw the Creator (RCAP, 2996, 1, p. 675). 

3.1. Introduction 

Economic development approaches that have shown r e d t s  acceptable to the c o ~ U D i t y  

are considered in this section. Prior to an examination of those approaches, consideration will be 

giver regarding the meaning of community. A brief o v e ~ e w  of historicai approaches to econornic 

development Leads into a discussion of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples' (RCAP) final 

recommendations in this regard. Many authors have made recommendations in this area that are 

considered in RCAP's k a 1  report. There are, however, seved additional authors who add 

signincantly to this discussion- 

One aspect consistently amibuted to Abonginal communïties is support for the collective 

as opposed to the largely individualistic approach taken by the rest of society. Within this context, 

what does the collective or 'community' mean? Aboriginal peoples are grouped in niral or isolated 

communities because of farnily connections and shared heritage. People Leave these communities 

for a variety of reasons and live in larger communities including t o m  and cities. Individual 

identity is a personal matter and ranges fiom denial of Aboriginal heritage to full celebration of 

'wallüng the red path' in a way that respects traditional teachings. Comection with the Earth 

Mother is a matter that varies across groups and individuals that Ghostkeeper (1996) notes ranges 

fiom 'living off the land' (integrated into the wage economy) to 'living with the land' @art of 

traditional economy or incorporating the wage economy with traditional beliefs) and any 

combination thereof. 

There are distinctions imposed on Aboriginal communities regarding personal identity. The 



Indian Act, a piece of federd legislation, dictates who qualifies as status Indians (thu creatïng a 

groupiig that is not tied to community heritage cdled non-status Indians, made up of Indians who 

i d e n w  themselves as Indians but are not recognked under the Indian Act). Additionally First 

Nations, Mdtis and Inuit are recognized as Abonginal peoples, according to the Constitution Act, 

1982. Migration pressures remit in a heterogenous commuoity membership. For example, people 

live in because of education, intermariage and employment opportunities. 

Thirty-five to forty percent of First Nations people live on reserves (small pieces of land set 

aside under treaties). Those who Iive on reserve and have status fdl under the jurisdiction of 

Department of Indian Mair s  that negotiates funding agreements for governance, houskg, social 

senrices and economic development. m e n  status Indians leave their reserves, the jurisdiction of 

the federd govemment is less clear and the benefits they are able to claim generally decrease. The 

Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the British North Amencan Act (1 867) generally outhe the 

federal government's responsibility to Aboriginal peoples. Provincial govemments have 

consistently refused to provide special services to off-reserve status Indians although this situation 

is changing slowly across Canada 

Métis people have no formal relationship with the federd govemment and today are eligible 

for the same level of services as other Canadians. Inuit people have a similar relatianship as do 

First Nations individuals with the Department of Indian Affairs and receive funding through 

temtorial and federal agreements. Once a status Indian leaves the reserve then usually dl 

Department of Indian Affairs services are denied and tbere may be diniculties in replacing these 

services with provincial and municipal services. Provincial goveniments differ in the mount of 

responsibility they are willing to pick up fiom the federai govemment for these people since usually 

there is no additional federal fünding forthcoming. 

Geographical 'identity' impacts community definition. It is easy to define 'community' for 

Abonginal peoples living on a reserve or in a settlement because of distinct boudaries. It is not as 

easy in Canadian cities. In some large urban centers, Aboriginal peoples tend to congregate in 



certain, weii-defhed neighborhoods whose borders can fairly easily be identified. This tends to be 

the case in the cities of W i p e g ,  Manitoba and Edmonton, Alberta 

In other cities, nich as Calgary, Alberta, Abonginal peoples have some neighborhoods in 

cornmon but many are so well integrated that a geographic "community" is not so clearly visible. 

Understanding the parameters of 'community' is clearly complex and figures in understanding 

'community' economic development. Accordhg to RCAP (1996), 45% of the total Aboriginal 

population resided in an urban setting with the balance in rurai or reserve communities (2, p. 806). 

The following sections examine histoncal and contemporary economic development strategies and 

the challenges faced by Aboriginal commmities- 

3 -2- Histoncal Record 

3.2.1. Changes in relationships, 

The basis for the current situation in Aboriginal society is derived f?om the historicd 

relationship between Aboriginal peoples and Canadian govemments as demonstrated by 

government policy. Of particular interest here is understanding the deterioration of a meaningful 

Aboriginal economy that prospered pnor to European contact and then dwindled by the end of the 

fur h d e .  It was then that Aboriginal peoples became a 'liability' as Europeans sought to expand 

ownership and control across the country. 

Treaties were signed with a great deal of evidence demoIlStrating full howledge by 

Abonginal leaders of the changes that were occurring and the limited options available to protect 

their people. The govemment signed treaties wanting a way to open up the land to settlers at all 

costs and leaders in the Abonginal community signed treaties wanting to ensure fiiture survivd and 

a partnership that would benefit al1 parties involved. Several scholars fiom within the Abonginal 

community make the foIlowing observations: 

Aboriginal peoples have always had a strongly held value of self- 
sufficiency.. we have alwuys wanted to ta& care of ourselves. We have always 
acted to ensure that we can do this. As you c m  see there were many ways in which 
rhey prevented us fiom taking care of ourselves. 



Prior to contact, with Europeun newcomers. Aboriginal peoples were self- 
suficient. Trade and commerce played an important purt in the lives of many 
tribal communities. It was not unril the imposition of fore@ values thnl these 
pracrices were curtailed OUT ancestral leaders conducted mutuaZly benefcial 
rrade relutiomhips. supported whole commmities, negotiated among themselves, 
and laid the foundarons for productive, filfilling soc ieties before their skiZIs and 
pructises were cut short by invading strangers. 

The recordr of the treaty negotiations in the late 1Yh century nrefilIed with 
the testimony of Indian leaders who knew of the world that was being built around 
îhem and who actively aitempted to obtain the tools necessary ro suntive und thrive 
in the emerging market economy. 

We read the Council minutes of the traditional chiefs of the Iroquois 
Confderacy and hem the chiefs asking, repeatedly. of the Indian agents about the 
value of their NNesîments and the size of their bank accounts in Ottawa TYe see 
them asking to use their own rnoney to establish loan fin& for small bussinesses 
instead of being used exclusively for social weIfare (Newhouse and ktté. 1997, p. 
3)- 

Another example of economic activity is outiined: 

... in the record of the* hade, we read of constant bmgaining over the 
price offirrs by Aborigrkal peoples and the Hudron Bay Company (EIBC). The 
Indians were always asking for more than the HBC was willing to pay. The HBC 
was forced to put into place a rather complicated system. Indians undersfood 
extremely well how the system worked and for whose advontage it was built. B e y  
usually got their prices (Newhoure andJetté, 1997, p. 3). 

The context for survival and thriving as communities, continued to change. Legislation 

kluding the Indian Act, was enacted for the benefit of Canadians while focusing on Abonginal 

peoples to theu detriment. Treaty lands were smdl, removed fiom markets in most cases, of poor 

quality with limited oppominities for rneaningful participation in the Canadian economy. While 

charged with introducing agriculture as an alternative for self-sflciency, govemment agents 

regularly did poor jobs in providing famiing implements and supporting marketing possibilities. If 

anything, many consistently undermined the efforts of the govemment and Aboriginal peoples. If 

opportunities arose to participate in the Canadian economy, ofien Canadians were unwilling to 

conduct business to any great extent with Aboriginal peoples (Newhouse and Jetté, 1997, P. 2). 



The Canadian govemment policy of a social safety net for its citizens changed in the early 

1920s with the Depression and became broadly available to al1 Canadians inacluding Aboriginal 

peoples by the 1960s. M e a d  of trying to develop programs of education, t r a m  . . g and support for 

encouragïng positive contributions by Aboriginal peoples to the economy, t he  govemment chose 

to use the welfare program as the dominant means of addressing the negative impacts of the 

residential school system, colonialism, marginaiization and general deteriodon of Aboriginal 

peoples. Dr. Fred Wien, scholar and head of the RCAP Economic Developrnent section, 

comments on this urgent situation: 

For the on-reserve population in Canada as a whole, 37per cent  were 
reliant on social assistance by 1981, a figwe that grew to 45 per ceni? by 1995. 
Projected in the f i tae  and t u h g  account of antic@ated demographi& chnge, the 
rate of dependence on social assistance is expected to reach 60per cent by the 
year 201 O... 

We are now caught in a cycle where costs for we@re and relaïted rernedial 
rneasures continue to grow while fin& for economic datelopment s t a n a t e  or are 
reduced. .. The amount allocated for what might be called social probeern spending 
(social assistance, health, housing, policingl hm grownfiom 30 tu 4Orper cent of 
total spending in the period between 1981/82 and 1 995/96. The umouRzt allocated 
for economic development (broadly defined to inchde items such as erconomic 
development, business development, and land claims) decreasedjiorn I O per cent 
to 8per cent, while the proportion allocated to education and training, has grown 
slightly fiom 19 tu 22 per cent. 

The overriding impression le# by these figures, and by the expaerience of 
Aboriginal cornmunities across the country, is that governments contirnue to meet 
econom ic disîress with income support payments ruther than investing in the ofien 
more dzflcult measures that would rebuild Aboriginal economies, 

We desperately need to break out of this cycle (Wien, 1997, pp. 3-4). 

3 -2.2. Economic dilemma. 

The economic dilemma between govemment policy and real needs in which Abonginal 

peoples are caught, has been studied by scholars, researchers and by the f e d e d  govemment. 

Many approaches and remedies have been dreamed of and some have been apslied. An 

introduction to these approaches is set out in the following sections, beguininpz with an histoncal 

perspective. 



Economies of Aboriginal nations were not always imdeveioped. As noted in the previous 

section, evidence indicates that they flourished prior to contact and trade with Europeans. Cycles 

of activity followed the seasons and animal migrations, maximiPng odds of survival. Excess 

production in food or other objects was incorporated into elaborate trade networks developed 

throughout North America. These goods were also used to build alliances or cernent agreements 

between nations. For many nations, economic activity adapted to European contact and flourished 

(RCAP, 1996,2, p. 780) 

Aboriginal peoples participated in the fur trade by providing labor for the trading 

companies. Some became employees, suppliers of goods and services, and members of a small 

merchant cIass. There were boom and bust cycles throughout this penod since demand for 

products was based on fluctuating European markets for whales, forest products, fish, seals and 

minerais. As the fkr trade died, more and more European settlers came, demanding land for 

agriculture. There was no reai place for Aboriginal peoples so land and resources were regularly 

and arbitrarily removed fiom Aboriginal peoples. Treaties were entered into which resulted in 

smail scattered comunities of Aboriginal peoples, living on very small portions of traditional 

lands. They had limited access to resources, if any resources existed, and faced an uncertain future 

(RCAP, 1996, 2, pp. 782-83). 

The transition fiom the für trade to the move on reserves, with a potentiai fiiture in 

agriculture, was extremely disruptive for Aboriginal peoples. The move to agriculture was not met 

with whole-hearted support fiom the government or surrounding farmers. Carter (1990) studied 

the prairies situation facing Aboriginal f m e r s  for the penod fiorn the late 1 800s to the early 

1900s. She refutes cornmon opinions expressed in a nurnber of papers that is exemplified in the 

following: "It is believed that Indians failed to adapt to agriculture because they Lacked initiative 

and diligence, and reverted to "primitive" behaviour patterns d e d  by superstition"(p. 3). In fact, 

her research of Plains Indians revealed that the occupants realized that they had litîle other choice 

and so their attitude was one of willingness to be given the means to farm. They later proved that 

they could f m  but their efforts were systematically undennuied by the state (pp. 237-258. 



For example, limitations on where Aboriginal fanriers could sell their produce were set; 

seeds, equipment and suitable land were scarce; and, non-Aboriginal farmers ofien persuaded the 

govemment to sell off the productive reserve lands, in order to reduce cornpetition. Aboriginal 

peoples operated on the margins of the mainStream economy at low levels of income but still 

enjoyed some measure of self-sufnciency (Carter, pp. 237-258). 

In particular, Abonginal peoples were required to change fiom a traditionai leadership 

system to an elected Chief and Council system, beginning with the Graduai Enfknchisement Act of 

1869. Deniai of traditional systerns continued to marginalize and force dependency on Abonginal 

peoples stmggling for survivd. Locd and provincial goveniments did not share any responsibility 

with the federal government for Aboriginal peoples who often fond  themselves without basic 

services available to other Canadians. 

It was difficult to obtain financing or do business with banks who requested federal 

guarantees. Business owners did business with Abonginai peoples as customers but felt no 

obligation to provide employment or other types of community support. The federal govemment 

identified many problems facing Aboriginal peoples, and attempted to remedy the situation. 

According to the RCAP Final Report: 

Since 1960. the federal government has pursued at leasifive approaches 
[in economic developmen@ 

1. migration to mainstream emplopent sites, especially urban areas, 
2. business development, 
3. sectoral development, 
4. human resources development, and 
5. cornmunity economic developrnenî. 

... the Canadion Aboriginal Economic Development Sîrategy (CAEDS), is 
noteworthy ... becnuse it emphasized the need for CO-ordination ofprogram 
covering alZ five areas between purticbating federal deparmtents. There is 
considerable variation from one policy area to another, aspointed out in a recent 
assessrnent of CAEDSfiom an Aboriginal communiv perspective. 

Over this period. however, policy, program and budgets continued ro be 
controlled by fedeal andprovinciaMerritorial governments, and principally 



non-Aboriginal perspectives were brought to bear on development @CAP, 1996. 
2, p. 791). 

Doug Elias, a scholar and former University of Lethbridge faculty member, equates 

govemment policy with ideas of modernization and the underlying theme of assimilation that has 

pemeated governmental relationships with Abonginal peoples. Indian culture and society, are 

seen to h d e r  "real" economic development and any speciai place for history, Abonginal rïghts, 

treaties, relationships with the land, tradition and pnde in one's people "al1 served to defeat the 

admission of Indians as full participants in a better world. The attempt to strip those concepts of 

their power was an attempt to prepare Indians to enter the modem Canadian mainstream (Elias, 

1995, p. 9)." The 1969 federal govemment White Paper galvanized Aboriginal communities. 

Integration and assimilation into mainstream society were not part of the drearns of many 

Aboriginal peoples, and this sentiment echoed across the country. 

Further, funds for business development became available for businesses oufside the 

traditiond economy for on and off-reserve people, as well as, Métis people. For a time, fünds 

were also available for specific sectors that were identified as having potential including forestry, 

fishing, agriculture, arts and crafts and tourism (RCAP, 1996,2, p. 794). 

Currently, a shift is being made to Local control which dows  communities to effectively 

deal with the diversity of the issues facing Abonginal peoples. It is this diversity that has not been 

adequately addressed by the federal govemment and has contrîbuted to the failure of regional and 

national policies. 

It is important to keep in mind that the relationship with the federal govemment, the Indian 

Act and the treaties have had significant impact on the scope of Aboriginal rights and economic 

development. They have cntical coosequences on whether or not economic development decisions 

may even be contemplated by communities since communities often do not have title to land, 

water, and other resources or are restricted in some way fkm making decisions pertaining to them. 



The Royal Commission concluded that the foregoing strategies failed because 

predominantiy non-Abonginal perspectives directed these strategies with no signincant input fiom 

Aboriginal peoples (RCAP, 1996,2, p. 798). As noted, the shifi is now towards community 

control through land claims settlements, court decisions and negotiated settlements. Modem 

treaties, in the fomi of land claims settlements and treaty land entitlements, are shifong power back 

into the hands of the communities. Redistribuhg the responsibilities and control of Department of 

Indian Afhirs to Manitoba's Abonginal communities could have a similar impact. 

3 -2.3. Contem~orary reaiities. 

In recent decades, Abonginal peoples have pushed for govemment policies to achieve a 

stronger, more self-reliant economic base. The fist major statement on the issues came in reaction 

to the 1969 white paper and was prepared by the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood (MIB). Its report, 

Wahbungr Our Tornorrows, States: 

In developing new methodr of responre and cornmunity involvement it is 
irnperative thut we, both Indiun and Government, recognize that economic, social 
and educational development are synonyrnous, and thus must be dealt wiîh as a 
'total' approach rather t h m  in parts. The practice ofprogram development in 
segments, in isoZution os between its parts, inhibits zynot precludes, effective 
utilizarion of al2 resources in the concentrated e f f i  required to support econornic, 
social and educational advancement. 

In order rhat we can eflect changes in our own right, it will be necessary to 
develop a whole new process of communiîy orientation and developrnent. The 
single dependencyfactor of Indian people upon the state cannot continue, nor do 
we want to develop a community structure that nmrows the opportunities of the 
individual through the transfeml of dependencies under another single agency 
approach, 

The transitionfi.orn patemalism to community self-suficiency may be long 
and will require signzjkant supportfiorn the state, however, we wouZd emphasize 
thut state support should not be such rhar the government continues to do for us, 
that which we want ro do for ourselves (RCM , 1996, 2, pp. 795-96). 

It gave a voice to Abonginal peoples that had been muffled and led to a chorus of voices 

across the country. Revised policies advocated by Abonginal leaders focused on cornmmity 

development as part of  a holistic and comprehensive approach. Healing for ïndividuals, 

safeguarding Abonginal rights to land and resources while developing cultural and human 



resources were prionties developed by and for Aboriginal peoples. Proposed changes for 

increased self-suficiency highlight ways to build on the strengths of Aboriginal and mainStream 

society. Local input dictates the emphasis placed by communities on individuai or communal 

interests adding to the appropriateness of independence and self-governance. 

An exarnple of sensitive capacity-building is discernible through Aboriginal-controlled 

education institutions that developed to meet the challenge of educahg a population that has 

many needs. Rather than just IImiting options to skills that are tramferable to an urbain setting, 

programs also meet specitic community needs @CAP , 1996, 2, pp. 794-795). m e r  shifts in 

strategies also include a shift in emphasis to the comrnunity IeveI in other areas of economic 

development with more local control. 

As is noted, while federal and provincial governments try to assist in making positive 

change, Aboriginal peoples have visions too and have increasingly taken control in directing the 

means to attain those goals. While many have worked hard and achieved much, it is hard to 

distinguish these successes within the ovenvhelming statistics of poverty, poor health and low 

standard of living that characterize Canada's Abonginal population. As outlined by RCAP, a 

major shifi in approach and investrnent of fun& by goverment and the private sector is essential 

and will facilitate personal development and healing within the Abonginal communïty that 

precedes meaningful growth and independence. 

Continuhg on the present path according to Wien and RCAP wilI cost millions in social 

assistance costs and in the end will be more costly than spending millions of dollars on the 

Aboriginal comrnunity ùifrcistnicture for success. The clear message is that education, training and 

other RCAP recommendations will tntly build capacity allowing the Abonginal community to take 

on the challenges of the new millennium (See RCAP, 1996; Royal B a n k ~ C A . 0 ,  1997). 

These authors contemplate a partnership of healing and real economic development built 

on greater understanding of the need for substantive change by the Canadian public. In the end, 



working together wili result in the betterment of all Canadians and most importantly, for aU 

Aboriginal peoples. AU have an important role to contribute to this process. In the words of Ovide 

Mercredi, former Grand Chief of the Assembly of First Nations: 

1 is no longer acceptable to be just cornplainers about our social and 
economic conditions. It is no longer enough just to blame others for ourpain and 
misery. Whot does it take? How many pennies does it taRe to stop family violence 
in our homes? How many dollars does it take to prevent child abuse in our 
communities? We m a  begin the healing process for the recovety of our Fi& 
Nations peopies wifh whatever resources we hwe. It must sturt with us, hem in 
our hea*. Yes, we wilZ need outside support, but we have to do everything we can 
on our own, too. 

For sorne time ourpeople have been trying tofind ways of being more self- 
suficient. It is quite apparent to tls thor in order to reach thaf objectiveI we are 
going to need the help and cooperatim of the Canadian people and the corporate 
or business comrnunities. 

Unlike some other First Nations leaders, Ido not believe in absolute 
sovereignry or independence for ourpeople, becaure I think it is impossible to 
close our minds and our hearts ro the eqeriences of other people in this country. 
We cannot pretend that we are the on& human beings on thisplanet or that we me 
totally independent.. . not a single nation-state is absolutely sovereign in rems of 
ifs economic poli cy... 

We Zive in an era of interdependence. We have to corne fo the realization, 
as First Nations, that we have to lzjt ourselves up, and in the process reach out to 
other Canadians and their governments to help us elevute our social and economic 
conditions. We rnust eliminute poverty and suffering so that we can contribute to a 
cornmon vision of econornic and socid progress for aZZ the individuals that should 
beneftfiorn sharing our Mother Earrh (Emphasis a d w  mercredi and Turpel, 
1993, pp. 145-1 46; 154-155). 

Through interdependence cornes opportunities for improvement. It is a two way street 

where benefits and contributions fkom each partner can have significant impact. These convictions 

were expressed in RCAPYs final report. In M e r  support, Ovide Mercredi states: 

There is a valid sense of grievance about our treatmenf in al1 parts of 
Canada. Our people have experienced a collective form of societal and economic 
victimization Those wounds cannot be heuled until we do sornething tu change our 



experience. n e  woundr me there in myparentsJ they are there with me and they 
will be there with my c h i l d m  Ifwe maintain the siatm quo, wepepetuate that 
system of victimization The only real opportunity for First Nations peuples tu start 
on the road to recovery is topersuade Canadian people and governments to 
respect us. not as just individuals but as distinctpeoples who are part of the fomily 
ofthe human race, 

... n e r e  is M e ,  in my view, thut con be done by individual corporations or 
by organizations like the Canadian Council for Native Business to help our 
situation ifwe do not make structural refonns in the Canadian state. ne help 
provided by business people may benefit o small population in our communities, 
but the real social and economic recovery can only take place ifthere is a new 
relationship with Canada that is bused on the right of the First Nations peoples tu 
define their ownfitures. 

Business people can help us deal with the poverty in First Nclfionr 
communities by working with us to create employment and economic development 
opporfunities and tu provide training and education They can also help ur with 
planning. But we have tu change governments first so that we can put plam in 
phce for the fit t ure (Mercredi und T u p l ,  1993, pp. 152-1 53). 

Scholars have increasingly focused their attention over the past decades on understanding 

Abonginal economic development in terms of the current state of affairs and recommending 

strategies to improve the situation. Much of this literature forms the foundation for the RCAP's 

recornmendations in the economic development section. That is the starting point for the next 

section. Several approaches wiil be canvassed that ought to be considered. 

For many of Canada's Abonginal communities, economic development is recognized as the 

engine of self-govemance. With increasing control over resources and encouragement in the 

growth of community and individual-owned businesses, many commUIUlties are trying to become 

self-suEcient. It is important to me to put today's situation in a broader context, in keeping with 

the longer Abonginal view taken traditionally. As previously descnbed, Aboriginal society is not 

static. Refiections of changes within this society and the impact these have on understanding, 

analysis and prediction of behaviour is offered by few scholars. 



David Newhouse, a member of Onandaga, S i x  Nations, and a scholar at Trent University, 

offers the following observations. He makes a number of significant predictions regarding the 

fiiture of Abonginal colllfnunities based on current trends, as foilows: 

* Muny Aboriginal organLzutions and processes sirongly exhibit 
characfen'stics of mairutrem socieîy- 

> Urban and reserve-based residents m e  examining their traditions und 
reincorporating these traditions into every-dq lz;fee 

> AborigzgznaI peoples are definng individual and collective identities 
based upon traditional culturu2 groups rather than by government 
Zegi'sIution 

* Businesses do and are predicted to continue shzrctwing economic 
actMties around the western way of doing fhings and incorporating 
Aboriginal values into these wqys of operation (Nauhoure. 1992). 

These trends are the product of independent individual and communïty decisions and could 

arguably occur with little or no support fiom any agencies extemal to Aboriginal communities. 

They do deserve, however, to be supported through policies and necessary changes in 

infhtructure by governments when desired and where possible. These changes are contemplated 

in the myriad of RCAP final report recommendations. 

When examining the current approaches to economic development in Aboriginal 

communities, examples of some critical differences with western approaches include the role of 

community in decision-making, the role of elders, spintuality and the comection to the land. These 

distinctions are not always easily identified by an untrained observer nor are they present in every 

community, but they are important to recognize because they do exist. Where they do not exist in 

communities that reflect a mainStream orientation, these distinctions may be recaptured through 

future goals. Examples of these approaches will be ùitroduced in the case study chapter. 

Attitudes to economic development are diverse in the Abonginal community and are set 

out in the Royal Commission's final report: 



Aboriginal speakers made it clear to us (ar they hme toldpreviow 
inquiries) that they are noî naively opposed tu development or modemity, as is 
sometimes alleged They do not want tu give up telephones, snowmobiles, or video 
games. They accept that industrial development is a necessary part of the 
economic fabric of every country. Indeed. many pointed to their need and desire 
for greaterpmtic@ation in Canada's indushial economy. But few Aboriginal 
peoples would choose to participate at the q e n s e  of the lmd and life f o m  that 
anchor them in their past and link them to thefitwe. 

We also recognize that the hadÏtionaZ wuys that once served to limit 
AborigiMI use ofland and conserve resources are changrgrng Some Aboriginal 
peoples, especialZy among the young have Iost their sense of connectedness with 
the environment and their respowibility to it. Even those who retain rhis sense 
have access to technology designed to makz exploitation attractive and easy - 
sno wmo biles, high-po wered rijles, electronic fishing gear. and so on We were 
warned by a few speakers in public testimony that Aboriginalpeoples are j w t  as 
capable of destructive behaviour ar anyone else (RCAP, 1996, 3, p. 188). 

Aboriginal peoples do not stand alone in their connection and need to protect Mother 

Earth while suMving and thriving in this society. Many Canadians recognize and personally 

support e f f m  to protect the environment. Their values may be articuiated differently but the 

bottom-line, protection of the environment for fiture generations, is held in common. 

The debate regarding resource development is on-going with opinions occupying all points 

on the spectmm within the communities. The issues are often where economic development should 

take place and how it should occur. This point is articdated by another presenter to the Royal 

Commission (1 996). 

Gilbert Cheechoo, a Cree fiom Moose Factory on James Bay, pointed out 
the error of assurning that Aboriginalpeoples are autornatically opposed to 
deve lopment. 

So a lot ofpeople get mixed up... when we tulk about resource development: 
the Indians want to keep their culture, the Indians want to trap on that land when 
they m e  sining on a million dollars worth of gold 

That is not the on& thing we are ralrEing about 

There are debates going on in o w  reserves right now, our communities, 
about resource development. But a lot of non-Native people don 't h o w  that 



because they don 't take the initiative t o m  out four people are talkfng about 
these things. 27ze-y a s m e  that everybody is against them sclyng, ''They want to 
take OM land They want to fake our rights to q l o r e  and to take resource 
development out..," 

Resource developrnent is a big issue thar they talk about in our 
communities. m a t  are we going to do? Some people say. "Well, we should go and 
negotiate and try to get a deal." Some people say 'ho" @CAP, 1996, 2, p. 441). 

Many leaders are cognizant of the damage that has been done to their lands due to 

economic development and are very cautious about the projects that are supported. Other 

communities place more emphasis on employment in making economic development decisions, 

when balancing that with the impact on the environment. Some commuliities pass ai l  projects for 

review by elders coumils where the elders use their traditional knowledge in considering the 

project's appropnateness. This process screens out projects that may be profitable but do not meet 

the community's standards regarding its responsibility to take care of Mother Earth. Elders often 

play an active role in guiding their urban and rurai communities and helping to determine a balance 

in economic development that makes sense in their comrnunities. 

EZders say that the sickness that plagues su many AborigrgrnuZ communities 
and the threat to the sustenance of Zife on T M  Island (7Vorth America) posed by 
environmental degradation resultfiom the violation of natural Zm. Humon beings 
were not given a mandate to takefrom the emth without limit. Ignoring that there 
is a balance to be preserved not only imites dire consequemes. but also e m r e s  
ihat misfortune wiZZ follow and aflict al2 those who depend on the generosity of the 
land, which nourishes us Zike a mother. 

Aboriginal peoples listen to the prophetic messages that they have a 
responsibility tojirljil- bringing al1 peoples to an appreciation of their place in 
the naturaz order. For them, the prophecies are not relics of the past; they are 
beacom for thejuhae (RCAP, 19961, p. 634). 

The Royal Commission documents many Abonginal leaders and community members who 

recognize the balancing that is required for being successful in econonic development and 

developing a vision for healdiy communities. While there may never be total unanimity regarding 

the vision for Aboriginal peoples and their relationship with Canadians, one leader articulates his 

vision in a way that is inclusive and respectful of what each group b ~ g s  to the whole of Canada 



Ovide Mercredi notes: 

1 can tellyou without any doubt in rny mind or heart that the people I 
represent want to change this country in afùndamentai wuy which c m  strengthen. 
not destroy it- We want to be part of the riches of this counby, both as shmers and 
creators of wealth. ... But, equally important, we want the right to be dz$ierent. We 
want to be able to survive as distinct peoples. Tu p m e  our own dreams as 
peuples who have been here since time immernorial. We want to reach deep into 
our part. to secure t h e  values andpriorities that are essential for the 
development of sb-ong societies.. . 

There are many resources in this country, and Canadians respond to this 
with massive resource developrnent. We believe people have forgo tten the 
importance of protecting the environment for fiture generations. The peoples that 
1 represent, those with an indigenous philosoplry. have a worldview that is drerent 
fiorn that of the corporate mainstream. 

We have a view of the environment that does not stop al2 forms of 
developrnenf, but allows if to proceed in a way thal respects the environment and 
e m r e s  that it is protected for future generatiom Our philosophy of economic 
development is ingrained in our culture. We have distinct beliefi about how we 
should relate with the planet, how we should deal with development, and how we 
should respect the planet itself: ... But to respect Mother E& as a living entity is 
not eary; purticuImZy when the preoccupation of economic development may well 
be to exploit natwal resources rather than preserve or sustain them (Mercredi and 
Turpel, 1993, pp. I55-156). 

Chief George Johnson, Bunvash Landing, Yukon shares a story that iilustrates his belief 

that the next generation of educated leaders must be reminded of their connection to the land as 

well as the tension between economic development and protecting a sacred comection. 

Chief Johnson tells how one day, he and his children climbed to the top of 
their fmtorite mountain and sat down to enjoy the beaut@d valley and l a k  that 
could be seen below them. 

He asked them, "Will your child-ren be able tu enjoy this same view with 
you?" They said "Of course." Then George said "Wontt you let strangers corne in 
and rip up our land? ThP dollar is very powerful andyou might forget what we 
have shared todày. The lure will be strong when you are told that we are sitting on 
the largest ore body in the territory that extends_Fom this mountain under the 
valley and the lake. 

1 hope you do remernber your fies to the land when that time cornes. Ifyoou 



must have mines, perhaps you wiZZ choose somewhere else that isn't as special to 
our people AS this spot. Better yet, put your rnoney into itzvesmients that do not 
touch this land at all. Invest intemationaZly, like in Saudi Arabia! (Chief George 
Johnson, 1993) 

George's ambivalence to economic development and care in gently guiding the next 

generation is charactexistic of the approach taken to development by some commUIuty leaders. 

Based on my experience, the main objective of many communities is fïrstiy, to be in a position to 

have econornic development options that have not been available to comrnunities in the past and 

secondly, to develop these options on their own terms for their own purposes. P. Elias (1991) goes 

further in his analysis of the level of adaptation that is occurring in contemporary Aboriginal 

co11111iunities. Limits of what can be done in a comunity, within the naturai environment and 

within the Canadian environment are understood by mature leaders (p 35). Elias continues: 

Aboriginal people seem to make the point thar it is no& for others to define 
theirfuture. They h o w  their limits. They will balance the need for adaptation to 
the Canadian environment wifh the need for preseniation of aboriginal standards- 
And they will select among innovations and their own traditions to devise 
strategies and tactics for economic, political, and cultural developrnent. 

This is the context for understanding successfid contemporary approaches to economic 

development by Abonginal peoples. 

These themes underlie the economic development goals identified by Aboriginal peoples in 

the RCAP's Final Report that are reinforced in other literature. Abonginal peoples in Canada face 

different challenges than in the United States since treaties, self-government and legislative history 

has differed. There are however lessons that may be shared for success. In particular, critical 

factors to economic development are set out by Arnerican authors Kalt and Comell(1993). These 

factors are derived fiom research of a variety of Abonginai cornmunities across the United States. 

They include: 

* political sovereignty: the degree to which a tribe has genuine control over 
resewation decision making the use of reservation resources, and 
relations with the outside worl& 



) market opportmity: unique economic niches or opporhmities in local, 
regional or national markets that resultfiom particular assets or attributes 
(minerals, tot~~l'st attractions, distinctive artistic or crafi traditions) or fiom 
supportive governent policies; 

> access to financial capital: the abiliw of the tribe to obtain investment 
dollars fiom privatel governmen f or other sources; and 

) distance fiorn markets: the distance tribes are- markets for their 
products @. 8). 

Intemal assets are another key ingredient and includes the characteristics of the tribes and 

the resources they control that can be committed to development. The critical factors are: 

) natural resources: rninerals, water, timber, fish, wildZife, scenery, fertile 
1 4  oil, gas, and so on; 

> human capital: the skills, howledge, aad experriîe of the labour force 
acquired through education, training and work experience; 

> institutions of governance: the Zaws and organization of M a l  government. 
fiom constihrtions to Zegal or business codes to the tribal bureaucrav- As 
these institutions become more effective at maintaining a stable and 
productive environment, the chances of success improve: and 

) culture: conceptions of normal andproper ways of doing things and 
relating to other people and the behrrviour that embodies those 
conceptions. As the fit between the culture of the community and the 
siructure andpowers of the governing institutions becomes better, the more 
legitimizte the institutions become and the more able they are to regulate 
and organize the development process @. 9). 

Finally, Cornell and Kalt (1993), list development strategy as another cntical factor. It 

refers to the decisions tribes rnake regarding their plans and approaches to economic development. 

There are two key decisions: 

O choice of overall economic system: the organizution of the reserve economy with 
respect to such questions as the form of ownership of business enterprises and the 
approuch to economic development (such us tribal enterprises, individual or 
fam ily entrepreneurship, joint ventures). The prospects of successful development 
are improved ifthere is a goodfif between the economic system chosen by the tribe 
and ifs social organization and culture. 

choice of devdopment activity: the selection of specific development projects, ssuh 
as a convenience store, a gaming operationJ a motel or a manufacturingplant. 
Activities are more Zikely to be successfirl ifthey take advantage of tribes ' market 
opportunities, alZow îribes to specialize in using the naturd a d o r  human 
resources most available to them, and are consistent with tribes ' cultures. 



Whether in a Canadian or a US. context, it is not Likely that a particular nation or tribe will 

be strong in al1 areas, nor is this necessary. DBerent development strategies require a different mix 

of elements - an Aboriginal nation emphasizing hi& technology development would want to 

emphasize human resources development and may be less concerned about distance nom markets 

or the naturai resources base. In general, however, the more elements in place, the better the 

nation's prospects for effective economic development strategies. 

It has become clear that in the course of building strong, healthy conununities, a giant task 

is making sure that economic developrnent strategies d o w  for development that is on tems 

defined by the community. For example, the temis 'strong' and 'healthy' determine what the 

community wili give up and what they witl not; and their priorities so that as one goal is 

accomplished, another goal is not neglected. These are tasks for effective leaders in consultation 

with community members that will be in keeping with community rhythms. 

The community economic development approach (CED) is reflected in current federal 

government policy. It fits well into the context calling for broader initiatives to develop 

institutionai capacity at the national or sectoral levels. RCAP concluded that CEDys focus on local 

circumstances fiom a local perspective is holistic and hannonious with Aboriginal worldviews. 

In particula. CED is a comprehensive approach that integrates social and economic goals. 

Resources on al1 levels are identiiied with community support and a reasonable economic 

development plan is crafted. The focus is on such things as stimulation of local businesses for job 

creation while building social and physicai resources including training, education, housing, 

transportation, public infiastructure, culture and leisure. 

RCAP concluded: 

The CED approach, which recognizes the local comrnuniîy as a legrgrtirnate 
Zocatiotz for development effort, reguires that cornmunities be able to engage in a 
planningprocess to articulate social and economic needs and goals, ident5 
institutions that need to be founded or supporM and idenfi3 development 
strategies consistent with local cultural, social and economic conditions. It 



requires that the community have in place a govenumce process to provide 
legitimacy and a basisfor implementingplmrr. 

The federal governrnent has been sympathetic to CED, but it has 
experienced dzfacuIty translating that attitude into o ~ c i a l  action Budgets for 
CED and the resulting activities are inadequate, axd real conb-01 over budgets and 
development still eludes communities. The Commission 's community case studies 
revealed hamlet councils and rehted boards with very limited capacity to pursue 
job creatïon, training or community planning. ?Vhile the need will Vary with the 
size of the cornmunity, ar a minimum, AborignaZ communities should have sorne 
capacity to support economic development in l e m  of organirarion, staff 
resources and training. 

... ln a review of the experience with CED in the United States, Stewart 
Perry reported that perhaps the most signifcant lesson.. is that community 
economic development must be carried on under local direction, according to 
local priorities, and by rnobilizing local resources fitst. That is quite dif /entf iom 
conventional developmentpolicy which begins with central decisiom in the 
economic core areas about what should happen in the peripheral regions (1996, 2, 
pp. 845-846). 

CED is one approach to community economic development The community takes the Iead 

and identifies a path for itself that is worthy of M e r  support. In this scenario, aU levels of 

govemment are involved in a supportive capacity. The path that is identified is unique to each 

cornmunit/. There are, however, development themes or goals uncovered in the extensive research 

conducted by RCAP (pp.779-780). These themes are an effective starting point in Abonginal 

communities s e e h g  economic development. The Canadian experience echos the American 

research of Kalt and CorneIl in some areas but not in others. 

* Secure a suflcient land and resource base for all Aboriginal peoples. 

> Accessjobs that support a decent incorne and add meaning to people 's 
lives through nwturing self-esteem and identity. Choices exist to stay in 
communities, move to urban centres, participate in traditional economies, in the 
wage economy or any combination thereof: 

) Self-reliant and mstaining economies operate for& and equally with 
existing trade networks and economic systems. Economies provide the basis for 
sun>ival and an opportunity fo prosper individualZy and with the communiw 



> Choices about the nature of this economy me directed by Aboriginal 
peoples and their institutions. Economic development will contribute to the 
development of Aboriginal peoples as distinct peoples within Canada- The main 
goals me govername in their communities and stewardship of lm& and resources 
through economic development. 

> Economies m e  infruenced by Aboriginal values. pinciples and 
custorns in support of culture and identity. Development will be synchronized with 
community visions of goals and processes of development. 

These broad goals recognile thot economic development can go beyond 
individuals striving to mmirniie incornes andprestige, the noms in modern 
society It is also about maintaining and developing culture and identity; 
supporting self-overning institutions; and sustaining traditional ways of making 
a living. It is about giving people choice in their Zives and rnuintaining 
appropriate f o m  of relationship with their own and with other societies 
(Emphasis added). 

It m u t  be remembered that discussion of approaches is within a diverse and complex 

setting. The ideas put fonvard by the following scholars lead to an understandhg of possibilities. It 

is up to each community, each nation and each people to undertake the ne* steps in realizhg those 

possibilities. What approaches and processes exist based on Aboriginal wisdom and experience or 

an understanding of these things in collaboration with the western experience of econornic 

development? 

In particular the most relevant recommendations for this discussion focus on economic 

development. Fred Wien surnmarizes these strategies in his Royal Bank/ CANDO (1997) 

contribution. The context for econornic development is cntical and dictates appropriate strategies: 

* Regain confrol over the levers thar govern their economies through realizution of 
self-government. Al1 levels of government are urged to make roomfor an 
Aboriginal order of government- * Rebuild Aboriginal nations as the basis for bringing together a critical mass of 
resources that allow for economies of scale * Build institutional capacity on the basis of legitimate authoriîy (wirhin the nation), 
appropriate rules andprocedures within a safe and secure environment for 
potential investors. * @and lands and resources through establishing clear legal interests * Recognize Aboriginal and treaiy rights as one means for expanding lands and 



resources 
Build AborigM businesses through improved access to capital; advice for 
entrepreneurs; and improved access to markets 

> Support traditional econornies including trapping, hunting andfishing * Overcorne barriers tu employrnent through expanding availablejobs; appropriate 
education and training; improving information networh to bring jobs andpeople 
together; partnering with major employers and improving child care 

> Develop new opproaches to income support progrnms that heZp people break the 
&e of welfare dependence &p. 11-23). 

The need for rn-eam economic development strategies in harmony with Abonginal 

cultural pursuits and traditional beliefs is recognized. For example, RCAP recommends economic 

development of naturai resources using small-scale, environrnentally £kiendly techniques that will 

allow for a flexibility in exploiting natural resources that multinational corporations do not 

currentiy possess. Additionally, developing a stronger traditional or subsistence economy, 

iovolving living on the land and with the land, is suggested as being econornically viable since 

matenal goods and specialist seMces are provided in a renewable fashion. These activities also 

provide rneaning for many Aboriginal peoples living in cornmunities. 

Abonginal peoples, like other Canadians, are restricted to the technologies that are 

available to everyone regarding resource development. There are more environmentally Eendly 

ways of developing resources that have to do with scale and scope of operations and timing of 

activities (See also Elias, 1995; Loxley, 1992). They may not be widely available and some of these 

technologies may be very expensive. Sometimes the "best" decision means protecting areas fkom 

economic development which are of value for traditional activities despite the profits to be gained 

from harvesting resources in those areas. Once the economic development decision is made, 

cornmunities rnay choose to use sustainable technology and traditional environmental knowledge. 

They may choose to affùm their comection to Mother Earth as integral to their economic 

development strategies. 

Influenced by western thought and Canadian society, contemporary Abonginal 

communities hold ont0 ways of developing resources that make sense to the leaders and members 

within the confines of their experience, legal power and control over the land. 



It is these distinctions in approach that wili now be examined. 

3.3.1. A closer examination of the influence of ca~italism. 

This discussion begins with an examination of the context in which economic development 

occurs and then considers potential impacts on Aboriginal society. The most popular and weII- 

endorsed economic system in the world is capitalism. It embraces concepts of individual 

accumulation, mode of production, social class, and private property. It is a dynamic, creative 

system that teaches people to regard land, resources and their own labor as potential commodities 

for market. In particda-, Newhouse (1993) offers the following definition of capitalism: 

At the hemt of capitalism is a partiailar view of man and a notion of social 
progress. Man is viewed as a being who is continually striving to improve his 
material and social weZl-being. P rogress is rneanrred fhrough a continual 
irnprovement in individual material position. Most important, this progress occurs 
as the result ofthe actions of individuns, euch of whom engages in this constant 
striving. It is the collection of individual effort which results in rhis constant 
striving. It is the collection of individual effort which results in improved collective 
well-being. Individuals possess capital or labour that can be used tu produce 
profits or surpluses. 

The goal of every individual is to produce an econornic stirplus that can be 
savedfor use ut afiture date, spent on connrmables, or invested in order to 
produce addifional surpluses. Individunls may pool their surpluses and use them 
for thot group 's good or governments may appropriate them in the form of taxes 
in order to produce public gooh which are avaiioble for ail. 

This notion of individual effort and social cornpetition is important for it is 
what drives capitaiism @. 92). 

As Berkes notes, over tirne hurnan social relationships with nature have become more 

removed and destructive. "Capitalists organized the workers into instruments of profit and they 

organized the earth as the raw materiai for Iabor to exploit (p. 177)." There is a downside to this 

attitude towards economic development that has been increasingly acknowledged by many 

researchers. Factoring in limits of the natural world, however, does not fit easily into the 

capitalism mode1 and the market econorny fiinction. Daly (1 991) argues for recognition of the lack 

of connection between sustainability and the 'Iimitless resources' approach to the market. 



77ie market is sensitive to scale issues at the micro level but it is insensitive 
to the rnacro level scule of the whole economy relative to the ecosystem The facr 
that the markt c m  substitute relative& abundant resources for relative4 scarce 
ones is a great virtue but does not remove the entropic comtraint (p- 277). 

The entropic constraint referred to by Daly considers the fact that while energy cannot be 

destroyed, there are waste products fiom using energy that are unuseable and in fact act as a limit 

on resources available for consumption. This reality has not been reflected in many development 

choices including, for example, accounting for project costs. Costs of using resources, quantifj6ng 

the impact on quality of M e  today and ia the fiiture, and depletion of resources in the pursuit of 

profit, amung other similar 'costs' are not regularly factored into discussions of economic 

development projects. Broader recognition of the limits on resources may continue to encourage 

revision of such activities. In any event, the attention of world leaders has been drawn to 

discussion of thoughtfiil resource use in the last twenty years with increaçing concem. 

An Aboriginal perspective is brought to the discussion by Newhouse (1 993) who argues 

for a predominant Aboriginal view of economic development that accepts the conventionai view of 

development as a process and not an end product then enriches that initial premise by 

incorporating physical, mental, emotional and spirituai elements to guide the process- Additionally, 

Newhouse calls for consideration of the process to include the life cycle. His views will be 

examined M e r  as this approach lends itself to achievement of long-tem results and not short 

t e m  improvements (p. 96)- This is an holistic view of development that is generaliy not realized (p. 

95). 

Further, Newhouse urges for economic development as an effort shared with the individual, 

the community and the local govemment in parbership. Respect flows fiom partnerships and 

influences the choice of projects and technology ernployed since to do otherwise would breach 

responsibility as a humble part of creation. "One needs permission of the world in order to change 

it (Newhouse, 1995, p. 96)." 

From Newhouse's perspective, human capital investment (not individual capital 
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accumulation) is the focus of economic development activity. The impact of activity, especiaiiy on 

the environmenf is an intrïnsic part of considering communïty quality of Me and is guided by 

eiders. The role of elders in planning and guiding economic development efforts is formalized 

through councils of elders, advisory roles or personal support to entrepreneurs. Findy, wealth 

distribution focuses on sharing and kindness with expectations that the community and the 

individual wiil benefit fkom economic development activity (1995, p. 96). 

What impact will adopting the ways of capitalism without reçtraint have on Aboriginal 

society? Newhouse (1 998) notes that community views of proper behaviour tum fiom tradition to 

thùiking in economic terms and valuing in monetary terms. The idea of progress becomes linked to 

the idea of moving to a better world that is defined primarily in monetary terms and M e r ,  that 

the happiness of ail is linked to the "self-regardhg pursuit of happiness of each" @. 8). Economic 

developers are only now beghmhg to acknowledge limits on resources in the context of 

sustainability. 

Newhouse argues that capitaiism requires a broad community mord consensus and 

cornmitment in its favour. 

One also needs tu have this same consensus and cornmitment to itsprimary 
institutions: the market as the primary rnechanism for the provisioning of society, 
the idea ofprivute accumulation of wealthI the idea of definingprogress only in 
economic terms, the idea that each of us in pursuit of our own economic interests 
improves our collective well being and the central idea of the capital cycle itseljr 

In rny view, capitalisrn becomes more than an econornic system. it becomes 
a worldview and a way of lge. postulates a way for the world to work and 
provides a somewhat complete view of the order of things. It has over the last 200 
or so years developed a set of social instifufions which support it and into which 
individuals are socialized Ir also develops a social rhythm for society and defines 
social relationships. 

What it does ultimately is redefine the nature of society. fi creates a moral 
systern which is usedfor valuing ends and rneans. Society then becomes a 
collection of individuals, each of us allowed to pursue our own needs on the basis 
that this individual pursuit will result in the greatest good of alII.. The central 
calculus of capitalisrn which regards wealth not just as a stock to be accmulated 



but as a stock capable ofbeing trmfomzed into more wealth In order tu feed this 
cycle of ever increaîing wealth. it creates a cycle of wants and needr which it then 
seeks tofulfill (Uewhouse, 1998, p. 9). 

Capitalism has had a profound impact on the econornic development of the world because 

of how it sets the stage for private accumulation of resources. Newhouse (1998) wams that as 

Abonginal society rushes to embrace the promises of capitalism, their Abonginai values and 

traditions that are the antithesis of those advocated under capitalism, may be lost unknowingly and 

without a fight. Whether or not changes in capitaiism will occur has yet to be seen but îhere are a 

number of authors questionhg how the future face of economics should look. 

Newhouse's view of a "capitalist" economy is signifïcantiy Merent than u s d y  discussed. 

Possible impacts of this analysis of capitalism, as Newhouse (1995) notes, is that the notion of 

success in capitalism is broadened. There will be impacts on Abonginal society with the embrace of 

capitalism due to the focus on materialism. "The continued use of a material definition of success 

in Abonginal society may change this hierarchy (revered role of elders) as those who have material 

wealth move to the top of the social scale (p. 96)." 

Newhouse's caution against adopting capitalism without reservation suggests that 

economic development for Aboriginal peoples should be a blend and balance of elements which 

complement a commU11]:ty7s long-term plans while supporting a unique worldview and value 

system. I submit that it is possible to take the best that capitalism has to offer and embrace the best 

of Aboriginal worldviews in a blend for Abonginal communities interesteci in this type of approach. 

An attempt to accomplish this has been undertaken by the First Nations Development Institute 

(FNDI), fkom Virginia, USA which is descnbed in detail in the next section. 

Elements of develo~ment model. 

Community-based economic development theones, according to Sherry Salway Black 

(1994), need to use tools to assess success of econornic development efforts that complement 

quantifiable measures of assessrnent and impact. Quantifiable indicators typically include, ''jobs 



created, incomes increased, loans made, people traïned, houses built, goods and seMces 

produced" (p. 2) but measures only a srnaIl part of the pichue. Other measurernents are more 

"inclusive... of human, societai, environmtzntd welfare" and can hclude "measures of what our 

cornmunities vduey7(p. 2). 

FNDI bases its approach on the need to acknowledge weahesses of the typical economic 

growth mode1 embraced by the larger society and create new models that value life, quality of the 

environment and what is lefi for future generations to enjoy. FNDI focuses on a mode1 called the 

Elements of Development that is c'tailor-made ... to reflect the group's values, goals and pnorities. 

Cultural DNA ... based on the decoded patterns, ideals, and goals in very different societies (SaIway 

Black, 1994, p. 7). 

The Elements of Development mode1 offers an alternative to the usual approaches to 

'LfuUngY' undeveloped Aboriginal economies. The usual "problems" of inadequate hhstmctures; 

unskilled labour force, lack of access to capda1 and political instability (as identified by RCAP) 

contrast with an indigenous evaluation that $oints in a different direction. Weaknesses in 

govermnent programs are noted as well as lack of cultural relevance and sociai disruption and non- 

existent personal motivation to improve reservation life (Salway Black, 1994, p. 9). Many 

programs to improve the situation have a common weakness. They devalue or label culture, values 

and.community institutions as obstacles to economic development cbsuccess." 

For example, the "Indian Entreprenem Model" nurtures the profit-oriented focus of a select 

group within a comunity. Unfominately there is no basis for interconnections and the support 

that a local economic system on a reserve requires and usually these individuals go to markets that 

are more lucrative (Salway Black, 1994, p. L0)- Another example "the Chamber of Commerce 

Model of Development" sees success in attracting outside industry to the community. The 

drawbacks of minimal responsibility and accountability to the community are important and the 

continued reliance on outside interests is debcimental to quality community economic development. 

Both of these examples ignore indigenous warldviews about economic development (Salway 



Effective economic development recognizes the need for strong leadership that understands 

and supports local initiatives, the kinship system which is not duplicated in western sociev but 

brings strength to economic development strategies, and many cultural values that identified in 

chapter one, may be incorporated into more successful approaches. 

Salway Black's work identifies a number of areas contribuhg to dependency in a reserve 

economy. These facts must be recognized in developing a new perspective: 

) Within each Native cornmuni& there me household incorne generuting 
activities, self-help efforts and other m t q p e d  and idle resources that c m  be 
mobilized for successfid economic developmenî. 

) An empowered Native economy c m  develop 'krin-win " partnerships 
with the surrounding economies; leverage resources; build strong networks with 
Native development; and enhance exl'sting markets as well as develop new markets 
based on comrnunity knowledge of whatpeople need 

) Organizational or group activities modified [O generate revenues, can 
decrease dependency on federalf;ln& and increase the capacity for planning, 
initiating, managing, and marketing developrnent activities 

) A diversz3ed local economy decreases the fIow of money out ofthe 
cornmunity, prornoting local recirculaion of money which enhances continued 
development. 

> Economic development m u t  start with the people. Xt is about 
leadership, vision and the right to a dignzfied livelihood for all people (Salway 
BZuck. 1994, p. 12). 

This approach takes the recommendations and conclusions of authors such as Newhouse, 

Loxley, RCAP Final Report, Comeli and Kdt  to the next stage by Ilzfonning a paradigrn with an 

indigenous perspective. FNDI's mode1 is an holistic approach to economic development that 

approaches the balance taught in the Cree Medicine Wheel (physical, spiritual, emotional and 

mental). It is a tool that is meant to be modifled in ways that are appropriate to each community's 

values, betiefs and culture- 



The Elements of Development model is made up of circles withui circles and is 

summarized in Figure 1. "The circle is an important symbol in Native American society, 

demonstrating the interconnection of all things and the balance of life. The cirde is usefiil to 

demonstrate an holistic model by visually indicating that we cannot look at parts of the whole, but 

must examine the entire picture (Salway Black, 1994, p.14)." 

The approach taken by FNDI and captured in the model, empowers the user group 

because values, history, culture and tradition are acknowledged as important The interior circle, 

starting nom the centre circle and going outwards, represents the individual, the project, the 

community and the national Aboriginal populace. The circle is divided into four with each axis 

representing a major signïficant relationship or element of economic development, in particular 

assets, kinship, personal efficacy, and spirituality. Within each quadrant there are three elements of 

the economic development process for a total of 16 elements that guide the goal setting and 

evaluation processes (SaIway Black, 1 994, p. 1 4). 

Beginning with spirituality, this element may be a critical part of economic development for 

Aboriginal peoples as previously discussed. In this conte- the model most strongly captures an 

Aboriginal perspective where a vision of one's self, one's place in the community and in the rest of 

creation, is the staaing point. This vision is a context for understanding economic development 

choices. Connections are made with values, all living things, respect, dignity and the place for 

Aboriginal peoples in the world. It is difficult to measure as a part of successfbl economic 

development but some indicators might inchde: 

) instiIZing traditional teachings in the children, * learning the language, 
) creating visions for the fùture, * recognizing and rnaintaining a balance in lge. * For the community .., spirituality can be measured by ... 

cultural programs, iraditional rnethodr and teachings that both empower and 
develop people (Salway Black, 1994, p. 1 7). 



Moving around the circle, kuiship acknowledges the system of "giving, sharing and 

reciprocity" that exists within Aboriginal communities despite the westem models of distribution 

that have been imposed under the guise of economic devetopment and social welfare. By 

achowledging and building on the kinship system, a strategy builds on local strengths. indicators 

would include acknowledging a family's activities which meet local needs with local resources and 

m e r  trade activities within communities and between communities (Salway Black, 1994, p. 17). 

Self confidence, or personal efficacy, is next on the circle for Elements of Development- 

Individual achievements and accomplishments are honoured when they benefit the extended famIly 

and community. Children are taught about self-confidence, nsk taking, innovation and experience 

so that the community continues to grow in effectiveness and efficiency. Growth for its own sake, 

is not valued. From an early age, children are taught to ''thhk for yourself and act for others." This 

approach creates respect for others that western society has interpreted to be noncompetitiveness. 

Indicators of improvement in persona1 efficacy include increased knowledge, skills, self- 

confidence, problem solving abilities and positive attitudes. At a comrnunity level, indicators may 

include better leadership, community cooperation, reliability, follow-up and tearnwork. On a 

national level, a positive attitude for achievement permeates Aboriginal society (Salway Black, 

1994, p. 17). 
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Fieure 1 - Elements of development mode1 

Note: From Redefinine Success in Communitv Deve1oment:A New Ap~roach for 

Determinhg and Measurine the Im~act of Deveiopment (p. 15), by Salway Black, S., 1994, 

Schramm Paper on Community Deve1opment:nie Lincoin Filene Centre. Copyright 1994 by the 

First Nations Development Institute. Reprinted with permission. 



Finaliy, control of assets is an essential element of economic development which salutes 

empowerment through ownership and control enabling wealth creation. According to Salway 

Black, an individual's assets can be a house, a savings account, an education, job skilis, traditional 

rights to hunt, a business and access to credit Similarly, a community's assets may be programs, 

land, indigenous institutions, environmental quality, trust b d s ,  traditional hunting rights, access to 

credif natural and human resources. At the national level for trïbes, assets are trust funds, federal 

programs, their own indigenous institutions and sovereignty (Salway Black, 1994, p. 16). 

In examining the Elements of Development, the quadrant that is delineated by Kinship and 

Spirituality includes the elements of political and civic pmticIpaîion (eg. involvement in 

community activities), social respect (eg. public involvement for better policies and improved 

media coverage about Aboriginal peoples), and cultural integrity (eg. passing down of traditional 

laquage and culture). Salway Black suggests this quadrant captures demonstration of 

empowerment and its personal and societal understanding (Salway Black 1 994, p. 1 8). 

Kinship and personal efficacy form a quadrant that includes vi6rant initiative (eg 

entrepreneurship, self coniidence, self esteem and creativity), respodil i t ies  and consequences 

(eg. with ownership and control corne responsibiiity and accoimtability to yourself and to the 

community), and health and safetjv (eg. reflect local prionties, partnerships tied to kinship, 

community and health practitioners) (Salway Black, 1994, p. 18). 

Personal efficacy and assets include elements of d e  and exchange (eg. are dollars 

recirculating in the community or leaving?), income (what are the sources of income for 

community members?) andproductivity (ski11 levels in formal and informal comrnunity activities). 

While these are most similar to conventional economic rneasures this section expands to include 

informa1 trade and barter. It would include an expanded definition of employment that integrates 

cultural sensitivity. Employrnent options do not stop at wage labor but go beyond to include a 



dignined tivelihood (Salway Black, 1994, pp. 17-18). 

The final quadrant denoted by spirituality and assets includes choices/ vision (eg. do people 

feel they have choices? what are they?), hope andfihrre orientation (personal or mission 

staternents that note the effect of today's actions on the future) and environmental balance (eg 

water, air and soil quality, improved waste management systems, integrated resource management 

programs based on traditional practices) (Salway Black, 1994, p. 1 8- 1 9). 

It is important to understand the context. This model operates within the limits of Mother 

Earth. It does not dominate nor is it separate so the model is depicted as enfolded within 'ecology.' 

This model, with its gift of new types of indicators, brings another dimension to the 

discussion of community-based economic development and strategies for numiring Aboriginal 

economies. Salway Black realks, as do other scholars, that most pro- for Aboriginal 

peoples encourage them to enter the very market-based, capitalist system which has marginalized 

them for many years. This approach offers an alternative. Relationships between people, 

communities and environment with a spiritual underpinoing are honored and are the focus for 

economic development within a context of values, culture and tradition. Many of these factors 

were labeled as problems or ignored in the regular approach to business and economic 

development. Now they form the basis for success. 

FNDI operates an economic development f h d  for use by individuals and comunities. The 

Elements of Economic development guide FNDI in assessing a request. Business plans are 

produced using this model as a basis for the plans. The model is modified to suit the needs and 

aspirations of appiicants in concert with FNDI staff. Since 1993, grants totailing more than $4 

million have been made in support of 99 projects that include culture and beliefs (FNDI 

1 996/ I 997, p. 45) 



FND17s rationaie for new economic development indicators are many and provide the basis 

for a reassessment or validation for a different approach to "success." Local community 

involvement in setting goals and evaluation of goals is e rnpowe~g.  These indicators rnay serve as 

a catalyst for change through ail levels of society. Local values, goals and priorities are set without 

interference fiom outside sources. Indicators that examine al1 kinds of impacts can be documented 

for juçtifying m e r  investment. An holistic approach is more meaningful for many Abonginal 

communities which helps cl- the fiiture vision and creates an new paradigm of economic 

development (Salway Black, 1994, p. 23). Specifïcaily, 

the indicators register increases in c+ic participation and proactive 
decision making, income streams within and around the community, assumption of 
responsibility by community members, and various intangibles such as self-esteem 
and sense of cultural identiîy (FNDI l996/9 7, p. 46). 

This approach Ulcludes al1 Iiving things and is the starting point for a new discussion on 

broader issues of impacts caused by entering into the market economy. Capitalism means many 

thuigs (See Newhouse, 1998) and some of these things may not be what Aboriginal comrnUIIlties 

define as part of their vision. Wiih FNDI's approach, Aboriginal peoples have tools to begin to 

jouniey on their own path, drawing on al1 the knowledge Çom within and with mauistream 

communities, that they may desire to craft their vision for the füture. 

This mode1 is not restricted for use by communities, organizations or individuals who live 

on reserve or in a rurd setting. It is inclusive of those Iiving in the urbm setthg too. Some issues 

facing urban-based Aboriginal peoples are the same as those facing Aboriginal peoples in the rest 

of Canada including identity, social dysfunction, discrimination, racism, governent support, 

housing, education, and disillusioned youth- For some, these issues are intensified in an urban 

setting where support networks often have to be forged fkorn scratch rather than drawing on 

accessible networks of extended family and fiends in the home comrnunity. It follows that the 

pressure of being drawn into a market economy is perhaps stronger for urban dwellers. 



3 -3 -3. Aborïe;inai peo~Ies based in urban communities. 

The Royal Commission found a vacuum in research and policy supporting urban-based 

Abonginal peoples. It noted: 

ntere is a history in Canada of putting Aboriginal peoples 'in their place ' 
on reserves and in rural communities. Aboriginal cultures und mores have been 
perceived as incompatible with the demandî of indusriialized urban society. Inis 
leads al1 to eeîily $0 ~ h e  ussumption that Aboriginal peoples living in urban areas 
must deny their culture and heritage in order to succeed-that they rnwt assimilate 
into this other world 13re corollary is lhar once Aboriginal peoples migrate to 
urban areas, their identity as AborigiinalpeopIes becomes irrelevant @CAP, 1996, 
4, p. 519). 

The Royal Commission's research findings support an entirely dflerent perspective. While 

there are individuals and families who assindate into the mainstream culture and lose touch with 

cultural beliefs, there are also many families who want to re-establish or maintain the& cultural ties 

in their new communities. Abonginal organizations form in urban settings to meet the needs of 

urban-based Abonginal peoples in terms of extensive political and social needs. Friendship centres 

carry much of this socid burden in many cities while political organizations for general and specif5c 

Abonginal groups attempt to deal with levels of govemment effectively. 

In terms of effective urban economic development strategies, individuals are involved in 

entrepreneurid ventures, partnerships, joint ventures, community owned economic development 

corporations and cooperatives. There are a variety of govemment programs that Abonginal 

peoples qualie for, to access fünding and training assistance. However, they face rnany obstacles 

including racism, difficulty in qualifjbg for loans, building up meaningfid track records in the 

business world, strict program guidelines and few role models or mentors. Again, a community of 

support is often constructed to mentor, advise, support and facilitate the growth of these 

businesses. This is accomplished through the impetus of Aboriginal organizations, govemment 

agencies and the entrepreneurs themselves. With the mainstream market being the place these 

entrepreneurs usually operate, the pull to assimilate, do business in the same way and to define 

success by the capitalist mode1 is very strong. 



WMe some Eterature focuses on cooperative models of business development as very 

appropriate in the urban setting (Loxley, 1994; RCAP, 1996), it appears that a smorgasbord of 

choices with appropnate supports seem to be most viable for Aboriginal businesspeople, since that 

is the reality demanded by the community. Profitability remains key to the on-going viability of 

business, but there is room to show personal values in the way business is conducted. 

For example, this includes making customers feel welcome while avoiding high pressure 

sales techniques, welcoming those less fortunate who want to tak, being supportive of community 

activities and being remembered for the unique ambiance of the business. These are not peculiar to 

the Aboriginal community but they reflect the values of smail business people who are successful in 

ways that differentiate them from big business. Aboriginal businesses may reflect more of their 

culture and integrate it into the way they do business while being successfùl on their own terms. 

3.4. Summarv 

In summary, an exploration of the second research objective regarding the blend of 

approaches to economic development with attention to the fïrst research objective dealing with 

Aboriginal wisdom has been undertaken in this chapter. The research presented here supports a 

place for traditional values and culturai beliefs in today's world that cannot be ignored or 

rninimized. The research also underlines the significance of making room for an Abonginal 

perspective on values, tradition and worldviews especiaily when it cornes to supporting the move 

to independence being made by Aboriginal communities across the country. 

A community-based approach to economic development follows ~ o m  the discussion here 

and fiom that in previous chapters. This approach recognizes the strength of Aboriginal peoples' 

perspectives and communities, builds networks within communities, and partnerships with the main 

economy in an effort to puMe particular community-developed goals using compatible processes. 

This approach to economic development rnauifiiins an attitude of sharing and caring that is a 

process d e k e d  by individual co11~1i1unities. It makes sense, therefore, to use the broadest definition 

for 'resources' in the context of commuaity-based economic development in keeping with an 



holistic approach. 

Resources include al1 things that a commUNty might wish to use in its Survival after due 

consideration for the needs of the current comuiunity and future generations for such t h g s  as 

renewable, non-renewable and human resources. The discussion of resource development 

attempts to view the connections with d l  parts of community life as strategies are devised and 

implemented. 

FNDI does its best to incorporate the aspects of a modem economy that work while 

i den tekg  a process that builds on the strengths of Aboriginal communities in building strong 

commmities. Common community fixtures of kinship and informal economy, for example, that 

were invisible to the process of economic development are now defined as integral to its success. 

This is a complete tuni-around that goes hand in hand with Newhouse's caution regarding whole- 

hearted acceptance of capitalism without some appreciation for the consequences. By working 

through the Elements of Developrnent Model, it is possible for Aboriginal communities to maintain 

the values and traditions that Newhouse is concerned are threatened while meeting the needs for 

community independence in a balanced and thoughtfiil manner. 

Comrnunities embarking on a relevant and meaningfbi journey of economic deveIopment 

may embody some of the following ideal concepts set out by T. Abed (1 999) as a solid foundation 

for success. These concepts are a Iogical extension of the discussion in this chapter. 

Wholeness with diversity. Cornrnunity mernbers are secure in lcnowing who 
and what they are; they have high levels of cornmitment to and solidanty with the 
group, but dso  tolerance for ciifferences that emerge on issues that are not central 
to the communïty's identity. 

Shared culîure. Community members know their traditions, and the values 
and noms that form the basis of the society are clearly established and universally 
accepted, 

Communication. There is an open and extensive network of communication 
among community members, and government institutions have clearly established 
channels by which information is made available to people. 



Respect and trustf People care about and cooperate with each other and the 
govemment of the community, and they trust in one another's integrïty. 

Group maintenance. People take pnde in their community and seek to 
remain part of it; they collectively establish clear cultural boundaries and 
membership criteria, and look to the community's govenunent to keep these 
boundaries fiom eroding. 

Participatory and consetzstls-based govemment Coxnmunity leaders are 
responsive and accountable to the other members; they consult thoroughly and 
extensively, and base al1 decisions on the principle of general consensus. 

Youth empowennent. The community is committed to mentoring and 
educating its young people, involving them in al1 decision-mabg processes, and 
respecting the unique challenges they face. 

Stmng links to the outside world. The community has extensive positive 
social, political, and economic relationships with people in other cornrn~ties,  and 
its leaders consistently seek to foster good relations and gain support among other 
indigenous peoples and in the international community (p. 82). 

With 50% of the Aboriginal population in medium to large urban settings, it is a challenge 

to adapt these concepts to an urban context The research presented in this chapter serves as the 

context for understanding the experience of the co~~ununities highlighted in the case study chapters 

seven through ten and presented in the lessons chapter eleven where their experiences are 

appraised. 

The next section will address issues surrounding the western scientific worIdview and the 

impact it has had on approaches to economic development by western society. Abonginal and 

western scientifïc worldviews will be juxtaposed and the resulting insights presented. 



4. Western Worldviews and Approaches to Economic Development 

As Berkes (1999) notes, while in the main, Aboriginal peoples demonstrate common 

approaches, individual approaches of communities differ in numerous ways reflecting their 

particular history and environment (p.179). The unique perspective brought into focus by 

Aboriginal peoples will be discussed in tems of the common elements of histor-y, culture7 political 

system and tradition but given the understanding that some communities wiU not f i t  neatly into a 

typology. These experïences have shaped distinct worldviews in Abonginal society. The same may 

be said for mainstream society. The two aspects of the mainstream's worldviews that ase of 

interest here are the western scientïfïc approach to understanding the world and how particular 

values and beliefs have been captured by capitaiïsm and its impact on economic development. 

These topics will be examined in this section. 

4.1. Western Worldviews 

History is one place to start in considering worldviews. The Royal Commission has set out 

a view of history that acknowledges dii3erent worldviews and perspectives. In the end, it accords 

value to differing perspectives held by Euro-Canadians and Aboriginal peoples. For those who 

disagree or who try to chart these worldviews side by side and compare them, it should be noted 

that according to one Aboriginal scholar, it is tMe to end meaningless and d a i r  cornparisons 

between western and Aboriginal woridviews (Masuzumi, 1998). He notes that one view is no 

better or worse than the other but may complement each other at times and provide a more 

accurate view of histoncd events. 

While approaches to time and history are different, RCAP states that these worldviews are 

important, 

... not because they represent absolute distinctions between people-cuZturaZ 
worlak are too rich and cornplex for that-but because they serve ro iZIustrafe, 
however inadequately, ïhat there are dzrerent ways of expressing idem that, ut a 
deeper levez, may have much Ni common (RCAP, 1996, I ,  p. 3.5). 

Euro-Canadian worldviews are heavily infiuenced by the westem science approach. For 



example, historians using a western science apsrcach rely on written documentation to support an 

interpretation of events as a matter of 'truth.' A cross-cultural semiig complicates the strategies 

for achieving the goal of accurate and 'complete' understanding (RCAP, 1996, 1, p. 32), d e s  out 

oral histones, the b a i s  of Aboriginai 'history,' as valid information sources. 

In accounting for all events under investigation, mainStream historians weave their 

explanations with human beings at the core in a secuiar, scientinc manner that maintains the split 

with spintuality advocated through the ages by Galileo, Descartes, Newton, Einstein and other 

influentid scientists and phüosophers (Lendsay and Wuttunee, 1997, p. 1) There were no written 

alternative theories and explanations fkom Abonginal perspectives untiI recentiy when Abonginal 

scholars joined the arena by publishing their perspectives in words that flowed fiom their various 

disciplines, oflentunes including a unique Abonginal view borne of their personal experience. 

Rernovhg spirituality fiom the western scientific view in order to focus understanding of 

the world and how it works has a major bearing on the dominant society's comection to other 

living things. Objectivity and rigorous documentation are the main tools for discerning meaning 

and comprehending with logic, accurate and reliable answers to questions about how world 

systems work. 

This western scientific approach has permeated the way research is conducted in many 

disciplines beyond historical research. The result has been marginalization of the research subjects 

f?om the research process. According to Ward (1 997), local peoples, such as Aboriginal peoples, 

are viewed as 'subjects' in keeping with a scientific or positivist approach to research. She notes 

that this philosophical fiamework reflects societai values and beliefs and so accepts positive facts 

and observable data as appropriate measures of reality (p. 5). In particda.: 

The basic assumptions ofpositivism are four: (1) the aims, concepts and 
methoh of the namal  sciences are applicable to the social sciences; (2) the 
correspondence theory of truth which holdi; that reality is knowable through 
correct measurement methoh; (3) the goal of social research is to discover 
universal laws of human behaviour which transcend culture and history; (4) the 

fact-value dichotomy, the deniol of both the theory-laden dimensions of 



observation and the value-laden dimemiom of theory @. 5). 

This approach to understanding the world and its inhabitants has shaped many academic 

disciplines. Values, cultures and spirihiality have been compartmentalized and given little 

significance in this scientific aspect of Euro-Canadian worldviews. There has been some 

broadening of approaches in some disciplines over t h e  so that values, cultures and spirituality do 

have meaning in religious studies and other non-scient& aspects of our experience. 

Capra, in a more brostdly drawn statement of the elements of a dominant worldview hdd 

by modem Westem society, states that it has become entrenched and infiuential to the point where 

these elements are no longer usefûi and indeed have become harmful to a productive existence: 

> the universe is a mechanicul systern composed of elernentiny 
building blocb; 

> the hurnan body is a machine; 
> life in society is a cornpetifive shuggle for existence; 
> the belief in unlimited rnaterialprogress to be achieved through economic 

and technological growth, und 
> the belief that a society in which the fernale is everywhere subsurned by the 

male is one that follows a basic l m  of nature [Capra, 1996:6J 

The next section gives an o v e ~ e w  of the way humankind's economic needs are met 

within the context of this Euro-Canadian worldview. The development of capitalism flows easily 

and is in keeping with this worldview. 

4.2- Approach to Economic Develo~ment and Growth bv Western Societv 

According to Suzuki (1997), growth in society's demand for consumer goods 

characterized the beginning of the twentieth century and the continued pursuit of the goals of 

capitalism, in 2907, economist Simon Nelson Patten espoused the idea that the new morality 

consisted in expanding consumption and not in saving. Consumption also became the answer for 

supporting the economy that had boomed during World War II (p. 21). 



Shortly d e r  World Wm U, retailing analyst Vicror Lebow declared: Our 
enonnously productive economy . . . demands t h  we make connrmption Our way 
of lge, that we convert the buying and use of goorls intu rituals. t h t  we seek our 
spiritual satisfaction, our ego satisfaction, in consumption . . . We need things 
comurned burned up, worn out, replace4 and discarded at an ever-increusing 
rate (Suzukï, 1997, p. 21). 

Continued growth in consumerism is achieved by ident-g new markets in third world 

countries, targeting specific groups for products or encouraging planned obsolescence. 

Coca-Cola president Donald R. Keough expressed a quasi-religious 
attitude towardr market opportunity. He said, m e n  I think of Indonesia - a 
country on the Equator with 180 million people, a rnedian age of 18, and with a 
Modern ban on alcohol-1 feel I know what heaven looh like (Suzuki, 199 7, p. 21). 

Constant economic growth is required to meet growing consumer demand The rationale 

for growth in consumption and the economy is supported by governments of aU corntries and the 

major* of businesses throughout the world. McCann, Fullgrabe and Godf?ey-Srnith assert that 

growth leads to increasing wealth and this, through the market system, provides the basis for the 

satisfaction of al1 human needs (1 984, p. 35). 

M a t  does this philosophy mean for humankind and the limited resources of this planet? 

A hundred years ago, even f i  years ago, it did not seem urgent that we 
understand the relationship between business and a healthy environment, because 
naturaz resources seemed unlimited Given current corporate practices, not one 
wildlife reserve, wilderness, or indigenous culture wiZZ survive the global market 
economy. There is no polite way to say that business is destroying the world 
(Hawken, 1993, p. 3). 

Are we happier and healthier as a result of this philosophy of maximum growth for 

maximum profits? The statistics regarding stress, addiction, failing families and youth at risk in 

western society would indicate otherwise as noted by Madyn Waring (2000). The disconnection 

fiom nature and the naturd limits of resources is at the basis of the push for change in economic 

development philosophy at al1 levels. Many authors fÎom varied disciplines are reviewing the facts 

and suggesting approaches that could mean a difference to future generationç. Some of these 

approaches will be reviewed in the next section. 



4.3. Room for Revision: the Aproach to Economic Develo~ment and 
Measuring Success 

In my view, a shift in approaches to economic development must be considered. There is 

room to move nom considering a limited number of issues such as  readily quantifiable costs in 

reaching decisions toward an economic development approach that considers these costs but also 

places importance and attempts to quant* aiI the costs of development decisions on environment, 

people, communities and fbture generations. 

Profit, as a measure of success, is important but cot the oniy one. 'Reasonable' profit that 

honors the limits of the planet's resources replaces the idea of 'maximum' profit. The guiding 

principle of maximizhg (ie. development of resources and profit) shifts to moderation (ie. use 

resources wisely and profits will follow) or rninimi7nng (ie. use of non-renewable resources; 

developing renewable resources with little long-term residual impact) as the overarching goals of 

economic activity. 

Some business leaders have taken up the cause of rethinking economic development for 

reasons as diverse as personal revelation, govemment sanction or regdation, consumer pressure, 

or a combination of these and other inauences. In this section, changing views in business and 

economics are presented. 

Paul Hawken is a businessman, who presents an ecological anaiysis of business, in which he 

argues for business to include environmental perspectives for long-term prosperity. Hawken links a 

heaithy planet with business in an essential parhiership that must be nurtured in order to achieve 

the vision of the future shared by so many people. It is a new era-Ecological Business that follows 

the Industrial Age (Hawken, 1993, p. 9). 

Hawken urges business leaders to rethink the ultbnate purpose of corporations. Rather than 

focussing on making money and viewing corporations as systems for making and selling things 



(cornmon maxims of business behaviour), Hawken suggests: 

the promise of business is to Nlmease the general well-being of hummkind 
rhrough service, crearive invention and ethicalphilosop?zy-.. We hm>e the capacity 
and ability to create a remarkably dzrerent economy, one that can restore 
ecosystems and protect the environment while bringing forth innovation, 
prosperiïy, meanin@ work. and true se~ity'(Hàwken, 1993, pp. 1-2). 

Hawken acknowledges that in the pasf the need to understand or recognize any 

relationship between business and a healthy environment was easily dismissed and the lunits on 

natural resources were ignored because they were not obviously depleting. 

Today, however, environmentaï limits to human and industrial activities are a realim and 

the hard questions Haken asks are: 

How can business itserfsurvive a continuedpattern of worldwide 
degradation of living systems? 

m a t  is the logic of extracting diminishing resources in order to create 
capital to finance more consumption and demandplaced on those diminishing 
resources? 

How do we imagine our fufure when our commercial systems conflict with 
everything nature teaches us?" (Hawken, 1993, p. 5). 

Hawken sees a productive business environment that will restore the earth using highly 

effective organizational and marketing techniques of fiee enterprise (Hawkeq 1993, p. 9). Each 

partner can leam and benefit fkom the others. What measures of success become possibilities under 

this new paradigm? 

According to Hawken: 

n e  Zanguage ofcommerce souna5 specific, but in fact it is not explicit 
enough. IfHàwaiiam had 138 dzgerent ways to describe falling rani, we c m  
assume that rain had a profound importance in the lives. Business, on the other 
band only has two wordr for profi-gross and net. The extraordinarily cornplex 
manner in which a company recovers proft is reduced to a single numerically neat 
and precise concept- 

It makes no distinctionr os to how the proft was made. It does not factor in 



whether people or places were exploite4 resources depleted, eommunities 
enhanced, Iives lost, or whether the entire executive suite was in such turmoil as to 
require stress comltants and out placement services for the victims. In other 
wordr, business does not discern whether the profir is one of quality or quantiiy 
(Eawken, 1993, p. 1 O). 

The most common gauge of success is 'profit7.t Hawken urges that we must now become 

more holistic in our approach by reflecting the full value of economic development alternatives and 

acknowledging that business does not exist in a vacuum. 

Another common guide for gauging success is a precept that guides business and justifies 

takùig decisions on the narrow basis described in the previous sectioa This is Darwin's "suNival 

of the fittest." According to Hawken, 

The phrase is, in fact, a misinterpretution of Dminism. Darwin did not 
speak of survival of the fittest; rather, he described those who survived as fiaest 
for a specific ecological niche. T k e  is a big dzrerence between those two ideas ... 

Fodizy] the "winners" are the cornpanies that consistently overstep and 
exceed currying capcity. Corporate capifalism recogmizes no limit and has no 
habitat (Hàwken, 1993, p. 33). 

It is this attitude of succeeding at ail costs that has become too expensive for us and for 

Mother Earth. According to Hawken, the new corporate "winner" sets reasonable limits on 

activities and is responsible to many stakeholders in meeting t&e challenge that he articulates- 

restoring ecosystems and protecting the environment while being innovative and prosperous in the 

context of m e a . g f b l  work. 

Most cornmonly, scale of operations and growth are the foundation for measuring the 

success of today's cornpetitive businesses. Changing the way success is detemiined when 

considering the aspirations of sustainable developrnent leads t o  respect for limits of our physical 

world and to a healthier way of doing business. Tools are being developed but are used by very 

few businesses. For example, environmental accounting tries to address some of these issues. 

It attempts to account for interna1 and external environmental, economic and societal costs 



and benefits. It is interdisciplinary in nature and takes many possible approaches. It may focus on 

incorporating al1 costs as a component of product cost including: 

the cost of extracting raw rnaterids. manufacturing îrarwportation, 
product recycling, disassembling. reverse distributon. restocking used maferid. 
disposing of waste, etc. 

[A broader approach might be taken where] an assessrnent is made of the 
environmental impact of a product or process over its entire Ife-cycle (Society of 
Management Accountunts of Canada, p. I l ) .  

These approaches give hope that some importance is placed on making standard practices 

more redistic. A complementary philosophy recogniMg the need for change, arises fiom the 

discipline of econornics, 

According to Daly, an economist, and Cobb, a theologian (1994): 

The scale of human activiîy relative to the biosphere has grown too large. 
.. population haF doubled ... Over the same rime period, gross worldproduct and 
fossilfirel comumption have each roughly quadhqded Further growth beyond the 
present scale of economic activity is ovenvhelmingl'y likely to increase costs more 
rapidy than it increuses benefis, thus urhering in a new era of "uneconomic 
growth" rhaf impoverishes rather t h m  enriches @. 2). 

Cnticisms of growth and the cost of economic development are examined by some 

psychologists, econornists and ecologists who corne to the same sorts of conclusions (cf: 

Henderson, 1 978; Weiskopf, 1 97 1 ; Polyani, 1 957; Schumpeter, 1975). The goals of maximization 

of r e m  on investment, growth and scale of operations must be replaced with that of minimiMg 

throughput while meeting the needs of the human family. 

While Hawken seeks to persuade business people to shift the5 decision-making paradigm, 

Daly and Cobb (1994) seek a simila. goal by applying pressure on economists. Daly and Cobb 

suggest an economic perspective that emphasizes "person-in-comrndtyff rather than pnvate 

personal preferences @p. 7-8). "The change wiil uivolve correction and expansion, a more 

empirical and historical attitude, ... and the willingness to subordhate the market to purposes that 



it is not geared to determinel'(Daly and Cobb, 1994, p. 8). This shift is away fkom individuaiism 

and towards community but without forgetting the needs of the individual. 

Daly and Cobb urge a vision that includes human communities and "the other creatures 

with whom human beings share the world ... the economy that sustains the total web of life and 

everything that depends on the land " (Daly and Cobb, 1994, p. 18). Their vision is personai, and 

they express it strongly: 

... ut a deep level of our being we find it hard tu suppress the cry of anguish, the scream of 
horror.. We human beings me being led to a dead end-dl too literdy. We are living by 
an ideoZ0g-y of death and accordingly we are destroying our own humanïty and killing the 
plonet. Evert the one great success of the program t h  h m  governed us, the attainrnent of 
material afluence, is now giving way to pove m.. lfwe continue on our presentpath, 
Mure generutiom, ifthere me tu be any, are condemned to misery Paly  and Cobb, 1994, 
p. 21)- 

Daly and Cobb suggest that organizations following a policy of sustainability must commit 

to financing projects that are sustainable. They must compare them with other sustainable projects. 

Where there is exploitation of a nonrenewable resource, there should be a second complernentary 

project that WU ensure the sustainability of both projects @aly and Cobb, 1994, p. 74). 

Daly and Cobb caution against using evaluation methods that are not inherently sustainable, 

for example, they suggest using a project discount rate of 5% or less @aly and Cobb, 1994, p. 75) 

in direct contrast to the usual rates of 15 to 20+ % return sought by today's Fortune 500 

companies. They contend that success then becomes a measure that takes into account the impact 

on the environmet, resources and the quality of living for this generation and fiiture generations. 

Researchers in other disciplines who are trying to understand the impact of attitudes on the 

fiiture of life on Mother Earth are also aniving at similar conclusions. Nuclear physicisf Fritjof 

Capra, opens his book The Web of Life with a quotation that hm long been attributed to 

Aboriginal peoples. The perspective expressed is poetic and thought-provoking. 

This we know. 
AZZ things are connected 
like the blood 



which unites one 2 family ... 

matever befaIZs the earth, 
befallls the sons and dmrghters of the earttt. 
Man did not weave the web of life; 
he is merely a strand in it. 
Whatever he does to the web, 
he does to himself 
(Ted Perry, hspired by Chief Seattle in Capa 1996, unnumbered) 

Capra attempts to outline an emerging theory of living systems that offers a unified view of 

mimi, matter, and life. Like Hawken and Daly and Cobb, Capra is moving fiom a mechanistic to an 

ecological worldview (Capra, 1996, p. xvii) that has profound implications for "science and 

philosophy, but also for business, politics, health care, education, and everyday life (Capra, 1996, 

p. 3)." The problems of environmentai concem are weli-documented and of paramount 

importance. Al1 major problems are intercomected and interdependent (Capra, 1996, p.3). 

Capra urges a different view that sees a l l  things as interconnected. A grassroots movement 

begun in the early 1970s c d e d  'deep ecology' best captures Capra's underlying philosophy of his 

proposed living system's theory [Capra, 1996:7]. Deep ecology places al1 Living things on the same 

level and ascnbes equal value as compared to views that are human-centred with nature as merely 

a tool with littie intrinsic value. "Deep ecology recognizes the intrinsic value of al1 living beings and 

views humans as just one particular strand in the web of life. Ultimately, deep ecological awareness 

is spiritual or religious awareness [Capra, 1996:7]." This perspective has much in common with 

Abonginal worldviews. 

Values are afEected by the deeper questions that arise with this proposed shift in paradigm. 

In trying to separate values fkom facts, science has iduenced politics, economics and social 

structures in ways that are becoming life-destroying rather than life-preserving [Capra, 1996: 1 11. 

Now, deep ecology encourages a new reality where life is at the very centre. 

Capra predicts that many changes will occur. For example, private profits are currently 



being made at public cost to the quality of the environment, the general quality of iife and to fùture 

generations. 

A major clash between economics and ecology derivesfiorn the fact thut 
nature is cyclical, whereas our industrial systemr me linear. Our businesses take 
resources, tramforrn thern into products plus warte, and sell the products to 
consumers, who discard more waste when they have consumed the products. 
Sustainable patterns ofproduction and connrmption need to be cycZica1, irnituting 
the cycZical processes in nature [Capra, 1996:299]. 

In summary, Hawken, and Daly and Cobb also reach this conclusion as do many other 

noted researchers in a variety of  dEerent fields. For example, David Suzuki notes that science has 

proven without a doubt that devastation has occurred and will continue to occur without each 

person getting involved in the changes that make sense. It has become a personal choice 

[posborough, 1997, D6]. 

Cwent research suggests that there is room for a shift in values and approaches to 

econornic develop~ent~ Aboriginal economic development has common features with the westem 

approach to business for a variety of reasons. Basic elements of earning a reasonable retum on 

investment may be learned and then practised by anyone regardless of their ethnicity. However, the 

way in which Aboriginal society defines 'good business practices and standards,' are a function of 

whatever values and traditions are currently held by its members. These may be anywhere on a 

spectrum between traditional values and westem capitalist values including combinations of the 

two. 

Room for these approaches has not been made by the business establishment where the 

more common attitude is that "business;" "success;" "strategies;" are the same for d l  Canadians. It 

is held that those employees, customers, partners or colleagues who hold different personal values 

must not allow them to interfere with proper business conduct if they are to continue or even 

succeed. 

Each Abonginal individuai and community carries its own bundle of values and practices 

that blend westem and Aboriginal perspectives uniquely in ways that are then canied to the 



workplace in whole or in part When an Aboriginal person is employed in a 'mainsheam' business, 

the choice may weU be to leave some of their values at the door of the employer, do their business 

and pick up their bunde on the way out While this decision is respectfid of the owner and the 

lodge (place of business) that they are entering, in the long-term the cost to personal beliefs may 

be too great This chapter has built on the understanding of a blend of approaches to economic 

development contemplated by the second research objective and the influence of values 

encompassed by Abonginai wisdom in the first research objective. 

Capra notes a link to the underlying traditions of Aboriginal peoples with the concept of 

deep ecology. M a t  do Abonginal peoples contribute to the discussion of sustainable 

development? This and other questions regarding economic development and its environmental 

impact will be addressed in the next section. 



5. Approaches to Living and the Land 

In this chapter, perspectives that might be characterized as living with the land and living 

off the land will be examined. These perspectives cross many boundaries as illustrated in preceding 

examples. There is a connection to the land in the traditions held by many Aboriginal peoples and 

there is a different tradition that has evoived for western society that now includes sustainable 

development. These connections will be examined and the contributions of each will be discussed. 

The relationship to the land and ail living creatures is respectful and is integrated into the 

lifestyle of those Aboriginal peoples who are raised in or have regained this tradition. This 

relationship is characterized by responsibiiity and thankfulness for dl creatures with life in the 

animate and inanimate worlds, in the s b ,  deep into the planet and for the sun and the moon. This 

complexiv is reached for in Aboriginal languages with a depth of meaning that cannot be 

adequately expressed or fully banslated into English. Spirit, emotion, and the mental and physical 

facets of this relationship are captured in stones, oral tradition of teachers and elders and through 

living and expenencing the teachings. Thought is given to the lessons learned fÎom seven 

generations earlier and the impact that choices will have on the next seven generations. It is not a 

simple connection. 

As with al1 things, the way this knowledge is held varies fiom Abonguial person to person. 

Some are able to express traditional values each day of their lives, while some have been 

assimïlated, perhaps from living in the ciw for several generations, and have lost this type of 

comection as a source of responsibility to Mother Earth. Some have accepted Christianity into 

their lives and their values no longer reflect the traditional values described in the foregoing 

paragraph. Nternatively, their beliefts may stiii coincide with traditional values despite extemal 

influences. 

Others are being resensitized, like many Canadians, to the damage that is being done to the 



planet and have a new iink with the land. Still others have traditional values that they are not able 

to demonstrate because commmity pressure for economic development, revenues and employment 

benefits due to poverty overwhelm any consideration for the Earth Mother. Damaging options may 

be the only type of economic development opportunities that exist for some of these comrnunities 

and short terrn trade-offs must be made, 

Histoncaliy, Aboriginal peoples required keen observation of Nature's cycles in order to 

survive a harsh climate and limited resources. They became masterhl at adapting their Mestyle to 

match these rhythms. For many groups, their oral history reveais the spirituality inherent in their 

early lifestyle. Many representations were made during the hearings of the Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal peoples regarding their pst and continuhg connections to the Earth Mother and what 

it means to have no control over the damage being done to her in their own backyards (See RCAP 

, 1996, 1,2 & 4). There is no question that Land plays an important part in the health and future of 

the Aboriginal community as it has done in the past. The significance is captured in the foiiowing 

quotations drawn fiom RCAP testimony and research that are echoed in commdties across the 

country: 

We lived a nornadic IifstyZe, following the vegetation and hunting cycles 
throughout our territory for over 10,000 years. We lived in harmony with the 
earth, O btaining al2 our food. medicines and materials for shelter and clothing 
fiom nature. We are the protectors of our territory, a responsibility handed to us 
fiom the Creator. Our existence continues to centre on this respomibility. 

Denise Biraktone 
St. Mary 's Indian Band 

Cranbroo k; British Columbia, 3 Novernber 1992 

Aboriginal peoples have told us of their special relationship to the land 
and its resources. This relatiomhip. they say, is both spirituai and material, not 
only one of livelihood, but of community and indeed of the continuity of their 
cultures and societies. 

Many Aboriginal Ianguages have a t e m  that can be translated as 'land'. .. 
To Aboriginal peoples, land hm a broad meaning, covering the environment, or 
what ecologists know us the biosphere, the earth 's life-support system. Land means 
nor just the surface of the land, but the subsurface, as well as the rivers, l uhs  (and 
in winter, ice), shorelines, the marine environment and the air. To Aborighal 



peoples, land is not simply the buis of lntelihood but of lijé and must be treated as 
such 

The way people have related to and Iived on the land (and in many cases 
continue tu) also form the heasis of society, nationhood, governance and 
community. Land touches every aspect of life: conceptual and spin*tuaZ views; 
senrring food, shelter and clothing; cycles of economic activities including the 
division of labour; fonns of social organizution such as recreational and 
cerernonial events; and systerns of governonce and management. 

To survive andprosper as communities, as well asfiIfil the role of steward 
assigned tu them by the Cmtor,  Aboriginal societies needed laws and rules that 
could be known and enforced by their citizens and imtitutiom of govername. This 
involvecl appropriate standards of behuviour (lav) governing individuals und the 
collective ... although foreign to and dlrerentfiom the European and subsequent 
Canadian systerns of law and governance - were valid in their own right and 
continue to be worthy of respect. 

Our survival depended on o w  wise use of game and the protection of the 
environment. Hunting for pleasure was ZOOM upon as wasteful and all hunters 
were encournged to shore food and skinr. Sharing and caring for al2 members of 
fhe society, especially the old the disabled. the widows, and the young were the 
important values of the Mi 'kmaq people. Without these values, my people would 
not have suntived for thousands ofyears as a hunting fishing and gathering 
culture. 

Kep 'fin John Joe Smk 
Micmac Grand Council 

Charlotte town, Prince Edward Island 
5 MW 1992 

Even todq, Aboriginal peoples strive to maintain this connection between Zan4 
ZiveZihood and communiîy- For some, i f  is the substance of everyduy life; for 
others, if has been weakened as lana5 have been Zost or access to resources 
disrupted For some, the rneaning of that relationship is much as it was for 
genera fions past; for others, it is being rediscovered and reshaped Yei the 
maintenance and renewal of the connection behveen land, livelihood and 
community remain priorities for Aboriginal peoples everywhere in Canada - 
wheiher in the for norflr, the coaital villages, the iîolated boreal forest 
communities, the prairie reserves and settlements, or in and around the major 
cities (empli& added) @CAP, 1996, 2, pp. 448-449). 

In summary, a traditional Abonginal world view respects the land and aU life. The lessons 



of observation and experience embody Abonginal wisdom and this wisdom was relied on for 

survival for thousands of years (Ghostkeeper, 1997). The d e s  governing the commmity required 

respect, sharing amongst members and caring for the young and helpless. Celebrating and giving 

thanks for Creator's gifts were commonly observed when starting the day, for a successful hunt 

and Li marking many social aspects of life including coming of age, women's and men's 

ceremonies, community celebrations, and deaths. The relationship with the land is cornplex and not 

easily explained nor experienced for people not bom into that tradition. While that tradition 

continues, it is also changing, as is the wisdom that is reiied on to survive in a modern world with 

its new demands. In today's world, many influences and experiences mean that only a proportion 

of Aboriginal peoples live with the land and maintain that sacred comection. 

When Abonginal peoples refer to their connection to the land, meaning ail living things, a 

spiritual connection and legacy, they are referrîng to some of the same things that scholars consider 

in examinhg sustainable development and the resources it seeks to manage (Birkes, 1999). The 

next section examines the meaning of sustaioable development in anticipation of a discussion of the 

nemis of it and Abonginal worldviews. 

5.2. Sustainable Development 

The idea of balance in using resources to meet today's needs but with an eye to fùture 

generations, a foreign idea in most of the business world, has now got the attention of 

environmentalists, economists, business people, scientists, policy analysts, researchers and decision 

makers in a varïety of arenas. The debate centers around questions about sustainable development. 

How is sustainable development dehed? How is the concept operationaiized at ail levels in society 

fkom the individual to the international community? A vast amount of literature has been generated 

around these and other questions. 

Recognition of comprehensive parruneters of economic development, an essential 

component in the sustainability of the planet, has not been embraced to any significant extent by 

the corporate community. This despite the fact that we have a Iùnted window of opportunity to 



make signincant changes in economic development practices before irreparable harm occurs, with 

potentially devastahg impacts for future generations. This goal of sustaining and numiring life on 

earth translates most accurately into the overarching goal of sustainable development. It is 

important for this research that the concept of sustainable development be contemplated because it 

recognizes a connection with the earth that is somewhat similar to that which exists in traditional 

Aboriginal perspectives. 

There is no consensus on the definition of sustainable development. According to Moffat 

(1996), there are more than 60 definitions and this number continues to grow (p. 27). The term 

'sustainable development' was brought into common usage by the World Commission on 

Environment and Development, better known as The Brundtland Commission, in its 1987 report. 

It issued a challenge to the world "calling for deveIopment that meets the needs of the present 

generation without compromising the needs of fiiture generations (Seragelciin, 1 993, p. 7)." 

Other definitions exist reflecting interest fiom a wide variety of academic disciplines and 

philosophies. For some, sustainable development 'is a process that does not carry the seeds of its 

own destruction.' For example, this means that an economic development process will have to 

meet three sets of criteria over time: economic feasibility, ecological supportability and social 

acceptability (Weeden, 1989, p. 43). Weeden describes how sustainable development cari be 

achieved by stating that the best economic development strategies will incorporate the least 

possible environmental distutbance, and will 

* match naturul flows andprocesses as closely as possible, * provide a signzjicant safeîy rnargin to avoid expZoiration, * fine tune upproaches for local environments, 
) use simple technology, * maximize flexibility and mo bility in targets of tirne, space and resource use 

(Weeden, 1989, p. 45). 

For these researchers, it has become clea. that: 

continued growth on a finite planet is not sustainable; the planet cannot 
continue to accept the exploitation of its nafural resources, or the poisoning of its 
ecosystems and errvironrnental systems ' assimiIative capacity, such as in estuaries, 



landfl si-, or the atmosphere (1Moffatt,1996. p. 27). 

Altematively, some stakeholders conclude that "sustainable development does not need to be 

defhed but is somethUig which is to be declared as an ethical prùiciple (p. 27)." 

The broader approach to the issue, as advocated by Brundtland's work, is a l s o  problematic 

and subject to critique. It requires global economy participants to acknowledge environmental 

constraints to sustainable development and that the current level of production is beyond these 

conslaints. Policy makers are left with the daunting task of determining processes d measures 

that can ensure that this process is accomplished. 

On-going debates raise questions in other areas includhg the theory of sustainability and 

sustainable development (cf: Dovers and Handmer, 1993, pp. 2 17-222; Lélé, 199 1, pp.607-62 1). 

The debate pushes away fiom a definition and towards a senes of ethical principles. F o r  example, 

some take the position that sustainable development is a process that is poorly d e k e d  with a 

number of contradictions (Dovers and Handmer, 1993, p. 221). How c m  there be on-going or 

'sustained' economic growth when the trade-off is ecological b i t s  that are constantiy pushed? 

What development choices rnay be made today without suffrcient thought given to t he  impact of 

the decision on future generations? How are individual and collective rights effectively balanced 

with consideration for the biotic and abiotic world too? These are hard questions which make 

fundamental change in world economic development al1 the more complicated. 

Other authors caution that a simplistic approach to the relationship between poverty 

alleviation and environmental degradation must not be ignored (lélé, 199 1, p.6 1 3). Fax reaching 

questions are raised for consideration and include: what is the real place for econornic growth and 

activity within the strategy of sustainable development, especially for those Third World countries 

that are seiving to change living conditions significantiy? 

Decision-makers who desire sustainable development are cautioned to consider the place 

equity and social justice hold in their plans. (Some ask how principles of justice and social equ* 



wouid be brought to bear if Third World couniries currently striving to equal the highly 

consumptive standards in developed countries are urged to slow down and set different goals, but 

in the name of sustainable development?) 1s there flexibility for different forms of ecological and 

social SuStainability, and dinerent notions of equity and social justice? 1s there a chance for red 

participation by aii in the process? This participation may be in decision-makuig, implementation of 

sustainable development strategies, and in benefiting fiom the channe1s of distribution and 

meaningful evaluation of the process (Lélé, 1 99 1, p. 61 3). 

While the debate continues, the question of interest here is how an approach to resources 

based on tradition and spirit relates to a more scientific, objective approach. For me, it becomes 

more a question of perspective based on values. The question of how the concept of sustainable 

development and Abonginal wisdom connect does not distill into a list of characteristics which are 

then compared. Other tactics prove more fimitfiil because the underlying foundations of these 

world views and the bases for these concepts, are too disparate for simple cornparison. It is this 

comection that is the subject of the followïng subsectîons. It is the heart of those values held by all 

who contempIate leaving a long-lasting gift for fùture generations. In the teaching as I understand 

it, each of us has the answer but sometimes we need to revisit i t  Numiring and comecting with 

Mother Earth is not a concept that is limited by race. 

5.3. Juxtaposing; Aboriginal Wisdom with SustainabIe Develoument 

According to Berkes (1999), there is a way to consider indigenous knowledge within the 

context of sustainability and conservation. He suggests: 

... it is complementmy to Western scientific knowledge, and not a 
replacement for it. Rooted in dzrerent worldviews and unequal in power, Western 
and traditional knowledge are not easy to combine. 1t may never be possible or 
desirable to meld the h o ,  even if Western knowledge is represented by one of the 
holistic traditions. Each is legrgrtirnate in its own right, within its own context; each 
has its own strengths- .-- 

It. .. reflects the need for ecologrgrcaZ imights fiom indigenou practices of 
resource use, and the need to develop a new ecological ethic based in port on 
indigenous wisdom @. 1 79). 



The main lessons that 1 propose be included in such an ethic include the place of 

spintuality, values, and wisdom, 

5 -3- 1 . Putting; spiritualitv back in 

Today, Abonginal wisdom and traditions embody a spirituai tink to al1 living creatures and 

sacred land. Life is sacred and many afnrm this gif? daily. This integrated, spirituai perspective 

affects decisions fiom taking an animal for food to identwing traditional activities on lands subject 

to potential economic development This viewpoint has limited application in much of the 

sustainable development Literature that echoes a western perspective where spirituality and secular 

activities, such as science do not easily m k .  

For example, Moffatt (1996) notes: 

... ethical principles underlyïng sustainable development ... recognise, as 
some religions do, that al2 life and Ianakcapes are worthy of our respect and care. 
..these metaphysicd views need not concern us iiere. What is important, however. 
is attempting to develop a set of ethical principles which give us guidance when 
considering the environment and al1 living organisrns. 

This arnounfs to developing an ethical code ofpractice for the rights of 
nature, which includes humanity. lfthis view accords with the ethics in one or 
more religions the r, on this point, emironmentaIists and some religious groups 
c m  agree, but the meiaphysical specuCaiion concerning the beiief in der'fres, 
which necessariiy surround ail religions, ik not a hypothesis warranted further 
consideration in tlib siudy (emphasis adde4 @. 44). (See also Smart. 1989; Engel 
and Engel, 1990; and Park; 1994.) 

Moffatt and other western researchers categorize questions such as religious subjects (Le. 

deities), the differences between religion and spirituality and other such queries as irrelevant to the 

discussion of sustainable development. A secular approach using an ethical code of practice 

removes any chance for discornfort and focuses the discussion on issues that may in the end 

coincide with a spirihial or religious approach but only incidentally. Other approaches have been 

developed that do incorporate spirituality into their definitions of sustainable development but they 

are in the minority (See Barg, Hardi and Tyrchniewicz , 1997). In an alternative approach, 



Hayakawa (1995) discusses science as much a part of spu1tuaiity as anything since it is the search 

for tmth (spirituality) through scientific investigation (p. 4 17.) 

Western thought is founded on this split of religion and science that might be described as a 

secularization in approach. This separation has been one of the factors that influenced the narrow 

approach to resource development based on capitaiism so that Hawken (1993) notes common 

features of economic development include a belief in an unending resource base and a total lack of 

accountability and responsibility by decision-makers to the community beyond their shareholders. 

Consider what the curent scenario might be if spirituality, strong community and broad 

organizational systems supported a more holistic approach that bound corporate executives, 

shareholders, govemment and the general public to hi& standards of care for the world's 

resomces, 

In any event, today's economy rests in the hands of many decision-makers who separate 

spirituaiity fiom their business Iives. They consider incorporating a broader perspective that 

acknowledges spirîniality as foreign to their current paradigm and therefore impractical. As 

Hayakawa (1995) notes, a common reaction to the word 'spirituality' is that it is associated with a 

dogrnatic point of view that imposes answers upon people. Rather, spirituality could suggest a 

process of questionhg in the search for the tmth of life that encourages an individual joumey (p. 

4 17). In exploring this individual j omey,  outward evidence points to the practicdity of an ethics 

code of practice that at least, puts decision-rnakers on the path to making decisions that balance 

competing interests of humankind and nature. 

Given this state of affairs, it is unclear to me that an Aboriginal perspective on spirituality 

will be easily adopted by the general population nor should it be. It is available for those individuals 

who wish to make a personal cornmitment to its understanding but its real strength lies for those 

Aboriginal peoples who accept traditional beliefs and spirituality. It is a grounding and provides a 

path of beauty, love, understanding and acceptance that acts as one of many anchors for a healthy 

Abonginai community into the next millenniurn. While this is not the only path for Abonginal 



peoples, it is still an important option in today's modem world. 

In generaf, spirituaiity or its philosophical underpinnings has a place in making sustainable 

development work for individuals on a Ievel that has heretofore not been accomplished. The 

dominant approach underlying economic development today- of making a living off the land 

(Ghostkeeper, 1996, p. 44)- shifts to a spirituai one of living with the land (p. 44) when 

understanding of the Earth Mother is placed in a framework that includes spirïtuaüty. 

Some authors question the basic fundamental structures of modern society w i t h  the 

context of the debate regarding sustainable development. The relationship beiween economic 

development and sustainabiiity is aaiculated in terms of an exchange of sacred gifts. Al1 may 

participate in meaningfid gifting. Ghostkeeper (1993) explains how in his understanding there are 

three equal obligations integral to a gift. Firstly, there is the obligation to give, secondly, the 

obligation to receive and hally,  the third obligation is to repay. He gives this example. 

m e n  a hunter goes out and kas  a moose, the preparation he usually takes 
is four days before he actually does the physical hunr. He enters intu a tinte of 
faîlig, a time of vision questing, a time of making communication with the spiritual 
world and askingpermissionJ;om the spirituai world for that particular animal to 
sacrifice its materialness for our use as food and clothing. At the time of sacrifice, 
or kill, some of the spiritualness of the moose enters the spirihial world. and some of 
it remains with the meat of the moose- 

And the first thing he does upon returning to the cornmunity is he shores the 
meat, beginning with the elders, then with the children, and then with the adulfs 
because the moose was a gifiorn the spiritual world to him, su he has tu repay 
under the three obligations of sharing He 's then obligated to repq  by sharing with 
everybody in the cornmunity. As weZZ, when he rnakes the kill ofthe moose, at that 
point in time there 's a sacrifice that takes place. The rnoose released its spirit to the 
spiritual world 

And on a moose there 's a bell that hangs below the chin. We cal2 it a beK 
He curs the beZZ offand hangs that in a iree and that 's the communication Zink 
between the spiritual world and this world So fhat ritual, in terms of the ceremony. 
the ritual, and sacrzjice is a very important one, and a very traditional one. 





Johannes, (1 99 1) a biologist, notes: 

In general, contemporary communities which have hadirional ecological 
knowledge exist at the mmgins or beneath the notice of dominant societies. a 
position fiequently sanctioned legally, if not moral& persuasive ... T o d q  
iraditional cornmunities are fieguently found in borderlandrdr.1ncreasing&, 
isolation offem no escape, however. as the economies of dominant societies reach 
into these hinterlanh to feed upon their resources, ofen displacing the people 
who live there, damaging their lands and extracting their resources. In the 
process, tradifonal lz~estyles are disrupted and traditional ecological knowledge is 
cut adrifr, ., 

In a world divided and fearing its fate, tthere is greater concem for 
diversity, both cultural and biologrgrcaZ, than perhqps at any other time in human 
histo y... As we become m a r e  of the limitations of some of the dominant noms 
and values of our society, and of the habits of mind which accompany them, we 
can begin to challenge those limits. .. 

We have begun to critically re-examine the prejudices of the past, and to 
look beyond them to a new appreciation of the wisdom and beauty of other 
cultures and other traditions, including Indigenous peoples (emphasis added) 
@p. 42-43), 

New challenges are being introduced for the consideration of communities. These uiclude 

issues of protecting traditional knowledge, maintainhg the integrity of knowledge while sharing it, 

appropriation of Aboriginal wisdom for profit by multi-national corporations, and a myriad of 

issues that af€ect care and control. While modem pressures cause these new issues, many holders 

of Abonginal wisdom are meeting the challenges and discussing the role Aboriginal wisdom has 

within communities and with the rest of humankind. Part of survival has meant change but the 

questions are how much change? What kind of change? 1s the time for change now or some other 

tirne? 

Putting this wisdom down on paper is not acceptable to many carriers of traditional 

howledge. It is felt that something is lost when wisdom is not shared orally which allows the one 

with the knowledge to tailor the message to the needs or level of understanding of the one who is 

questionhg. Wisdom can also be shared through experience and observation. On the other hand, 

other carriers recognize that in these modem tirnes, not everyone who wants to is able to 



participate in the circle of sharing and understanding. They encourage any method that brings 

sharing and certain aspects of teachings including the written word, to the greater public. This 

brings everyone into the sharhg cùcle. 

These and other issues are being dealt with by Aboriginal communities and policy is being 

developed that more t d y  refIects community values rather than empty acquiescence to researcher 

demands. This change in the dynamic and often hstrates scientists and university researchers since 

these debates may block or deny them access to peoples, animais or land that they have studied for 

many years. Taking back control and sharing information on their own ternis acknowledges the 

drive for self-government within Abonginal communities. 

Issues around the reliabiiity of traditional ecological knowledge and how it may impact on 

current resource use policies are important contemporary topics for research and discussion. (See 

Simpson, 1999; Berkes and Henley, 1997; Suzuki, 1997; Johannes, 199 1). As Johannes (1 993) 

descnbes the issues for biologists, the same can be said for other disciplines: 

Mmy bioZogi'sts still have an 6rattitudeproblem" when it cornes to 
traditional ecologzg!caZ knowledge management systems. They dismiss the 
knowledge guined by indigenou peoples during centuries ofpractical qer ience  
as anecdotal and unsubstantiaea? However, their own speciulized knowledge is 
based typically on studies camied out over much shorter periods of tirne under 
conditions where being wrong does not entail the risk of going hungry @. 37). 

In the quest for remedying the problems of survival facing this planet, it is clear that 

Aboriginal peoples play a role. The role is affected by the increasing numbers of university- 

educated and life-educated Abonginal leaders and decision-makers. These people are asking 

questions and taking control in ways that fly in the face of previous expenence. A new and 

revitalized relationship with Mother Earth is being demanded. AU sensitive, well-thought strategies 

are vaiued in this process of change. 

Those strategies based on the accumulated wisdom of al1 peoples honors Creator's wish to 

share al1 our gifls and the value of that wisdom. This wisdom recognizes the natural rhythms of life 



and death, and beginnings and endings. Economic development is then undertaken in a thoughtful 

way that recognizes these limits. Some might label this approach as 'sustainability. According to 

Ghostkeeper (1997) rhis  is 'wisdom' and not 'sustainability'. The tools for shaping public opinion 

are more sophisticated and are being used by many groups interested in sustainable development. 

Partnerships with the rest of Canadians are acknowledged in this quest but great care regarding 

terms of reference, is behg taken. 

5.3.3. Puteing: values into practice at dl levels. 

Aboriginal communities have survived because of the bonds of common experience, family, 

values, spirituality and fùndamentally similar perspectives. Individuais have responsibilities to 

thernselves, theïr families and to their commUZUties. A common teaching is to ''think for yowself 

but act for others" (Salway Black, 1994, p. 17). Today, that bond extends in many ways within and 

between Abonginal communities across the country and around the world. When values regarding 

protecting the environment are reidorced at every oppominity, then a chance for successful 

stewardship of the planet is possible. This bond has weakened in the Aboriginal community as by- 

products of colonization, residential school, resulting dysfünction and urbanization. The bonds of 

community for Aboriginal peoples are just as fi-agile, damaged and stressed as in the rest of the 

world. 

Suniki has concluded that, while science shows irrevocably that we are on the road to 

destruction, it cornes down to individual choices if there is to be a tumaround (Rosborough, 1997). 

In his book, n i e  Sacred Balance: Rediscovering Our Place in Nature, Suzuki (1 997) advocates 

paying attention to rebuilding community connections so that the n-ork of caring and support 

for the planet may be rebuilt (+p. 169-1 83). 

Acknowledging values as a critical element to bringing sustainable development goals to a 

personal level for people is a step that may mean the difference to a meaningful life for future 

generations or mere survival. Abonginal peoples, who maintain traditional values, are survivors 

with a joy for Iiving that may be drawn upon by others interested in these lessons. Scholars who 



work with the interface between science and traditional ecological knowledge are examining these 

lessons around values and mords. For example, Berkes (1 999) niggests: 

A third lesson fiom traditional systems concem the potential to forge new ethical 
principes for ecology and resource management. Traditionaï knowledge hm the power to 
address some of the shortcomings of the contemporary Western knowledge-practice-belief 
cornplex, as identifed by various scholms: restoring the unity of mind and nature (Boteson); 
providing intuitive wisdom for deveïoping mvareness of the nonlinear nature of our environment 
(Capra); addressing the problem of a self-identity distinctfiom the world around us (Evernden); 
and restoring a cosmo lugy based on morality toward nature (Skolimowskii). .. 

The challenge is to cultivate a kind of ecology ihat rejects the materialistic tradition and 
questions the Navtonian, rnachinelike view of ecosystems. .. This is a view ofan ecosystern 
pukating with Zife and spirit, inco?poratiingpeople who belong to that land and who have a 
relationship ofpeaceful coexrStence with other beings. 

5.3.4. Todav's -neration and seven generations to corne. 

Capitalism favors the short-term since it discounts the value of a dollar over the long-term. 

Decisions made following a traditional Abonginal perspective, examine the impact on the next 

seven generations. What t h e  fiame is appropriate for a new ethic sunounding ecology and 

economic developrnent? 

Aboriginal peoples favor the longer term for a complex set of reasons including the critical 

place children hold in the community and its future existence. It is fair to leave Mother Earth in 

good shape so that future generations may use her thoughtfully in order to survive. The need for a 

Longer decision horizon is acknowledged and one of the principles Moffatt (1996) submits is 

important in this debate pertains to social justice and the concerns for intergenerationd equity and 

intragenerational equity. 

If those seekïng sustainable development dso think that ail communities in the world 

deserve to share equitably in resources then "intragenerational equity," as this idea is Iabeled, is 

difficult to conceive of in a context of sustainability. It means that those who have less would be 



brought up to the level of consumption that many in the western world enjoy but that has brought 

us to the crisis we are in today. Another option might be to ask those used to a high level of 

consumption to reduce in the name of equity, but that would take a monumental effort to achieve. 

(See Rawls, 197 1 ; Harvey, 1973; Smith, 1994). 

Intergenerational equity has an underfying moral principle that focuses on respect for the 

unborn who are not here to voice their opinions. It is somewhat synonymous with the views of 

Aboriginal peoples. Future generations must be given the opportunity to enjoy life and not just to 

survive due to the greedy, short-sighted decisions of their ancestors. This is a key distinction that 

distinguishes sustainable development and an Aboriginal perspective fiom other forms of economic 

development. 

Strategies are being devised in order to put these principles into action at the individual, 

community, regional, national and international levels. With education, individuals and their 

familes c m  make commitments to reuse, reduce and recycle, several simple principles that 

however, rnight, at some point, not be enough. At the next levels, policies are being put into place 

to encourage positive sustainable action and put sanctions to discourage unsustainabk behavior. 

The participation rate in these efforts on a global level is far fiom comprehensive. Countries like 

Canada, UK, Australia, Scotland and others are trying to promote sustainable development and 

produce measurement guides of theîr progress. 

Some scholars have fallen into the trap of thinkuig particdar behaviors attach to Aboriginal 

peoples as stewards of the environment. On the face of it, Abonginai peoples might use resources 

in ways that seerningly contradict their worldviews and duties as stewards. In fact, what appears to 

be exploitative can often have other valid reasons withui a cultural context that must be explored 

for full understanding. Authors who have drawn erroneous conclusions include (See Buege, 

1996; J. B Callicoît, 1989 a and b; Howard and Widdowson, 1996; Martin, 1978; and 

Widdowson and Howard, 1998). This characterization of steward or oppominist unrealistically 

sets Aboriginal peoples up for cnticism because of the diversity that exists within the community, 



The research focus shifts fiom understanding the lessons fiom the Abonguial community 

that are valuable in protectbg our planet to whether or not a particular action taken by Aboriginal 

peoples upholds the ''special" link of respecting Mother Eaah. If the action is suspect then these 

authors draw conclusions that Aboriginal peoples hold no afnnity with the land, the teachings are 

distnisted and history is inaccurate. Widdowson and Howard conclude, for example, Aboriginal 

peoples never had a special bond with the land in the fÏrst place despite the extensive oral and 

Wntten evidence to the contrary. There has been a dearth of literature fiom Aboriginal scholars due 

to the vastly low number completing a university education. More and more Aboriginal scholars 

are entering the academic mena with their culture and tradition M y  in hand and are able to 

address the misinformation that has been perpetrated. The next sectioo examines this final point 

5.3.5. E ~ c h m e n t  throucrh inciusivity of Aboriginal perspectives, 

The intolerance of many scientists is acknowledged by their coIieagues. Berkes (1999) 

notes that intolerance exists 'Yoward knowledge and insights that originate outside institutionalized 

Western science. Scientists tend to dismiss understandings that do not fit their own" @. 12). This 

is not the only explanation since scepticism is also a part of being a scientist and cornes into play 

with traditional knowledge, for example, that does not lend itself to scientific verification easily 

(p.12). The point is that there are many ways to acquire knowledge (p. 12). 

In this regard, Abonginal philosophers and academics are raising interesting questions. 

Does the term 'sustainable development' mean anything to Aboriginal peoples? What is traditional 

ecological lmowledge and how can it be shared? Again it cornes back to issues of relevance and 

control. In the past, non-Aboriginal academics and scientists have brought their unique world 

views as they tried to understand and interpret the Abonginal reality. Now some Aboriginal 

authors share their personal perspectives and experiences that shape answers to these questions 

fiom their distinctive Aboriginal world views- (See Alfred, 1 999; Colorado, 1 988; Dockstater, 



1993; Ghostkeeper, 1993; Newhouse, 1992, 1993, 1995,1997, 19%; and Simpson, 1999). 

The following bnef summary provides exarnples of the work undertaken by these 

researchers. For example, Alfked suggests a mode1 for Aboriginal leaders that incorporates 

traditional knowledge and values. His vision for the future of Aboriginal communities is for strong 

traditional leadership. Colorado posits that Aboriginal peoples have a unique view of science 

based on traditional teachings, values and beiiefs. She points to its usefulness and to the necessity 

that it be recognized as distinct fiom the mainstream approach. 

While science is able to measure this destruction and make an objective analysis that is 

acceptable to many in western society, Ghostkeeper says that beyond the objectivity of this 

assessrnent Lies the fact that it in our acceptance of science (factual, objective and secular) is the 

acceptance of a particular set of values. It is the value judgment that has led us to this point. 

Science outlines a set of values that western society accepts for the most part, as the guide for our 

decisions. What if we said that science has its place but we c m  also accept other value systems 

that, for example, are more holistic and spintual? 

Newhouse examines the contemporary state of Aboriginal economies and society. He 

identifies trends and notes the place values and tradition have within these structures. He dso 

examines capitalism and the impact it may have on fhture Aboriginal economies and societd 

organization. 

Finally, Simpson deds with traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) as a concept derived 

in mainstream society. She develops a strong position that points to the weaknesses of the current 

concept in relation to how Aboriginal peoples understand the term. She notes that for reasons of 

language, spiritualiv, internai landscape and differing worldviews, it is irnperative that control over 

what TEK means must rest with the Aboriginal community. 

As Aboriginal scholars and researchers contribute to the ârea of community economic 
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development fiom a foundation of respect for all We, it provides Aborigbi leaders and community 

members with information that has been lacking. This information may guide them in their policy- 

setting and economic development strategies that are relevant to their values and beliefs. Those 

approaches that elders, teachers and helpers have participated in developing, increases credibility, 

accuracy and support. Aboriginal approaches may be used by the broader cornrndty, as quality 

of Me for fùture generations, is addressed. It is recognized that al1 approaches are valuable and 

have to be considered. 

Until recently hardy anybody bothered to examine the contents of 
Aboriginal knowledge, much Zess take it seriously. Events now rnakz the 
understanding of this knowledge imperative (Elias , 1997, p. 22 7) 

This concludes the review of relevant written and oral sources that shed insight into the 

first research objective regarding the role of traditional howledge in the economic development 

literature. On a global perspective, the literature regarding western approaches to economic 

development noted in chapter four, including the move to sustainability as outüoed in chapter five, 

underlines the spectre of destruction that has become part of our life on Mother Earth. The search 

for new ideas and approaches to dealing with our arrogance must not stop at the western ways of 

knowing that are demonstrated in the search for sustainable development, or the approaches taken 

in physics, biology, ecology, economics, management, etc. I submit, that Aboriginal wisdom, 

tradition and spirituality introduced in chapter two, have a role in determining our fiture path. 

For Aboriginal peoples, marginalized and d i s e ~ c h i s e d ,  determining theïr place and role 

in economic development is unfolding. Strategies for improving their contribution to the econorny 

as set out in chapter three, have the potential to make significant contribution to their own 

communities and to the main economy. Research by Abonginal scholars is bringing alternatives to 

the forefiont, thus improving the quality of recommendations most especially, for the fiture 

economic development plans of Abonginal peoples. It is important that specific examples of 

economic development approaches be examined. 

Four Abonginal communities, therefore, are presented after the research methodology is 



described. The case studies address my research objectives: 1) What blend of approaches and 

economic development strategies are currently employed in these communities? and 2) What place 

does Aboriginal wisdom hold in economic development theory; and in Abonginal communities 

striving for economic development in tune with individual community rhythm? 

In particular, the goal is to examine the following premises within the context of the 

research objectives: 

Aboriginal communities engage in economic development in ways that reflect their 

experience. 

Abonginal wisdom plays a role in the way communities develop economically that 

reflects the role that wisdom has played in that community. 

The principles of sustainable deveiopment are balanced with the needs of the 

cornrnunity when economic development decisions are made. 

Support for developing capacity in its members is recognized in co~nmunities, and 

programs are in place to support this goal. 

A comection exists between community leadership and successfui economic 

development decisions. 

It is important to acknowledge that while each case study wiU add information for analysis, 

it is beyond the scope of the research for each case study to provide equal insight into each 

premise. Instead the totality of the information presented will address this goal. 

6.  Insight into Ways of Understanding Aboriginal PeopIes and Communities 

6.1. Effective Research 

The goal in selecting a methodology is to select a means of completing research that will 

best m w e r  the questions at hand. In working with Aboriginal comunities, the methodology that 

is most significant to me aiso offers ways of incorporating my understanding of m y  co11111iunity and 



acknowledges the critical role community members play. 

1 selected a methodology that is based on the principles of participatory action research but 

aiiows for community involvement over the shoa term in a respectful manner. It is a variation of 

the methodology that is called community participation research (CP). CP recognizes that the 

words of the researcher are critical and should not be silenced through anonymity or overly 

theoretical approaches. It supports a practical research approach for the community that is 

culturally sensitive and seeks inclusivity of communïty members. It includes the commuity in the 

parameters of the project that is being undertaken but not to the extent of full participatory action 

research methodology . 

CP is a method of cornmunity-bused research that involves un outside facilitator 
or trainer and a small group of cornmunitypeofle in a focussedproject of short duration, 
usualZyfiom three fo six month- It is distinguishedfiom PAR in that iî involves less 
training, less institutional development, less political change, and less cost. ... CP projects 
have a markedpractical orientation, and they ofien remlt in the negotiation of co- 
management agreements, invesfment plans, or rapidprogram evaluatiorts (Ryan and 
Robinson, 1996, p. 10). 

CP has been used successfully in a number of land use and occupancy studies that have 

provided Aboriginal communities with information that directs their strategies for developing 

natural resources in a way that is consistent with community values and not just solely innuenced 

by corporate bottom Iines (Garvin, Hodgeson and Robinson, 1994, 1996; Garvin, MacDonald and 

Robinson, 1994, 1996). 

In the end, relationships between this researcher and a community seek a balance that is 

different than the imbdance maintained in the dominant research paradigm. As Patricia Maguire 

notes, 

The dominantparadigm in social science research has becorne associated 
with empirical-analytical inquiry. This &pe of inquiry is usually grounded in 
positivism, which assumes that the social world exists as a system of distinct, 
observable variables, independent of the knower- ..positivist social science has 
corne ta recognize empirical-unulytical inquiry and technical knowledge as the 
only valid source of social knowledge. It daims this knowledge cun be produced 
objectively, and thut research can be value-ji-ee (Maguire. 1987, pp. 14.15). 



6.2. Status Quo 

The findamental question is "who has the rrght to create 
knowledge? " The vast majority of uZZ social science research done is 
characterized by methoh which limit analysis, and hence the ability to 
create knowledge, is lefi to persons working and living for the most part in 
isolationfiorn the social redities they describe (Hall$ 1997, p. 24) 

Debates around creating knowledge are within the purview of mainstream researchers 

while the main debates for those Aboriginal researchers following a traditional path is giving 

thanks for the gift of understanding nom the Creator. Hall's account is an accurate description of 

a social reality that grants no weight or validity to traditional knowledge, elders, Abonginal women 

and in general, the wisdom that is the responsibility of Aboriginal society. Voices are effectively 

siienced. 

Examples include researchers who operate in areas occupied by Aboriginal peoples but 

who do not involve the residents. There is littte if any communication. Comrnunity approvd is not 

sought nor are research results shared. 

Some comrnunities have levelled charges of unethical practices at 
individual anfhropoZogikts and the discipline ar a whole has been accused of 
exploiting Abori@zaZ peoples not only tra@ichk2.ng in their artzfacts but nowadays, 
also by stealing their stories, their experience, and their ri@ to represent their 
heritage (Globe and Mail, 1989, p. c-1). 

Questioning old precepts and aîtitudes create ripples of discord within acadernic disciplines 

and may affect the work of some researchers. The impact of the unrest is often feit in the 

comrnunities affected by research- For example within anthropology, scientific hurnanism's 

purpose has been to defiver the message that "the ways of our society or of any given society, are 

not the only imaginable or acceptable ones" (Richardson, 1975). Validating diversity of experience 

means that the way individuals and communities in society are explored must be reexamined. 

Northern comrnunities including Nunavut, the Yukon and the Northwest Temtories, many 

with Aboriginal mernbers, support this reexamination since the usual methods of conducting 



research about them, their comunities and their environment, is less and Iess acceptable. They 

have research instiMes with protocols that &y to rectify the imbdance between researchers and the 

communities by requiring input, guidance and approvai of the communities. For example, the 

Association of Canadian Universities In Northem Study; the Science Institute of Norîhwest 

Territones; the Nuaavut Research Institute; the Yukon Science Institue and Manitoba 

communities with guidance of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, have research protocols airned at 

an equitable balance. 

It is a challenge to academic disciplines to reexamine "claims of exclusive possession of 

specialized professional expertise and knowledge" (Dyck and Waldnim, 1 993, p. 15). Post- 

positivi st methodologies, such as participatory action research and action research, are 

collaborative, empowering and acknowledge the rights of the research subjects. In this scenario, 

research subjects develop and influence dialogue and idormation exchange that shapes knowledge 

and may develop skills to complete the research themselves (Dyck and Waldnim, 1993, p. 1 5). An 

inclusive research methodology with room for both researcher and comuI11ty members, breaks 

down the walls of academic obfuscation. Accuracy and clanty promote understanding by 

researcher and community alike. 

Inclusive methodologies 'demystiv thus strengthening and validating research results for 

all those involved and afEected (Reimer, 1994, p. 26). Cultural, historical and practical realities 

now have a place in negotiating what is mutually defined as "tnie" knowledge. Measurement 

standards becorne broader and more meaningfid to communities and academia. For example, 

mesures of "success" in economic development can integrate cross-cultural perspectives with 

western social science and incorporate pluralist worldviews to "engender a shift in the direction of 

the pursuit of knowledge" (Reirner, 1994, pp.27-28). 

Participatory action research methodologies stnve to achieve the goals delineated in the 

foregoing discussion but also to go M e r  to become part of the change process as communities 

identiG and solve their own problems with the assistance of researchers. This way of challenging 



the statu quo is exsmined in the following section. 

6.3. Challeneine the Status Quo Throueh Partici~atorv Action Research 

Generally, researchers fiom the scientific tradition or positivist ideology are only interested 

in positive facts and observable phenornena as an appropriate basis of research (Stromquist, 1984, 

pp. 24-25). This means that oral tradition, unique worldviews and perspectives are lost or 

meaningless within a positivist approach since "the goal of social research is to discover universal 

laws of human behaviour which tramcend culture and history" (Lather, 1986, p.260). (My 

emphasis.) In other words, understanding people can somehow be divorced fiom their culture and 

history, which is in direct opposition to Aboriginal worldviews as previousiy discussed. 

Kirby and McKema, employ post-positivist methods and note that their goals as 

researchers include dernystifjhg the research process, valuing different kinds of knowledge and 

making this knowledge accessible to the public (1989, p.24). Researchers, incorporating action and 

participatory action methodologies, have effectively incorporated community participants in roles 

that acknowledge and support joint research objectives. 

These methodologies have evolved through economic development work in applied 

mthropology, rural planning and education (ex Fals-Borda, 1992; Freire, 1970; Gearing, Netting 

and Peattie, 1960 as cited in Van Willingen, 1993). Generally, the action researcher involves the 

researched and seeks two results: solutions and action on problems of interest to the researched 

and new knowledge of interest to the academic world. Participatory action research (PAR) adds 

another dimension in that the researched become the skilled and capable researchers through 

training incorporated into the research plan and they "own" the research question and the results 

(cx Barnsley & Ellis, 1992). People in the community have ownership of the research process and 

are integral to the process which becomes invaluable. Research results are not the goal but instead 

are the tools for the community in meeting its own goals (Barnsley and Ellis, 1992, p. 1 1). 

Research makes a difference in the lives of people who are given a voice. Opportunities 



arise for exploring questions of importance to the co~lll~lunity. Direct answers to issues are 

achieved as well as, spin off benefits hcluding clarification of values, development of a local 

research ski11 base and increased understanding between ai i  parties (cf: Castleden, 1992; Reimer, 

1 994; Ryan, 1995; Ward, 1997) 

These methodologies provide the foilowing additional and important philosophical 

perspectives: 

* voices that have a right to be expressed; 

* important input into some portion of the research process as well as SM 

development in areas including the research design, data collection, 

analysis and results; and 

> the right to "ownt' the research results. 

6.4. The Personal Joumev of a Modem Aboriginal Scholar 

The important elements of my research approach corresponds with my personal beliefs and 

values. It is innuenced by the philosophy of PAR and more specifically, community participation 

research. It is, however, unique since it allows for the exploration of a question across a number 

of Abonginal communities for a short five to ten day period. Respect for the people 1 work with, is 

inherent in the research process. Communication is open and a reciprocity exists for sharing ideas. 

Community participation research methodology builds on the underlying concepts of PAR but is 

adapted to fit the parameters of a cross-sectionai research project. 

My personal training is extensive in the western scientific tradition of research in the area of 

econornic development, finance and Aboriginal communities. This project gives me the first 

opportunity to bring a personal understanding of my heritage and culture developed during the life 

of the project. This growth has influenced my work and is integral to the process which is 

demonstrated in extensive use of material fkom Aboriginal scholars, the celebration of spirituality 

and the gratitude for the participation of cornmunity people in this project. My personal awareness 

has broadened in many areas of rny Abonginal heritage since this project was started and has 



influenced my understanding of appropriate research methodologies. These methods and the 

associated research objectives are summarized in Figure 2. 

1 determined that a question around understanding economic development in Aboriginal 

communities, my area of research, wodd have broad appeal fiom an academic perspective but 

more irnportantly for Aboriginal society. I then approached selected communities and invited their 

participation. This is contrary to PAR where the community generates the topic of research. 

However, this approach suited the goal of studying a cross-section of communities. PAR in its 

ideal, has the researcher being approached by the community and then working with the 

community over an extended three to five year period to accomplish muhial goals. 

1 started on a journey that began with learning how to ask questions. With an elder or a 

teacher (anyone is a teacher and can share lessons of what to do or not to do with others), there is 

a proper way to ask a question. I was unfamiliar with this protocol and in taking advantage of an 

opportunity to learn how to ask a question, the door to greater understanding opened and 1 walked 

through it. 1 have had the opportunity to sit with elders, teachers, sing, drurn, heal and participate 

in ceremonies in ways that were unlmown to me. 1 believe that this personal journey has helped me 

begin to understand the gifts 1 have to offer. The journey has just begun but 1 am pleased with the 

positive impact on the quality of the work that 1 am able to gift back to the communities, as well 

as, to the business and academic worlds. My journey and choices are mine to understand and 



l~esearch Objective Method 

11. To ascertain the place held by Aboriginal > literature review 
wisdom in economic development theory 

> self-reflection 

2. To document the blend of approaches and > oral histories 
economic development strategies currently 
employed in selected Aboriginal communities > Iiterature review 

I > direct observation 

* individual interviews and 
discussions with communit 
experts 

3. To identifj the role of Aboriginal wisdom in* oral histories 
selected Aboriginal communities that are 
striving for economic development in tune > self-reflection 
with individual comrnunity rhythms 

l~ieure 2. Siunmary of research objectives and methods ernployed 

they are not the same as those faced by anyone else. Other Aboriginal schohrs add to this 

partnership with academia in their own ways and a critical mass of skilled researchers is slowly 

building (See Colorado, 198 8; Ghostkeeper, 1993, 1996,1997; Joe, 2000; Salway Black, 1994; 

Alfied ,1999; Dockstater, 1993; Newhouse, l99S,l993, 1997, 1998; Simpson, 1999). 



In conducting my work in the communities, I relied on personai contacts to approach a 

community. This is in deference to the over-researched experïence of many Aboriginal peoples. I 

approached the chef, or the president of organizations in Winnipeg, to determine whether or not 

the community or organization would participate in the project. Ifhe or she agreed, 1 asked for his 

or her input in developing a representative list of possible interviewees who would contribute to a 

balanced view of the community including elders, youth, women and fiom perspectives of 

economic development, social seMces and spiritual guidance. Each participant whose words were 

quoted, reviewed the draft and had the opportunity to edit the resdts. 

My use of the community participation approach shows proper respect for Abonginai 

community member participation in the project and the right for them to control the idonnation 

that is placed in the public domain. Participants are named in the work, if they choose, so that role 

models are easily identifiable to other communities on a similar path of development. Elders were 

shown respect with tobacco, gifts or honorariums in keeping with comrnunity protocol. Visits were 

long enough for one or two interviews of ten to twenty five people in each community. These 

rnembers were the comrnuity experts who 1 needed to speak to in order to ful1y research the 

issues of economic development. Recognizing their knowledge is in keeping with an Abonginal 

way of learning (Simpson, 2000, p. 178). 

Research of secondary information sources can be usefüi in identifj6.g community issues 

and aiding in critical analysis. Grassrootç native papers can give perspectives that researchers, new 

to the commuaities, wouid be UIlfami1ia.r with. In this study, secondary sources were limited since 

most of these communities remain low-profile and their expenences removed fiom the public eye. 

There was no training of participants, as promoted in PAR, only discussion, an opportunity 

for review and control over the h a 1  product content and distribution. It is collaborative and 

cooperative. 1 honor the voices of my community and respect their directions. Learning is two 

ways and opportunities to take advantage of learning fiom whatever quarter is realized in this 

approach. 



The limitations of the interview process relating to reliability and completeness of 

information g a t h e ~ g  must be addressed through the review of completed work by ail 

interviewees. It is possible that a cross-section of opinion is not representative, that interview 

information is incomplete or inaccurate and the analysis is deficient especially regarding sensitive 

issues. These are the risks of this approach that are offset by seeking advice nom a variety of 

community members. 

This includes those individuals who do not support the local leadership and their approach. 

In some co~~ununities, there is an open attitude to dissenters while in others, there is no tolerance. 

Dissent is an inescapable part of development (Loxley, personal communication, May 4,2000) and 

the effectiveness of the process must be questioned if it fails to recognize or does not attempt to 

work with the dissenters in a constructive manner. This approach of seeking balance in perspective 

is vital. In addition, the benefits of having the comrnunity buy into the process of research and the 

benefits fiom sharhg success stones and hard lessons cannot be underestimated. 

In choosing to take a survey or cross-sectional approach rather than an in-depth anaiysis of 

one comrnunity, 1 have limited myself in the methodologies available to me including traditional 

Aboriginal ways of leaming. Most of these methods take a commîtment of time and include 

apprenticing with an elders, l e h g  fÎom comrnunity experts, experiential Iearning, iistening to 

story telling and oral histories, participating in ceremonies, taking time for spiritual and personal 

reflection as well as long-term observation ( Simpson, 2000, pp. 176-1 8 1). 

1 used observation to a limited extent but 1 did not spend a signifïcant amount of thne in 

each cornmunity. My main approach was reliance on community experts, self-reflection and 1 

limited the expression of my work to my personal experience and insight. As a result, 1 am able to 

offer insights into economic development occurring in a range of cornmunities that until now have 

been removed fiom the public domain. 1 may provide a forum and give voice to those who have 

been silent in the greater world. My work offers an opportunity for these communities to share 



their successes and hard lessons with their neighbors and with those who to seek to work with 

them in business or through levels of govemment. 

This description of m y  journey touches on the points of relevance to this discussion. The 

greatest gifi, for me, is howing 1 have more confidence in self-reflection that is inclusive of my 

academic experience but is not restricted by it. People across many disciplines are working towards 

fündamental change in the process of economic development because we know that we have not 

yet got it quite right. While Aboriginal people have a long history here, their problems are 

seemhgly more noticeable than anything they might have to offer regarding economic 

development. 

1 cannot share aii that 1 am leamhg but this is an invitation to a discussion for those who 

might wish to explore this process. It is time for Abonginal people's voices to be heard in this 

discussion forum. Many times the decision is made to make broad conclusions for the larger 

community. In this work, 1 have chosen to foUow the lead of the communities. 1 oEer rny research 

for the understanding that it brings. 1 can only speak fkom what 1 know and learned. 1 choose to let 

each community define success in the ways that are meanin@ to them. 1 want to describe those 

choices without relying on a cornmentary on their veracity. 1 honor and respect their choices, goals 

and hard Iessons. 1 want to set out these experiences so that other communities and interested 

parties can take fiom the ideas as appropriate. 1 also want to examine linkages between a number 

of disciplines in the context of economic development and I want to draw the Abonginal 

experience into the circle. 

This work is a platform to shine the light on a number of commUILities across the country 

and the strides they are taking in economic development. They set the pace, the message and 

defme success on theïr own terms. They are striving for strong, healthy communities for their 

children and dignified lifestyles for their communities. They do not proclaim answers that will solve 

al1 problems and neither do 1. Some do not share their experiences since they truly believe that 

each community must fïnd its own way. They have shared some insights here for the sake of their 



communities. 

Tbeir words are important. 

They put the meaning into the statistics that are the n o m  in measuring economic progress. 

Their words take this analysis beyond the cornfort zone of numbers. Their words help us 

understand their stniggies and their tnumphs beyond the scope of the normal experience or 

understanding of Canadians. 

Four communities and their economic development strategies are htroduced in the 

following section. 1 have shaped my experience with each of these communities into chapters. 1 

have chosen those voices that will be heard in describing the expenence of economic development. 

It is a collaborative sharing of their messages. These are followed by a chapter which summarizes 

conclusions and captures reflections on this research project. 



7- Indigenous Economics Has Values Added 

Indigenous economics: the science of dealing with the production, distribution, . 

and consumption of wealth in a naturally holistic, reciprocal manner that respects 
humankind, felZow species, and the eco-balance of ZzYe- 

First Nations Development Institute (FNDI) 
Virgzgznia, USA 

The beginning quote summarizes a definition of indigenous economies that captures many 

ideals- It  is grounded in FNDI's more than 15 years experience with individual entrepreneurs and 

commxmity enterprises. They assess projects, provide fünding, professionai support and evaiuation. 

The value of understanding Aboriginal economies in Canada manifests in a number of ways. There 

is literature that examines Aboriginal economies on a macro level. What do Aboriginal economies 

look lïke? Are they mirror images of a capitalist economy or is there something different present? 

What are the '%ahes added" if any? 

Tsuu T'ina Nation, Alberta provides insight into a community that has an economic . 

development vision that has been carried by the same leader for many years. It is not a resource- 

rich co:mmunity but it does have opportunities that have been built upon since it completed a 

housing development project on the extreme edge of its lands. Many opportunities are being taken 

advantage of today including a golf course, business park and tourism. It is located on the outskias 

of Calgary, a major Canadian city, that provides a number of opportunities and challenges. 

Tsuu T'ha Nation, Alberta: A Sustaining Vision 

Tsuu T'ina people, wào are Athabascan, are related to Dene in the north and Navajo, in 

the souith, A story is told of a serpent monster who lived under the ice where Athabascan people 

were criossing. 

It had a horn on ifs head and a small piece of horn was sticking out of the 
ice. A grandmother was carrying a chiId on her back The childsaw that horn and 
lbegun crying for 2. Halfof the people were already across the ice and the other 
ihalf werejusf getting onto the ice. 



The child's grandmofher started chippng away at the horn in order to stop 
the childfiorn crying. She uwoke the serpent munster with the vibration of the 
ch@ping. The monster stood up and broke the ice and separated the people. Ma-y 
people perished including the child and grandmo fier. SimiZar stories are told but 
the Navajo talk of a buffalo and the Dene fiont the Northest Temitories say ü was 
an elk horn (Eagletail, 1994). 

The theme of separation and independence continues when after the signing of Treaty 

Seven in 1877, Chief Builhead (Chula) moved his people north to the place where the reserve is 

currently located on 27,600 hectares, on the southeast edge of Calgary, Alberta. Chief Roy 

Whitney (personai communication, 1994) notes, "If we were to survive we had to s h v e  as our 

own people and Chief Bulbead fought for this area as a location for our First Nation and that's 

how we settied here," 

A prophecy was made when the Tsuu T'ha people moved and a new marker was placed 

claiming new reserve lands. A medicine wamior named Eagleribs said in the future he saw boxes 

surrounding this reserve. Boxes were building themseives around the community. He said that this 

was going to be an opportunity and the time for the community to teach the people building the 

boxes about the Nation. According to Hd Eagletail, a young adult and economic development 

staff member, (personal communication, 1994), "We were to support ourselves with them as 

customers, through economic development. Several portions of reserve boundary lie across the 

Street from Calgay homes - the boxes." 

Surviving in their settlement was a challenge. When the treaty was signed there were 1500 

members. Disease had decimzted the community by the 1930s, leaving 170 survivors. According to 

Roy, the elders describe the way this challenge to their survival was met: 

Our oldpeople got together and said our people were to start rnanying 
now ifwe were to survive as apeople. Thatk when ourpeople started marrying 
into other tribes. The men brought the families back and the women went with 
lheir husbands and lefi to go to the other b-ibes. There is quite a rnxkture now and 
in some places we were called the 'united nations'. We have 79 people that speak 
the Athabascan dialect, the Dene rongue. We are working to incorporate it into 



our school and into our administration. 

Following these insû-uctions saved the community. Of a total of 1300 members in 1996, 

approximately 920 live on the reserve (Indian and Northern AEairs, 1999). Five hundred are less 

than 18 years of age and 60 are over the age of 55 years. This leaves 400 Nation members 

available for employrnent. According to Peter Manywounds, Commissioner for Business and 

Development, (personal communication, 1994) , the unemployment rate is approximately 6% when 

al l  projects are fblly operational. This rate fictuates throughout the year because some of the 

work is seasonal. 

In 1996, the following statistics set the educational profile of those members who were 15 

y e m  or older. Of those members with grade nine or higher, 57% had graduated fiom high school. 

Of the 26% membership having some non-University training, 81 % had a certificate or diploma 

and finally of the 37% membership who had University training, 65% held a bachelor's degree or 

higher (Indian and Northern Affairs, 1 999). 

Band-owned projects include a grave1 company, a housing development called Redwood 

Meadows and a small gas well project. Further, a business park, a golf course, an explosive device 

disposal company and construction projects such as several schools and an office complex provide 

more employment for Nation members. 

Tsuu T'ina Nation follows the advice of its elders and its leaders. They esszitially govem 

themselves in al l  ways and al1 times but Iike other First Nations do not speak of it in terms of "self- 

government."(For example, Sakgeeng Fust Nation, Ml3 as noted in a personal conversation, Chief 

Jerry Fontaine, 1998) The elders have counselled against speaking about self-government because 

the way they understand that term does not coincide with the way it is used by the government It 

is not necessary to speak of that term because the Nation leads the way quietly by developing 

bylaws and other legislation that guide economic development on its lands, on their terms. 

Darrell Crowchild, Chief Commissioner for Tsuu T'ina Nation, (personal commulzication, 
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1994) describes his understanding of his comrnunity's perspective and self-government: 

We look at self-government fiom the perspective of a traditional 
government. Decisions and the w q s  decisions are made aren 't aZl written down. 
Now we 're taking the next step and writing if down 

We looked al self-government a few years ago when the federal government 
brought it forwurd AZrnost al1 the First Nntionî were scrarnbling in a sense and 
talking about mernbership codes and selfgovernent We 've gottu grab onto 
something andprotect ourselves. I Zooked on if as almost a tactic that the federd 
government usedagaitut the Indian people to get them to give in to a way of 
protecting themselves or their Nations. I thought that it would lead to a breakdown 
of barriers but we would become weak Dangle dollars andprograms in front of 
our faces so that we jumpP 

1 think that the on& way that is ever going to work is ifwe deFne it for 
ourselves and with sense and respect for other cornmuniries. It won 't work to have 
one definition for aZZ cornmunifies across Canada. 

As with many communities, social problems exist and the community is working to sohe 

them. People m u t  be healthy for economic development initiatives to succeed. According to elder, 

Rose Runner (personal communication, 1994): 

A.@ heart gets very heavy when 1 think about the community and what is 
going on There is violence in the homes, personalproblemr andpeople are crying 
out for help andpeople ore not heming it. 

What I tell my children is thot, you me  very important You are uniquely 
made and the Heavenly Father made you so special that you are not Zike anyone 
else in this whole world You are priceless and your lzye is priceless. Deal with 
your life efirst and look at yourself before you help your farnily. 

It is up to the individual, to work on themselves and to think about their 
familiesfirst before they try and help others. 1 don 't think you can help anybody if 
you are not heZpingyourself: You know, you goltafind apeace within you, before 
you can learn to give it. 

7.2. Economic Development 

A community with a vision has a direction and c m  articulate a path to accomplish its goals. 

1 O4 



For Tsuu T'ha Nation, the goal in 1994 was to move away Eom dependence on government. The 

main strategy was to heal community members and develop economically viable projects that 

eamed revenue and provided ernployment They wanted their young people to work in the 

comunity in positions that have a future. 

Comments by key decision-makers follow, and inciude the cornmunity's chief, a councilor 

holding the economic development portfolio, the chief commissioner and the manager of economic 

developrnent They provide insight and glimpses of personal vision guiding these individuals. 

7.3. Administration 

Roy bas held his position since 1986 helping develop the connection between a strong 

cornrnunity and its leadership. He believes in dl aspects of the community: social, cultural, 

traditional and the family. He comments on the process and the goal for economic development: 

Any developrnent or program that we have started, I have always ensured 
ihat we go back to the oldpeople f ist  and we start with pruyer to ensure it has the 
cultural and haditional shength. They wiZZ sqy this is what you should watch for 
and gear towards for the future. Any new adventure we begin that way and we 
involve the oldpeople at the very beginning. ri's realZy important to the 
cornmuni&. 

Our main goal is to be selfsustaining. We want to rely solely on ourselves 
and as a F h t  Nation to meet the neeh  of this communit-y. We want to create jobs 
and supporting hifiotructure. We tell our youngpeople to seek an education that 
will create independence and selfesteem. They can corne bock to this cornrnunity 
and know that there is ajob or potential for a job waiting for them. 

Selfsustainability is not self-government but it will give our next 
generation the abiliîy to make decisions on the needs of iheir own cornmuni@ 
n e y  wiZZ use fiMncial resources that are made available to them fiom rhis 
community 

Steve Runner is council member and holds the Economic Development portfolio. He is a 

successful rancher who echos concem for young people and the need to generate revenue to 

achieve independence. He cdls for balance in bringing all the community together to enjoy the 



results. There are many other issues (personal communication, 1994). 

Our members have money in theirpockets, but ut the same t h e ,  social 
problem are not being dealt witk We have to slow down and deal with these 
problems. We have had many de& among the youngpeople fiom alcohol-related 
accidents andfiom suicide. 

Other challenges that face our commwity include the prom'mity to 
Calgary. It can be positive due to economic development opportunities but it also 
meam thut dmgs and alcohol are close. Fwther, the City of Calgary ries us up 
with their plans to use some of our land For example they wrnted to build a 
highway bypass and they negotiated for three years. We had environmental and 
cultural studies done, and in the end it held us up for eight years. 

Darreil Crowchild, brings a perspective of a member who has Iived a traditional Lifestyle 

fkom a young age and brings those values to the comxmnity that he has worked in for most of his 

working Mie. 

The Mure of our cornmunity is an issue thut has been t a k d  about for a 
mmber ofyears by staff and council. Where is the Nation going to be in ten 
years, twenty years or forty years down the road? How are we going to get there? 

Our biggest issue is looking ut our own people. m a t  skilIs and education 
do we possess in the community? What is needed for our people to enter into 
business arrangements? How do we get the majority of our own people actually 
running businesses, program, andprojects? Ifwe require outside evertise, then 
we musf bring these people in but have training in place so Tsuu T'ina Nation 
people are running the whole show in the end 

In order to answer these questions and reach our goal, we put all the 
p r o m s  we had on the table. We h?ed to ident3 where we need to improve 
education and training levels for our youth and addts so we could best ut ike  our 
people for the Nation's operutions. 

We looked at upgrading educartion levels, established a committee and 
within four months we put together a whole plan. The upgrading program was 
m n i n g  by September that year. Thirty people joined the upgrading program. 
Within a rnonth we were up IO sixfy people and we capped enrollment. 

Key people in social services, education, economic development and 
ernployment formed a committee to help develop the upgrading program. A 
coordinator was hired, who handes regular negotiations wirh Mount Royal 
College, the University of Lethbridge, and the University of Calgary, for direct 



Next we imite our yotingpeople to q p l y  for jobs with the Nation 's 
programs and companies. They are matched with experiencedpersonnel and 
receive training and guidance so they succeed We give them opportunities to lemn 
about the Nation and its operations, to work with various Nation members and 
companies which gbes them encouragement. 

There have been wonderfil tumaround stories in ourpeople who are now 
inrpired to be corne part of the Narion 's worworce. They want tu contribute tu the 
Nation as a whole. There are now peer role models who inspire other youngpeople 
to work hard andjoin the Nation 's vision If's very exciting. 

Another important part of the plan is to help those Nation members who 
want to start a business, operate an on-going Nation business or get training in a 
speczjîc cornpany. We provide training, ahrice or opportunities to encourage these 
people. 

My vision for the Nation is very positive. Enrollment in post-secondary 
educotion hm rfsenfiom six shrdents,.five years ago tu more than thirty-fie and I 
see this continuing. Ipredict that more people will train in meas of community 
wellness and help turn negative things into positive things. L Lifestyle patterns will 
change for the better. 

1 think people will go into business and do something for thernselves and 
their families. Isee a lot of family units pulling bock together including the 
larger families. It is very emotional to see the pride and excitement aboutprogress 
in turning their Ivestyles around 

This change means we wiIl have a communiîy that is close; where we are 
healed; where we con deal with Our lives; where people can leam how to deal with 
their family lives; and help each other. 

Tsuu T 'ina Nation is one of the leaders in terms of taking a Nation in a 
direction and reaching goals. We have many accomplishments fhut no other 
Nation has even considered doing. It @es me greatpride fo consider all of Tsuu 
T'ina Nation's achievernents. It is overwhelrning. 

Ofien experts fiom outside of the community, provide objective insights into the workings 

of the cornmunity. Trez McCaskill ( personal communication, 1994) has consulted with Tsuu T'ina 

Nation on management sffig issues for a nurnber of years. His background is with the 

Department of Indian Affairs. He identifies strengths in the Nation: 



They recognlze the poten fial of t h e e  own mernbers. For example, 1 feel 
very pleased to have been part of the recrzu-tment of Darrel Crowchild Darrel has 
untappedpotential. Lack offormal training is offset by his grmp of the Nation P 
vision and hisfifeen years experience working wilh the Nation He has an 
appreciation of the government and other agencies, and he 's very good with 
people. He handes the responsibilities thag the Nation has @en him. They have 
hired other key staftoo. I offer a number crfoptions and they choose the best 
option to address the situation they're dealing with. 

Beyond the Nation members, 1 think thot this community's well o fwi th  
many resources developed for their rnembership. B e y  Ste taken whatever resources 
they have and managed them properly. 

There m e  eleven businesses including reclarnation, rentaZ and lease of the 
land, Department of Nafional Defence work and the development of Redwood 
Meadows [golfcourse and housing developmeni- Nation members have an 
opportunity to advance and grow with these cornpanies which is reaZly quite an . 

accomplishrnent. 

Jeanne Crowchild, Company General Manager, (personal communication, 1994) is proud 

of the oppoaunitties her children will have when they are adults. She states, 

We want to benefit our children @%en they grow up they're going tu take 
over everything They will ses things dzfferently and I hope that they remernber 
their roots, culture and identiv. 

The fùrure wiZ2 be good ifwe work towards unity. My children are taught 
about the importance of unity. 17iey see ourfamily corne together to discws 
important issues in the community and to decide how we will vote together. They 
have seen how we can work with allpeople while still remernbering our cultu?-ee 
This is what my father taught me. 

Our national organization, Assembly of First Nations, has to cornmunicare 
with cornrnunities across the country to build un* Now, aZI they do is argue. They 
forget our cornmon goal- We can take the b a t  ~hingsfi.orn each other and give the 
best things so we are strong as nations. 

Carol Gottfkiedson, band member and management consultant, has a long history of 

working in the band office. She too acknowledges that the work is for the children of the 



community (personal communication, 1994) but things have not corne easiIy to the cornmunity. 

Nonetheless, Isee us beingjusî as cornpetitfve m the people across the 
road (maimtream society). Ithink that they reaZize that now too. Our Nation has 
always had to work for what we have and I think that's helped our success. 

0ü>. culhaol perspective h m  also helped. A youngperson came to me. He 
confesseci his concern that the oldpeople say hard times are coming and we 
should be prepared He said this talkfiightens him 1 shared the way it was 
explainecl to me. m a t  we are doing now i& preparing us for those hnrd times. We 
will succeed and compete with the non-lndian population We 're preparing our 
children and we're working towaràk something that they can have. TheyZ be able 
to look afier thernselves- 

7.4. Codification of Tsuu T'ha A ~ ~ r o a c h  

In 1985, the cornmunity reached a point where the leadership wanted to structure the 

operations of the Nation in a way that was understood by community members and govemment 

and business interests- This included a board structure that is outlined in this and the next section. 

Peter Manywounds ( persona1 conversation, 1994) notes, 

Our cash flow has increased steadily fiom 5 million dollars a year in the 
late seventies, to 15 million dollars in 1990 fo 45 rniZZion dollars in 1994. Stafl 
Chiefand Cowcil, board members and the community recognized the need fo 
reshwctture &O more effective& manage all projects- At our Zast count, we had 298 
sepurate pro$% centers within the Nation- 

Tsuu T'ha does not have an abundance of natural resources available for economic 

development. They have one gas weii that generates a signincant cash flow when industry prices 

are hi&. The cash generated through various projects was dramatically afTected by the Finance 

Administration Act in 1987. Peter notes, 

This key document supports the whole operation and is central to the way 
bank understand the way we do business. Each department hm a Board of 
Directors made up of community mernbers und councilors. Membership in the 
Board of Directors changes as some council rnembers change. CounciZ mernbers 
are the shareholders of record and hold the assets in trust for aZZ Nation citizens. 

The overall direction and the corporate structure is secure because the 



Nation membership see a record of success through financial benefis and jobs. 
Nation citizem vote changes to the Act or to development plans. I don 't believe 
t h  they would be prepared to make a wholesale change for politicai expediency 
We 've proven this structure andprocess works, to ourselves as well as to the 
outside business cornmuni& We would not jeopmdize ow currentprojects or walk 
away Rom our past achievements. 

The Nation passed this Act to increase certainty. Many communities are concemed about 

the impact of a turnover in political leaders on administration matters. With the Finance 

Administration Act, decisions might take longer because of the learning curve but it is useful in 

maintainïng consistency. 

Further certainty was achieved when Nation citizens approved the Tsuu T'ha Heritage 

Trust Fund which divides Nation-owned Company profits at year-end. Peter descnbes the process: 

For example. assume the ten companies generate a profit of three and a 
halfrnillion dollars. A formula process approved by the Nation dictates that Zget 
15% offthe top to operate my Economic Developmentprogram and cany out the 
economic development work that n e e h  to be done on new start-ups. 

Of the remaining 85%. one third is transfeered to Nation citizem directly 
as a dividendpayment. One third is îransfewed to Chief and Council for their 
budget priorilies. The final one third is retained in the Trustjùnd as our capital 
pool. fier a period of tirne, we have built that üp to point where it becomes our 
equity for example, in the multi-purpose building, the gas bar or the golfcourse. 
The key to the process is that money is shared equally among the citizens, Chief 
and council and the hustfund It's alwqys equitable and the balance stqys in the 
find. People get inmediate benefirs but the Nation retairts capital monies which 
can Y be used for any other purpose except economic development. Dividendr to 
community rnembers have averagedfiom $700 to $I.OOO per mernber. 

While this process does not leave the capital, as financial institutions recommend as a 

prudent business move, the community maintains a cycle of funds that remain for econornic 

projects. If  Nation members spend their dividends within the Nation, the money recycles in the 

community in support of Nation businesses with spin-off benefits. It is a sustainable approach to 

economic development. 



The management structure is critical to the Nation's success. 

7.5. Managina Nation Businesses 

Determining the role of the manager of a Nation business and the level of interaction with 

Chief and council is a balance determined by a community's history. Tsuu T'ina Nation leamed 

what worked for their community when Redwood Meadows, their fïrst major project, faced 

difficdt problems. It required Chief and council to handle political negotiations while the day to 

day operations were lefi to the manager and a srnall board. Peter Manywounds @ersonal 

conversation, 1 994) remembers: 

Our leadership, management and elders saw how well the structure worked 
It was a good lesson for us and it'k still evolving. Roles became clemer so elected 
decision rnakers have the final say except in morters concerning land within the 
community. The whole community decides those matters. 

With regards to budgets, council approves each item, Zine by h e ,  so that 
they are familiar with al2 operatiom. They work with the Treaswy Board that 
holak band capital and makes sure the budgets are properly set up and aligned for 
the whole Nation. Once those budgets me approved then the chair of each board 
of directors works with the board and compony management to make decisions 
such as the timing of expenditures, type of purchases, und timing of on-going 
projects. 

Council receives monthly financial staternents but are not part of company 
day-to-dq operations Major budget changes are opproved by Council. 

The Tremry Board is appointed by Council with three commissioners and 
four council members. Its role is to manage the cash of the Nation and to rnonitor 
expenditures. It is a unique body performing a watchdogfinction- There is nothing 
liRe it across the country. One ofthe terms and conditions in the Finance 
Administration Act that affects the Treasurry board is that becouse if's the 
watchdog four council members sit other than the four who have signing 
authoriîy. n e y  have no arthority to sperii money, or to replace Council's role. 

Authorized spending limits for each level of operation are c l e d y  set out in 
our Finance Administration Act. The board monitors operations and ifa manager 
is overspending, or sornething doesn't seem proper, they investigate. In the event 



thar issue can 't be resolved between the Treanay Board and the respomible board 
for that program, corporation or economic devdopment program, then it goes to 
Council. It also advises Chief and council on spending prforities. 

You c m  appreciate with ten companies, f i e  or six economic development 
projects and 20 or 30 departments, that there is some fairl'y fierce cornpetition for 
capital dollars. The Treasury board ranks all capital requests bused on priorities 
set by the Nation and then rnakes recommendations to Council. 

Relationships with off-reserve entities had begun to change yeas earlier. The move 

towards independence fiom Department of Indian Mairs ,  for example, began in earnest in 1967. 

According ta Peter Manywounds, Chief and council put their foot down and told Indian AfFairs 

that they weren't needed here al l  the time. If Chief and couneil needed advice then the Department 

would be contacted. 

Peter notes, 

From that point. which was over 20 years ago, we have been making d l  the 
decisions here, albeit with udvicefiom Indian Affairs or otherpeople. WeVe've made 
the decisions and we%e developed and grown Over thatperiod of time, chief, 
councils and staflwere wise enough to recognize that operations have to be 
constantly evaluafed and re-evaluated 

After the Redwood Meadows experience, the board-type of organization grew. It is unique 

to Tsuu T'ina Nation. Peter explains: 

We have six boards that report direct& to Chief and council. We have a 
Department of National Defence to handle relations with the Canadian Forces 
base. We have the Nolion Administration board which handes all of the Nation- 
fundedprograms: housing membership, roadr, Zan& and all service delivery. 
The Inter-govemmental Aflairs board handes al1 governrnent-funded prograrns: 
social services, education, health care, Spirit Heahg  Lodge, and a number of 
others. 

Development projects are incubated in Economic Developrnent and fdl under the purview 

of the Economic Development Board. Once a Company is detennined to be self-sufficient and fully 

operational then a formal transfer of responsibility is made to the Companies Board. Peter 



comrnents, 

1 work with huo boarak -the Econornic Development board which is 
responsible for all economic development in the community, and the Company 
board which is actually the operating boardjor al1 of our corporations. The 
relationship between the Economic Development and Company boardr is close. 

For example, the commercial centre is now a viable operating entity that 
was started under the guidance of the Economic Development board A week and 
ha f igo,  the boarak met and we did a formal tramfer by resolution and authority 
waspassedfiorn the Economic Developrnent board to the Company board. It is a 
signzjkant project worth over %2,000,000 a year in cash flow. 

Generaily, two council members are appointed by the Chief to each board, and three 

citizens at large are also appointed by the Chief and corncil. For example, people with a 

background or interest in economic development will likely be asked to sit on that board. Peter 

States, 

With a small community Zik ours everybody hows  everybody else, and 
knows their background fi's not that dzflcult tu be reasonable about who is 
selected We have various advisors who sit on our board who may not be band 
citizens. 

7.6. Trainin9; and Em~loyment 

The goal set by Chief and council is to train and employ band citizens for ail positions 

within the Nation. Econornic development initiatives and Band companies focus on training 

whenever and wherever possible. 

From Peter's perspective: 

The philosophy of the Nation is tu maintain control and is demonstrated by 
the fact that Nation citizens hold most of the senior administration positions. Some 
of the finance and accountingpositions ore held by non-citizens but everyone else 
inchding the general managers are band citizens. 

Some former managers didn 't understand and came in thinking they could 
do almost as they chose because they knew best. We ran into realproblerns with 



some bad decisions that were out of our conîrol. As a resulf we made a 
cornmitment that we weren? going to do that kind of thng again. 

We do pmtner with advisors and compnnies who share their expertise. 
We 've got advisory staff in education, a company that acts as an advisor on o w  
construction projects, and our agricuZturaZ joint venture rnakes room for famers 
who have fa& here for yems. The list goes o n  

Human resource development however was recognized as a priority early 
o n  Chief and council ernpharize the effort needed in training our citizens on the 
job or in special training courses. Our upgradingprogram had suly students in 
1993. and 28 graduates wilh Grade 12 equntalency in April. In less than a yem we 
delbered people with training. Twenîy eight people were subsequently employed 
in the band structure or continued to post-secondary education, 

7.7. Insights for Success 

Roy is clear about his commUNty7s needs. When he deals with a bank that does not share 

the community vision, he is cautious, 

Developmentproposals thut are accepfed by the cornmunity, fir the needr 
of our cornrnuniiy. Conventioncd knowledge in the greater society may not agree 
with our wisdom and knowledge. The banking indmtry may react to aproposal by 
saying tough economic rimes mean we're leery of this type of development and it 
won 't succeed Isay, where are we going to go? We 'll always be here. We 're not 
going to create an indus@, a company or a business that isn't going to survive for 
ourpeople. B e y  turn us down just because if doesn'tfit into their conventional 
knowledge of development. 

What we 've hud to do is take a two tier perspective. We idenfifid 
conventional knowledge for bankers andfinders. We also know the wisdom of 
AborigzgznaI peoples in this cornmunity. We develop lwo packages of hforntation 
with one meeting the needr of our cornmuni@ and the other for bankers. Ir brings 
the balance of their way of thinking and melds it with ours without affecting how 
we do our business within Our own community. 

Roy notes a big difference between the two approaches is that the community puts people 

first. Education or employment opportunities with cultural and traditional values carry great weight 



in determinhg opportunities for the community. Profitability is important but it is not the 

determining factor in choosing suitable projects. 

Roy explains, 

F a  project is notfinancially viable then it doesn't meet the neeak and 
human values of our people in providing bread und butter for their children 
m i l e  it is notfirstpriority, it is a factor we comider in developing our economic 
needs. We want to be financidly secure and successfiï- 

For exampie, the rnulti-purpose complex neededprojects that ensured the 
retail and commercial aspects of the building were semred so that the building 
would become viable. Once we senrredproper leases then we were able to go 
into Our cornmunis, and say that it isfinanciallj secure and we have that safety 
net. Next we incorporate our people into that safety net to ensure that we meet the 
needs of this generation and the next seven generarions. 

This approach values the quality of the environment for their children's fbture needs. 

Community comrnurUcation and decision-making processes are critical as the future of the 

community is detemiined. Peter describes Tsuu T'ina Nation's approach: 

Chief and council hold h.vo day Nation member meetings semi-annually 
where they talk about d l  the business in the community. Staffpresent reports and 
dismss all the current andplannedprojects. Motions are made by the citizens 
jrom thegoor that issue directives to council on particulur matters. 

Once a year we hold shareholders meetings where each company or 
program sets up a booth that is staffed by management or employees. Any Nation 
member can come in and get speczjk information. It is not a big meeting where 
people might be too intimidated to ask questions. They rnay ask for spec@c details 
about economic development projects; Nation companies;fuhrre pl- or get 
information about getting involved through training or education. 

They note any concems on suggestion sheets. Suggestions are compiied 
and directed to the appropriate board They rnay be good ideas for making things 
better or increasing benefls for citizens. These suggestioyzs are usually 
implemented by the board. Alternatively, ifil's an idea that h m  rnerit but is beyond 
the scope of a partimlar board, iÉ would go to Chief and couneil forfUrther action 
at council 's discretion. 

Our doors are aiways open to shareholders. We%e got nothing to hide fiom 
our public. That's a dzrerence that we sometimes have to point out to non-nation 



citizem. If is Nation business and Nation members have the opportmity to look ut 
the plans or the books anytime- We dm't make that offer to the generalpublic. 

While the comunication process has been given a lot of thought, Chief and council review 

it reguiarly and suggest improvements. Peter comments, 

Reviews result in directives to improve communication with Nation 
members. Members need to get a m e r s  but the sheer volume of reports on these 
operations is staggering for council members to assimilate and explain projects in 
detail. We work with these projects every day so we c m  help by providing 
complete information to Narion mentbers- 

Besides conçistency in leadership which is helpful in building strong cornmunities, this 

process also has room for dissenters to voice their opinions effectively. There are inevitable 

disagreements and these must be heard. That is the fbt step in dealing with them effectively. 

7.8. Proiect Genesis and Economic Develo~ment 

Tsuu T'ha Nation has developed a process of evaluating projects with the guidance of 

Chief and council and the assistance of staff and Nation citizens. The process has been infiuenced 

by hard lessons and history. 

Al1 members are given the opporhmity for input into projects. The Elders Cornmittee give 

advice and feedback, once a project is determined to be feasible. The community also has the 

opportunity to give direction on feasible projects since projects rnay still be cancelled although they 

are feasible, 

Many unsolicited projects are submitted to Tsuu T'ha Nation and also project ideas are 

generated by staff and by Chief and council. These ideas are vetted by the Economic Development 

department through a strenuous screening process that determines th& feasibility. This process 

will be discussed in greater detail section 7.9. 

Feasible projects are brought to Chief and council. Roy describes the consultation process: 

We start offwith the council and elders. I seek input personally to be sure 



that our planning has strength and wisdom We cany the knowledge of the old 
into the new. Their guidance fonns the root to a new free t h t  we are working on 
with each project. Then we involve the young people in the building of that tree. 

Darrell oversees the Elders program that keeps dl elders infonned and gives them the 

opportunity to contribute to Nation business. He has strong personai feelings for the program: 

1 have been very, very fortunate to take Gare of the elders program. Fav 
people have such n chance to get to know the elders. I am privileged to understand 
their concerns, to llsten and talk to them and know how important they are in our 
lives and within our Nation. We meet once or mice a month and 1 arrange for 
consultunts to help explain technical language so they know exactly what is going 
on within the Nation Program and Company managers corne in and speak to the 
elders too. 

Carol notes that land is a critical part of the feasibility analysis. 

We look at land issues that have to be dealt with including designation of 
the land In some projects that part of the process can tnke almost two y e m  It hm 
to go through votes in our rnernbership and through comrnunity worhhops. Narion 
cirizem me fil& m a r e  qfproject plans now and in the future. This process 
includes eveqmne and is orle of the strengths of Tsuu T'ina Nation. 

Nation projects currentiy in operation Vary in size, industry and location. They are 

described and then the screening process for new projects is outlined. 

7.9. Nation Pro-iect Investments 

Peter describes some of the Nation's projects. 

Redwood Meadows goZfcourse hm the longest profit history. Redwood 
Meadows, a land dcvdopmentproject, has shown a proft since 1988. These 
profits were delayed because of a nzunber ofproblems including marketing and 
regulatory pro bZem 

The gravel operation, which is not on designated land. has been very 
profitable. If's the closest pit in this quadrant of the city, and altfrough the quality 
of materid is not number one. our location, access and competitive pricing make 
it very marketable, 



The WolfFIats Ordinance Disposa1 Corporation clears land of Iefiover 
eqdosives so that the land is reuseable. There me not very rnany people in this 
field Our advantages were the fact t h t  we owned the land and have strong 
corporate capability. We hope the land will be recluimed in 1997-98 but we 
continually discover that the project is bigger than first realired In any event, the 
very involvedprocess is repeated three or four times leaving a minuscule chance 
that an explosive is rnissed The lease with the military runs mtil the year 2005. 
Getting the land cleared is part of the process of regaining use of that land We 
will farm it once it is reuseable. 

Its proximity and location to the city mukes it is a very valuable piece of 
property. One possibilify, ifwe decide to develop, is a new ski hi22 that would have 
the longest run near the ci@ It would be twice or three times as long as Canada 
Ol'pic Park and twice as long ar Wintergreen, two local ski hills. 

We 're in the process of trying to expand that company to bid on and secure 
conhacts in other parts of the world Our goal is to operute a year-round company 
with contracts in climates where we can work over the winter rnonths and spend the 
summer period here. 

7.10. Screening Process 

nie process for pnoritïzing economic development objectives and screening projects has 

developed over a long penod of tirne. Outside consultants developed master plans and the 

comrnunity made decisions. Unique opportunities exist because of the proximity to the city of 

Calgary. A thorough screening process identifies opportunities worthy of pursuit. It has taken 

tough expenence to get to this point. Peter recalls: 

There were sorne fundamental changes in philosophy and attitude that 
began many years ago that led us to where we are today. Thefirst change 
occurred when 1 was young and not directly involved We would make decisions 
knowing that we were going to m ~ k e  mistakes but we 'd make the mistakes ourselves 
and learn fiom them Thot was a veryfundurnental choice that the community took 
in the late sixries and early seventies. 

The second important decision was findamental. I i e a d  of fryng to create 
employment as the main goal, which is what the government has been hying to 
sell, o comcious decision was taken in 1980 that we weren'r going to try to create 
jobs for the sake of employment. We were going to create businesses for profii. If 
we couldn't create a business thar was going to make a profit, we weren't going to 
do it because we believe and 1 think we 've since proven, ifwe create a business 



that makes a profit, we create stable long-term employment for citizens. 

We had tough experiences with the Redwood Meadows housing and golf 
course project- It taught w that we could rneet problem with banh and legislation 
thut were costly but we persisted and succeeded Steve Runner was the band 
manager in 1982 and he felt that there was a real need to divide economic 
development activitiesfi-om band management and dehery of programs und 
services. Th& change was accepted and we operated that way for about 8 years. It 
gave us tirne and the impetus for planning and development. We thoroughly 
examined dzrerent projects w ithout being controversial about it- 

Many soiicited and unsolicited business proposais are submitted for consideration by the 

community. It becomes difficult to know what projects should be developed without a community 

vision for the future of Tsuu T'ha and a  process to evaluate subrnissions- Projects in 1994 include 

a recently-completed multi-purpose building that is m a w c e n t ,  another golf course on the 

drawing board and a business park on a strip of land bordering the community boundary. 

According to Peter, they receive six to eight proposals a week f?om al1 b d s  of people with 

more than 100 going through a thorough screening process. This screening process is rigorous 

and set out in Figure 3. Few of the 100 proposals make it through to the end. Peter explains, 

We don 'r have tojump at the first deal rhat's offered to us, the one that may 
look great on the face of ir. So we go through thfi process that we have put on a 
chart and takm a lot of time ro develop. We also work on our own including a 
hotel and a twin arena cornplex. Ir's in thusefirst four steps where 99% of the 
proposals are screened out as being unsuitable- We then reach a decision point as 
CO whether or not we continue the process. QuitejFankZy, we don? wanr to waste 
time on a project that ïs not going to work 



SCREENINGOFPROPOSALS 

business proposition is made to the Nation. Eg. Proposal is submitted; offer to lease is made; 
venture opportunity. 

1. Do we want to consider the proposai? 
An initial screening process begins involving the generd manager of economic development, the 
project officer trainee, and one of the finance people. If the project is $250,000 then in house staf 
evaluate it. If it is a $5 d i o n  project then extemal consuiting advice is sought. Ninety percent a 
unsolicited proposais are screened out. Reasons include that it's not feasible; it doesn't fit with 
Nation plans; or it's not a suitable use that would receive approval. 

Business plans may be financiaily feasible, with good rates of r e m ;  good management 
and financing and still be screened out  For example, a welding operation looked 
impressive but it did not meet the by-law requirements regarding environmental concerns. 

2. If a proposal is borderhe then it is passed to finance and economic development 
managers. 

3. If a proposa1 has passed initial screening, then more information is sou& A 
comprehensive business plan including information on management, products/services, 
financing and casMow projections must be submitted. This information is necessary to 
move the proposal dong and also demonstrates the senousness of the applicant. 
Confidentidity restrictions are in effect so the information is secure. 

4. The finance and economic development managers review the new information. Further 
screening occurs. For example, joint venture proposds must be structured in favor of 
+50.1% ownership in the business to maintain operational control. 

5. Proposals are then submitted to the Chief for review by Council, the elders cornmittee 
and the cornmunity. 

I ~ i m r e  3: S-ary of Tsuu T'ina nation's investment screening criteria 



Development of a planning process was a collaborative effort between Tsuu T'ha staff and their 

auditors. This joint effort formalized the informal processes already followed by the Economic 

Development staff. The results are well-planned five-year projections for each Nation company 

giving better control over huma. and financial resources, 

Peter gives more detail, 

Ourjive yeor plans are reviewed and updated annually for each company. 
m e  Economic Development department oversees several approved projects. Time 
lines for the Buffalo Run golfcourse indicates that we'll start comhwction in the 
spring and we 're scheduled fo be firlly operational by the following spring. n o s e  
things are al1 charted out on bar graphs and include tirne frames, decision points 
and responsibilities. Chmts show the schedule, where problems may have cropped 
up and what's been done. There is no way that you can manage large projects 
without these tools. 

In my opinion, the Chief and council, made decisions and set policies that allow us 
to get on with the work without politicd inteflerence. That is probably the most 
signzjîcant dzrerence 1 '  compared to a lot of other tribes. 

Dinicult issues can mise where politics and business collide and are the undoing ofprojects 

for many communities. The original housing and golf course project called Redwood Meadows, 

provided many difficult leaming opportunities. Peter elaborates, 

We had experiences with Redwood Meadows that tested our policy at that 
tirne that was we 'ZZ make the decisions and learn fiom our rnistakes- We Zearned 
that Chief and council canT micro manage business because their motivation is 
political. To try to apply that motivation in a business world doesn't work We have 
pied mtcing politics and business and we 've proven through some fairly major 
rnistakes t h ~ t  it's going to cost us money. 

There are problems but the systern works. Sometimes itfiustrates the 
politicians because they feel they are noî being listened to but on the other hund it 
has been proven that the system works. We are making rnoney and su that while 
there are problemr. politics don't enter into the day -to-doy operations. Council 
issues the directives and we impiement them. As long as we successfilly carry out 
the directives issued by Council, politics is lefi out of the business side of the 
Nation. 

Other safeguards exist to protect community hterests. For example, Chief and council are 



bound by the limits outlined in the process of deciduig uses for designated lands. According to the 

Indian Act, Nation members vote on a proposal through a referendum process. They agree to 

designate the land for specific purposes. For example, the business park, the golf course, the 

multi-purpose building, and the commercial center are specifically designated through this process. 

Neither the Nation nor the govemment nor anybody else can do other projects beyond the scope 

set out in the referendum. At the end of seventy-five years, al1 interests revert back to the Nation. 

Peter observes, "We don't carry financing on these projects for longer than twenty or twenty-five 

years anyway so lending institutions are paid out well before the expiration of the designation 

terni." 

Projects must also conform to the community land use byiaw that is admiuistered by the 

planning commission. It is a very detailed guideline approved by the comrnunity and provides 

details on a varïeîy of issues covering economic development on designated land. Peter elaborates: 

Our bylaw covers the same things as any municipal land use or zoning 
bylaw and inchdes such things us the height of shuctures; setbachfiorn roaa3; 
architectural controls and guidelines; signage; handing wuste; and restricting 
developrnent so it is compatible with the area. It is sanctioned by Chief and council 
su it 's got some teeth. A group of communiîy rnembers and consultants make up 
the Planning commission thar is seprate fiom the economic development and 
Company boards to minimire any chance of conflict of interest. 

The bylaw is complete and d o w s  for monitoring of a i l  economic development on the 

Nation. Once a project has been vetted successfully by the Economic Development department 

then it is submitted for review by the zoning cornmittee. Chief and council hande any dispute. It is 

part of the system to ensure economic development benefits the community. The vetting process is 

described in greater detail. 

Hard decisions have to be made sometirnes. Decisions take the circumstances, the 

individual and the community into account. Peter cornments: 

We 've learned collectively that good business and management skills by 
themselves aren't enough for this kind of a sening. Politics and sensiliviîy to 
comrnmily members is always required This is a srna11 community. You murt 
understand that a member employee may require discipline, suspension or 



dimissal as may happen with miy Company, othenvise you can? operate eficiently 
and make a profit. 

On the other side of it, you have to deul with semitivity because. hey, we al1 
live here and we're nor going anywhere. In the city youfire someone ifthe job isn't 
done properly and you never see them again. Here, you may let a person go but 
they have to understand what happened Ifthey made a mistake then we try to heZp 
them correct it, with the ernphasis on helpingpeople to be success$iZ. In this size of 
an operation there's just no way that you can expect everybody to perform 100%. 

Peter ad&: 

Thot's the theory, and Pm not sayïng thot every person is on board In 
almost two years that IS>e been here now, ISte found thot evetybody is eager to 
help because they understand and are cornfortable with where we are going. They 
see the fantastic opportuniries we have although our younger people need tu be 
more involved in making successful careers for themselves. 

7.1 1. Our Strengtii is Our People 

Darrell reflects on the place of culture in Tsuu T'ha Nation. 

We have faith in our youngpeople and we k e p  our elders imolved Our 
culture is always with us and we o#en don 't realize it. It's in the way we have a 
meeting, or the way we meet with people, and the way we approach the issues. We 
are trying to bring back our language and regularb we seekguidance fiom our 
spiritual leaders. We begin our council meetings with prayer. We always give 
thanh to the Creator for all the grps he has given us; for the Zzye he has given to 
our people; for helping us throughout tough times; for giving us the strength to go 
on and go beyond; and we give thanks for the elders we con rely on for advice, 
guidance and the language. Our family is also our strength We are al2 related and 
our strength just buil& and buildr and builds. We still have a lot of work to do to 
address social problems but there are a lot ofpositive things about us. 

Family is very important to many Nation citizens. Jeanne Crowchild, Company manager, 

reflects on the important roles of family mernbers in the community. 

As a wornan and a mother, I tell my daughter to rernember who she is and 
that she wiZZ have to work harder than her brother will but she can do i L  I have 
role models who are women, like my mother. They are very strong independent 
people. My father and my grandfather are my role rnodels and give me another 
way of looking at things. Ijl'm unnrre of one person's advice I'll go to another 
person for advice. 1'11 think about both perspectives and then Iact based on a 



combinution of the advice- 

Elder Helen Maguiness shares her thoughts on the importance of land to Nation elders and 

to the community. 

The cornmunity asks us to go to them and mrnetimes we don 't l i k  what 
they are doing. We me very scared for our land. The land is very sacred to us. We 
don 't want to even let go offive acres. Idon 't even know how bigfive acres is. but 
we are very stingy- n e r e  are a lot ofyoungpeople that wiZZ be eighteen, or 
nineteen and when they want to get marrie4 they have to build a house. We think 
that we are running out of land and it is getting crowded We are thinking of the 
firrure for our grandchildren and their children We want them to alwuys have the 
land. Ifthey sell if, our land will be gone and the money wîll be gone. We have got 
nothing. So we try to tell our youngpeople that. Don't let the money foolyou, 
because we don 't have much land We got pretty country here. There is snow on 
the mountains in the winter too and it is pretty. 

With the scarce land, some Nation members are unable to obtain housing on reserve. They 

are effectively cut off fiom their community while hoping that one day there will be room for them. 

The question mises as to how the Nation c m  address this issue to the benefit of al1 ùivolved. 

Hal Eagletail, talks M e r  about the land, its protection and the Nation's sustainable 

development philosophy. Tourism is another Nation focus. 

We tell people that we're open for business and we meun it. With regards to 
our business park, we 're on& open for business up to the qumter mile line. We 're 
inviting people into our territory into the business park, but not to go west. 

Our tourisrn project is another good example of how we resfrict access to 
our territory. Access is very conho~led Bus tours onZy go to designared locations 
and they 're always accompanied by a tour guide who is a Nation rnember. Public 
access lo our businesses is carefilly monitored 

The bottom line philosophy is we're going to t a k  advantage of what's 
mailable to us for economic development but we 're going to preserve about 98% 
of the reserve for the communiîy for the members to enjoy us they choose, without 
inte$erencefiom the outside. Thisphilosophy is very key to our members being 
comfortabZe with what we're doing. 



7-12, Women's Contributions 

Women are acknowledged as a strength in the comrnunity. They offer strong support, 

leadership in the family and community as weii as guidance for the young people. With this 

important resource cornes advice fiom women who are in positions of authonfy. It is iike many 

comunities in supporting a dominant male perspective. 

Delphine Pipestem, the director of the Adult Leaming Centre, is currently a graduate 

student in the Environmental Design program at the University of Calgary. Her nIst degree is in 

political studies and management. She states, 

W m n  are OM biggest strength in the community. Although there are no 
women on council now, there have been in thepast. The majurity of management 
positions are held by women and if is the women who recognize the need for more 
formal training and are going to school tu firther their educution as indicated NI 
the posf secondas. and upgrading statistics. They are willing to enhance their 
skiIIs and take on the challenge. I feel this is due to the inherent strength of native 
women, they hold the community together because they hold the fami& together. 
They value the community as they value their famiZy. There are a lot of social 
problems in our community and it is the women whu have the strength and the 
courage to bring these issues to light. The healing of our community is slowly 
being integrated into the overall community developmentprocess and it is usually 
the wornen who are most involved in the healing process. 

The programs that Delphine feels were started by and best demonstrate the strength of 

Tsuu T'ina women include a wellness program, a program to deal with child apprehension and 

counselling ski11 training program for educators. In particular, the wellness program came out of a 

desire by a group of women to address community social problems, including the dmg use and 

hi& suicide rates among their young people. Another group of women spear-headed the Early 

Prevention Program in order to work with families and avoid child apprehension. Finally, al1 

education staffreceived counselling training to help children in Nation schools. 

While economic development concentrates on profits and employment, these women 

focussed on the healing that is necessary for a successfbi joumey to self-reliance and self- 

sufociency. These programs help members feel good about themselves and completes the circle. 



Other band citizens confïrm the strength of women in Tsuu Tina society. Hal Eagletail 

notes, 

1 believe women are the secret ro the healing of every First Nution I f  
women were to create a society amongst themselves that would address the 
concerns of economic development or cultuaI preservation there would be 
unbelievable power to effect change. 

1 believe in our culture the women's role has always been important. The 
way I was taught is that woman war @en the opportunity ro bring life into the 
world, and man was given the opportunity to make song with the drumm The song 
rejects all human emotions whether it be happiness. sadness. jealoury or 
fi.ightfulness. 

There me  many cnrical areas in h i n g  where the woman and the man 
maintain a bulmce of input into decisions which our leaders rnurst remember. 
Women are strong and tend to operate most community wellness progrnms but it is 
important that there be balance and that men become more involved in our 
community's health. 

Cam1 Goeedson,  band administrator, recalls the advice her father gave her when she 

assumed her position in the band office. 

It's hmd to be accepted in dzJ5erentpositions as a woman, and so I went to 
my father. He told me to be very careful in making decisions. The youngpeople 
are capable of looking afrer themselves and remember any decisions will affect the 
little ones. Make sure that rhey can carry out your decisions and that they do not 
hinder the ZittZe mes  iz ~lny way. 

Tsuu T'ha Nation's story of success is of a cornrnunity that has chosen to follow its own 

path as noted in the fist premise and examined in the second research objective regarding a 

comrnunity's blend of approaches to economic development. Community elders counsel that 'self- 

govenunent' is a term not to be used by the community, since the meaning of the tena is very 

different for the Nation compared to the meanhg used by the government. This has meam that 

Tsuu T'ha Nation has asked its leaders to achieve a vision that is their own. It dlows Nation 

members a chance to be part of the community's future through education and employment 

opportunities. While it has not been a path without obstacles, it has not been dictated to the Nation 



by outsiders, and its lessons have been taken to heart by its leaders, in keeping with the fifth 

premise of a connection between a community's leadership and successfd economic development. 

Land is sacred and is protected for Nation members and new families. Everyone has an 

important role in contributhg to the heaith of the comrnunity. Like many comunities, Tsuu T'ha 

Nation faces challenges of dysfunction, addiction, poverty and low skiil levels. Education takes 

place in the community for youth and adults wanting to upgrade their skilis. Apprenticeship 

opportunities provide young Nation members with experience and promotes a vision for their 

fiture in the community which is recognized in the fourth premise focussing on building capacity. 

A local treatment faciliq helps Nation members deal with health issues. Women's voices 

are strong and help promote healing through successful community healing initiatives. All of these 

initiatives demonstrate a vibrant community with a vision of sustainability for the community. 

Business ideas are carefdly scrutinized along profitability critena but also in t ems  of employment 

possibilities and the impact on the environment. Community input, including elders, is critical in 

making h a 1  invesbnent decisions, as noted in the second and third premises. The third research 

objective is addressed by elders, leaders and Nation rnembers and examines the role of Aboriginal 

wisdom in this community. 

Tsuu T'ha Nation is living its vision for a healthy, strong comrnunity and on its own terms. 

According to Hal Eagletail, Tsuu Tina rem& a quiet success story for a reason that is in keeping 

with the £ïrst premise. He explains, 

We are more cornfortub with being quiet about our successful 
developments right now because we don' t want to be held up as an example for 
other First Nations. Once that happens there is the risk that other communities are 
not encouraged to follow their own path. 

Our path is not a guarantee of success for others. Each comrnunity m u t  
develop the ir own direction that capitalizes on local opportunities. We share our 
success with those who corne to visit our community rather than put our stories in 
the media 1 am proud of o w  philosophy of good business since we are irying to 
balance our cultural distincmess with economic growth. 





8. W i p e g ' s  Aboriginal CommUILity: Coming Together 

With an estimated 50-70% of the Aboriginal community residing in villages, towns and 

cities throughout the country, important questions arise. How c m  a population with a shared 

heritage develop with strength? How can Abonginal peoples rneet the same dreams for self- 

sufiiciency as their brothers and sisters on reserve or in settiements? Can the challenges of poor 

education, poverty, and lack of opportunity be overcome in a large, anonymous city? 

The power of economic development in an urban setting is only part of the solution. Many 

senices support the urban Aboriginal population including community and government-sponsored 

organizations in social s e ~ c e s ,  employment and education. Wuinipeg had the largest urban 

Aboriginal population of all major Canadian cities in 199 1 and 1996. It is a reasonable place to 

examine these issues facing urban Aboriginal communities across the country. 

In Winnipeg, there are many Aboriginal organizations that were established to meet the 

needs of the Abonginal community in adapting to urban lïfe. According to the Social Planning 

Council of Winnipeg, in a 1998 intemal report on Population & Labour Force Dynamics, 

Aboriginal peoples are expected to make ~ ~ 1 5 %  of the provincial population by 200 1 and 10.4 % 

of city of Winnipeg (or 73, 800). Unemployment is three times that of the rate for the general 

population or 21%. Of that the Aboriginal youth unemployment for those 15-24 years of age, is 

twice the rate of al1 city youth or 28.9%. While over half of Abonginal women participated in the 

workforce in 1991, at 18% unemployment rates for this segment remab at twice the overall female 

rate. Aboriginal adults are projected to represent 9-10% of the W i p e g  labour force in 200 1. 

These projections point to large challenges and opportunities facing the country. Aboriginal 

peoples will impact the country as their potential is developed, but wili cost the country money if 

social and economic issues are not dealt with effectively. What approaches are being taken by the 



Aboriginal community in Winnipeg as they move to make positive differences?' Who are some of 

the leaders and what strategies are being used? But, nrst of ali, what is the vision of and for the 

community? 

The Winnipeg scene is vibrant and unique and many people have contributed to this. 

Arnong them is economist, John Loxley (1994,2000), whose wcrk suggests what is successful and 

shtegies for building on its strengths. The province worked with the Aboriginal community and 

developed the Urban Aboriginal Strategy. George Campbell, chair of the sub-cornmittee 

coordinating the Urban Aboriginal Strategy, and Brett Eckstein, senior analyst for Manitoba's 

Environmental Development unit, share some insights into an interesting process. The Abonginal 

Centre was conceived of by the directors of a number of non-profit Aboriginal organizations, who 

brought people and Abonginal organizations to a single location in an inner city district with a high 

Aboriginal population. Wayne Helgason, executive director of the Social Planning Council of 

Winnipeg, and Bill Shead, former director of the Aboriginal Centre, share their project startup 

memories and its current status. Part of the vision for the centre was an Aboriginal business centre. 

Sean Kocsis, executive director of the Aboriginal Business Development Centre, and Len Flett, 

director of the Abonginal Business Centre, are integral to the success of the Abonginal Business 

Development Centre and share their insights. 

The political element is less clear regarding urban-based Aboriginal peoples. Historically, 

status Indians, living off reserve, have had the2 :egal ties to benefits broken. In that vacuum, the 

Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg (ACW) was formed to meet the needs of Abonginai peoples in 

Winnipeg. Over time govenunent policy has become less clear and program dollars may be 

available to Manitoba Métis Federation and the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs as their cornrnunities 

move to accept responsibility for the needs of al l  their members, no matter where they reside. This 

There are a number o f  significant local and provincial groups that are making a difference. Only a few 
were seiected for this snidy in order to set the context for some significant projects. There are a number 
including the Assembly o f  Manitoba Chiefs, the Manitoba Métis Federation and the Canadian Council for 
Abonginal Business who are doing significant work in this area but are not included due to resource and 
time constraints. 



puts three organizations in direct competition for these dollars and their urban-based constituency. 

Conflict is inevitable and evident. Mary Richard, former president of ACW, Sean Koscis, current 

director of ACW and George Munroe, ACW board member, comment on the Aboriginal Corncil. 

The youth are an important part of the process and their organization of Aboriginal Youth 

With Initiative, Inc. (AYWI) is described by Lawrence Angeconeb, Heather Milton and Clay 

Thomas MüeUer, AYWI staff. AWNI have plans for more active youth in the decision-making 

process and making a real difference through needed projects. They have a unique structure and 

interesting projects on the go. 

Understanding diversity and how to make room for everyone's vision is important in 

cornprehending Winnipeg's experience. It is dynamic, energetic, and with the usual discussion 

about the best way to accomplish goals. The projects and programs will be examined in the 

following sections. They give the reader some sense of the breadth of experience that is 

Winnipeg's Aboriginal scene. 

8.1. The People S~eak:  Urban Aboriginal Stratem 

The federal and provincial governments are redefining their obligations to Aboriginal 

peoples as the urbanization trend continues. The costs of senices to Aboriginal peoples are steep 

as each tnes to determine a "fair" distribution of this obligation. However, effective policy does 

not stop at the obvious jurisdictional questions between governments but instead moves beyond 

and asks how these needs can be met effectively and creatively, with room for al1 those people who 

want to contribute to solutions. 

The Manitoba Roundtable for the Environment and the Economy, made up of individuals 

fiom the comxntmity and govemment, was established by the premier of the day (1989-1999) to 

review al1 sustainable development policies. According to Brett Eckstein, senior analyst for the 

Sustainable Development unit, the roundtable process has some advantages that make it attractive 

and has been studied by other jurisdictions including the Clinton administraiion in the United 



States. Individuals sit as individuals and not as representatives of their organizations. This d o w s  

for more fieedom of discussion since individuds are not binding their organkatiom with their 

comments and can thoroughly canvas ideas under discussion. 

Brett (persona1 communication, 1997) notes some of the unique features: 

It is at arm 's lengthfiorn the government but as much as the round table is 
a creation of governent and has seven cabinet rnembers on it, the discussions are 
amazing in an open and relaxed atrnosphere. m e  Premier openly disagrees with 
cabinet ministers and members of the round table. Cabinet ministers and members 
of the round table disagree with the Premier. It is a real healthy ahnosphere for 
discussing Iarger issues. There is a lot of consemur amongparticipants who 
represent diverse groups such as labour, business, environment, Aboriginal 
peoples and consumers. 

There is a close working relationrhip with government with cabinet 
ministers being part of the consensus process. Understanding and support may 
buildfor an othenvise challenged document. The prior discussion helps in 
improving support that rnight not be generated zythe govermeni is lefi out of the 
consultation process. The grass roots consuCtation has to occur a& the same rime. 
This holistic approach rnakes the round table process a test bed for new policy 
issues andpromotes a process which is not bogged down in political buggage. 
Round table and g r a s  roofs issues that are disczlssed in this think tank become 
familim with cabinet members who hme increased sensitivity und thur there are 
berzefils for allpariies involved 

An Aboriginal advisory cornmittee was struck in 1996 as part of the roundtable strategy to 

develop a strategy for Abonginal peoples. George Campbell was narned chair of the cornmittee, 

and brought to bear a wealth of knowledge and expenence of his Aboriginal comrnunity. He 

suggested that the roundtable examine Aboriginal issues that affect the sustainability of the 

community. While the issues may be relevant to other parts of the province, a decision was taken 

to restrict the strategy to Winnipeg. 

George noticed an unchanging disparity between Aboriginal peoples who were employed 

and had decent housing and those who suffered in poverty. George (personal communication, 

1 998) recalls: 



I was very concerned with what was negative. It is our people that corne to 
Winnipeg to find their place and hy to start a new lzye- They found dzBculiy in 
their home cornmurtities und didn ' t f ir  into this society NI Winnipeg. Seeing our 
people fa21 by the wayside made it impossible to ignore. Isuggested we review 
what was going on and what things might or could be chunged t h  would beneft 
ourpeople. A cornmittee was formed to develop an urban AborigrnaI strategy with 
a group ofAbonginal members tu act as an advisory council- 

I think this council was important as wus our forums with grassroots people. Youth 
were turgeted since they are the fulure of our cornmunity. We held worhhops in 
the area where our Aboriginalpeoples live. We hud sîr worbhops with well over 
1 O00 people attending. Great work resultedfiorn these workshops by the 
participants themselves. Most& Aborigzgznal peoples aîtended with a good 
representutiun of non-Aboriginal peoples too. We have to work together and our 
final report pich up the essence of what the grmmoots people were telling us. 
There is nothing new or startling but it is a comprehemive strategy that brings the 
reportfindings of educarion, housing safity, economic developntent into focus. 

While the federai and provincial governments decide who must meet the needs of the urban 

Abonginal community, the Manitoba provincial govemment acknowledges the need to go beyond 

curent ineffective institutionai processes and reexamine delivery of services. Development of the 

urban Aboriginal strategy through the roundtable process is an opportunity to not oniy b d d  

capacity and move forward with a broad base of discussion and input, according to Wayne 

Helgason, executive director of the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, but it speaks to building 

Wayne (personal communication, 1 997) notes: 

Aboriginal peuples want a pleasurable lz~estyle Zikz everyone and the 
fieedom to be AborigrnaZ in the wqv they want includingpractising cultural beliefs 
and associating with who they want and in the nzanner they want. I don T think it 
meam being absorbed into the mainstreom sociew but 1 think it means being 
involved and setting their own definitions and boundaries on their terms. 

8.2. Building an Urban Aboriginal Stratem 
The process of building an wban Aboriginal strategy remained apolitical while jurisdictional 

issues remained unresolved. Support for the initiative was gamered fiom various departments in 

the provincial govemment as well fiom the city of Winnipeg and the federal govemment Statistics 

formed the b a i s  of the eariy discussions. The focus was on trying to understand what these 



statistics meant to the community. 

Brett Eckstein remembers: 

We didn 't want to start with issues so we looked at some of the statistics as 
the basis for our disassion poper. It was hardputting some statistics down on 
paper. For example, sir out of ten non-Aboriginalpeoples own homes. On& two 
out ten Aboriginal peoples own homes. What does that mean when you realize 
43% ofAborigrgrnal peoples lNe in the cure urea. Where do the others live? They 
are living in the suburbs that are supposed to be more offluent but there are 
afluentpeople living in the core mea too. So what does that tell? 

The statistics around single parents indicate that prirnorily single mothers 
tend to live in the core area. Zkzt is where people say the problems are. You must 
remember housing is cheaper in the core mea so that is why you would tend to Zive 
there. It makes sense because f i o u  look at immigration of other groups. Where 
do people go when they move to the ci@ of Winnipeg? Generally into the core 
areas or cheaper housing fthey were poor. 

My grandmother moved to Winnipeg as a single mother and found a room 
in an artic in the core area. You know it w m  cheap. 1 think thnt little h m  changed 
and some reasons underlyng the staîistics are no dzrerent than for other people. 

A senes of  workshops were held where grassroots people joined other participants in 

discussions in a process that built cornmitment to the results through involvement. The large group 

o f  200 or 300 people were divided into groups around the issues. They worked together to 

develop a presentation to the plenary session. Dinner was shared and then presentations made at 

the end o f  the evening. Their feedback formed the basis o f  a ciraft report that was discussed at the 

next workshop. George enjoyed seeing the youth step in as facilitators in various discussion 

groups. Comments and feedback were collected and a final strategy recommended. Brett 

compiled the information in the draft report. He cornments on the process: 
We did very well. We spent $40,000 which is very reasonnble for the 

amount ofpeople who participafed We had over IOOU people attend s k  meetings. 
We pied to create categories for issues that roughly folZowed the categories for 
sustainable development. It formed an holistic fiamework for cornpleting draft 
documents, 

The government policy people wanted something that could be 
implemented so while there was focus on getting feedback on the drafts there was 
also focus on an action plan Objectives were identifed for each target. We Zooked 



for a tirne fiame with benchmarks for where we are t o d q  that could help us in 
setting reasonable objectives. Fur example, questions were asRed about statistics 
for single parents in the core area? Ifhat  changes, do we solve al2 of the 
pro blems? 

There are problems in the suburbs that are very similar to what goes on in 
the core but they really are not concentrated or you see thern undyou don 't hear 
about them. How do theyfir in? 

Implementaiïon of the plan had to be discussed including who had 
responsibility as well as details about monitoring evaluation and reporting. m a t  
is the rnechanism for actually geiting this stuffdone? mis WQS important because 
1 would say that the number one problem is cynicism when dealing wiih 
goverment, in the Aborigzgznal community- They have been comlted and 
consulted and nothing changes. 

The Aboriginal Advïsory Council was integral to this process. The members were involved 

nom the beginning and were calied on whenever possible to provide guidance to the roundtable 

sub-committee. The main goal was to get the process moving fonvard and maintain the momentum 

once the final report was published. It is a unique process that has not been undertaken in other 

urban centres. 

George Campbell notes some essential factors must be in place to make this process 

Well I thinkfirst ofall, the community, in this case the Aboriginal 
community, had to want to particeare in something like this. That is why we had 
to do a lot of work to iniroduce the idea upfionr. People had to understand what 
was going to happen in the process. Once we got the message out in various wuys 
people showed up because they were interested in being a part of fhis unique idea 
of participating in developing shategy. 

This shategy is their own. They can daim ownership of it. Government 
authorities allowed this to be an apolitical process. It was great to be able tu 
publhh a document that was reallyfiom the grassroots speaking to those in 
authority. 1 think that we were successfil in accomplishing our objectives. We kept 
it status blind so that we wanted to hearfiorn unyone who is Aboriginal. We didn 't 
break our discussion groups into groups according to status - First Nations, Métis 
and Inuit. That was a plus. 

The implementation of the h a 1  recomrnendations focuses on the responsibility of a l l  



groups in society including individuals, f a d e s ,  communities, corporations and the various levels 

of government. It will not succeed otherwise. This consultation will be one of the most successful 

roundtable consultations, in Brett's opinion. A policy application document was released on July 7, 

1999. A memorandum of understanding was signed by the provincial and federal govemments. 

Some expected that the community would whine about their problems and demand money 

be commined for more programs. This did not happen. It became obvious that there are gags in 

services that require an investment but the ovenvhelming feeling was that the participants wanted 

to be part of the strategy and make a difference. They want to be treated as equals with something 

of value to Say. They are living the problems and the solutions are important to them. The 

conneetion to the grassroots is critical and the need to bring partners to the table in order to make 

significant change is essential according to George. 

These final recommendations follow dong with conclusions reached in other studies, for 

example, the final report of the Royal Commission on Abonginal Peoples. Focus on environmental 

concerns are woven throughout the recomrnendations that focus on poverty, low education, 

housing, safety issues, employment and economic development. The difference with this work is 

that the grassroots c m  buy into a strategy that they helped form and the Sustainable Development 

unit, through Brett's work, informs those in senior levels of govemment about the urban 

Aboriginal strategy. The unit has some fkeedom that allows creativity and effectiveness to thrive in 

their work. 

While the Aboriginal Advisory Council disbanded upon completion of the final report, the 

Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg has agreed to help monitor the progress of implementation. Other 

organizations will dso see that the recommendations are properly executed. This partnership will 

continue, thus ensuring the effectiveness of the process. 

The urban Abonginal strategy workshops were held at the Aboriginal Centre, in the heart 

of the North end. This district is home to many Aboriginal peoples and the Centre is one of the 

projects that is helping to build a cohesive Aboriginal community in an inban setting. The next 



section will outline the history and current status of the Abonginai Centre project. 

8.3. Gathering Communitv: Abonginal Centre of Winni~eg 

In the seventies, Aboriginal cornmunity leaders conceived of a plan that wodd bring 

seMces for Aboriginal peoples together in the Neeginan (Our Place) project. It took until the late 

eighties to take the project fiom a dream to reaiity. In 1988, directors of severai large non-profit 

organizations providing services to Winnipeg's Abonginal population, began tallcing about ways to 

replace the high rentai costs with more reasonable lease expenses in their own building. It made 

sense, and a study suggested they could purchase an existing building or build a new one. Canadian 

Pacific Railroad had a CP station for sale in a central location, 

The historical significance of the CP building reached beyond the Abonginal comrnunity to 

new Canadians and to those with an appreciation for fine architecture. Bill Shead, former chief 

executive officer, (personal communication, 1998) notes: 

ft has enormous historical importance to Manitobans because it is the site 
where many immigrants came by rail through the CP railway station Many 
soldiers, sailors and airmen l@fiorn this r a i l w ~  station to go over seas in World 
War One, World ?Var Two and the Korean Var- There were others who simply got 
the train to Winnipeg beach or look it across counm There are a lot of mernories 
within the building. 

From an architectural standpoint, it has real importance as it is one of the 
few architectural examples of the Mmwell brothers work in Winnipeg andperhaps 
in all of Canada. There is a need to presene the architectural heritage of the site 
and it was designated a heritage site. 

Wayne Helgason was the director of Mamawi Wichi Itata Centre Inc., a family social 

service agency, at that time and involved in early discussions. He reminisces about the process: 

We had to be seen to be more than deliverers of service. We had to 
articulate a vision and work towmdk a vision of hming much greater impact with 
the litîle resources that we had As Aboriginalpeoples, we look to the ways we 
support each other, where we purchase, where we go, and how we create 
enterprise. Spending money on rent is one of the ways we can work together. I 
contacted other mqjor Native social organizations and askd thern how much they 
spent on rent. Ir didn 't take long to determine that we were pqing a lot in rent 



without long-term retum. 

Our services would be improved ifwe were befter linked We were sending 
people fiom Mmawi to other organizatiom for employment und training. Mvbe 
we had an obligation to locate our services together which would help our 
clientele Save on bus tickets. We sewedfirnding and hired a cornultant to 
complete a social and situutional anaZysis of the CP building. 

The project 's scale was ovenvhelming. It was a big building needing lots of 
work but the analysfi concluded the building was strwcturali) sound and the 
mechanical system was old but sound The impact anuZysis concluded that in terms 
of the community, it was important to work together in one place. Health and well- 
being were priori fies followed by training and employment. We pied to assess 
whether or not to go ahead 

We hadn 't done anyfundraising and no goverment wanted us to do this. 
The provincial minister of Natve Services, thought it was a good idea. 17lere was 
no taZk however, of supportj?orn the infiatructure progrom used by other 
cultural groups to secure community centres. We decided tu go ahead and 
purchased the building for $1. I million. 

We went to@e Aboriginal organizafions and asked their boards to pass a 
resolurion &O be in the hook for $10,000 each. We made the offer tu pwchase with 
firndsfiorn those resolutiom andfiont the ciq and the federal department of 
National Historic Sites and Monuments. We had enough to purchase the building 
and operate it for several months at a cost of $8,000 per month for heat and 
electricity. 

Discussions arose in the community about the project including the long-term viability and 

risk associated with investing in a large building versus directhg efforts to b d i n g  other projects 

and programs on a smdler scale. In any event, the Aboriginal Centre of Winnipeg, Inc.(ACWI) 

was incorporated in 1990 as a non-profit organization and the historic CP building was purchased 

in December, 1992. A board of directors was elected and restoration work was begun. ACWI 

rnembers, who applied and met the criteria of being an Abonginal organization, purchased shares 

and then incorporated ACWI Heritage Corp. It is a registered ch- that facilitates the fund- 

raising activitïes of supporters for additional restoration and to operate a large rotunda area 

suitable for public events. The decision to renovate an existing building is in direct support of 

sustainable development initiatives that reuse and recycle available resources. 



Bill stepped into his position and saw his mandate was to accomplish three goals. He had to 

manage risk one step at a time. His fïrst priori@ was the physical building. Hiring a building 

maintenance engineer set things in motion. His second priority was to develop a business plan and 

an architectural development plan in order to secure funding. Findly, the administration of the 

project was secured by setting up office in the Abonginal Centre. Bill's case study (1997) of the 

Aboriginal Centre provides more insight into the purchase and refbrbishing of this project. 

A major retro-fit of the building was required but they did not have the fiinds. Wayne 

recalls their strategy to make leasing space available: 

There is a Zittle program available through UnempZopent Imwance 
where people work do not get paid but they maintain their benefts. Zbe sponsor 
gets $I00per week to get hamrners and nails. We took 60 Aboriginal men and 
women into thisprogram- We got them to tear down walls and clean up. We saved 
over n million do2lursS Then funding was secured to upgrade the building to meet 
fire regulations. 

One of our stipulations to the contractors who were bidding, was thar 70% 
of their woryorce had to be Aboriginal peoples. They said that they couldn 't meet 
that requirernent. We insisted that they consider the 60 people who had 
dernonstrated some capacity in the previous project. m e n  this upgradingproject 
wasfinished, we came in under budget and had an average of 90% Aboriginal 
employment. 

In looking back on this project, it provided Aboriginal organizations with the opportunity 

to work together beyond their programs, which the system does not encourage. Wayne notes that 

they had to operate fkorn a place of equivalency, where differences didn't matter. He remembers 

that they avoided talk of division, like seniority issues, but rather they tried to cooperate. 

Wayne shares thoughts for others trying to undertake projects involving major cooperation. 

It is hard tu give advice because in many w q s  ir is timing. The resources 
came together and we didn 't compromise- The cycle will corne buck around and if 
not now then it wilI be a goodpruject Zater on. 

The vision was for inclusivity. Stick to that or you wiZZ start to die or at 
least sink We had afùnder who wanted to give fin& for only one group in 



opposition to ourphilosophy. 2" was hard because we need the fun& but we did not 
compromise. We a22 had a vision for a goodfuture and t h  helped us to stay on 
track 

We considered the polirical romifcatiom of the project. We didn 't ask 
permission of the non-Aboriginal government so we didn 't ask permission of the 
quasi-Aboriginal government groups. We informeed them. We kept them online. We 
always invited their participation. I met with the leaders who were in$ormed but 
not active. We pied to focus on the business aspects too. It makes sense to pay a 
reasonable rent and be accessible to your clients. n e r e  is a sustaining beneff 
that goes to the organization that is not there ifthey arejustpaying rent. We 
encouraged having more responsibility and control over the property. 

The support for projects can come muny wqys. Sometimes I would rather 
have someone 's cornitment than somebody 's money. We have shown that the 
fears that many bureaucrats have need not come m e .  i was told that one 
politician received advice whenfirst approached by the group was that here was 
another Indian group with a big idea when halfof them m n  offwith the money or 
halfof them won 't perjiorrn or they don 't have the experience. We have the 
experience and we know better. 

This lack of support persists todq. l a m  told by some senior oflcials who 
are non-Aboriginal and who really believe that now we can do things, thatpeople 
are nice to your face or they want to argue with you but they won % I like the 
people who wiZZ challenge us because those are the ones who wiIl ultimately make 
you stronger anyway. If's the ones who don 't seem to have an opinion except in 
other circles such as those cocktail parties where we 're kind of laughed at. We 
have to s t q  strong. 

The most grafrBing thing was to see the people who came with substance 
abuse problerns or who are working offines under the fine option program and 
they have becorne so commirted to the project that it restores their lives. 1 see them 
doing anything they need do to make it work It is grattwng because I don 't know 
where they would be without thisproject- There lives are so rnuch more productNe. 

Be persistent. Be clear in vision, simple and inclusive. Be speczjk about 
your expectations and be prepared to answer questions. There is a certain 
distindion where we have fo do things our w q  und know the rules of how to play 
the game. Hold onto your prioriîies but know how to accommodate the people you 
need. 

The Aboriginal Centre of Winnipeg provides focus for the community, and many of the 



original organizers provide consistent leadership of the project facilitating project viability and 

success. There are stiil many organizations who operate fiom locations throughout the city. They 

are integrated into the communiîy. The Centre provides an alternative that is alw welcomed. The 

variety of seMces located at the Centre range fiom employment and training, family services, and 

language preservation to artists' workspace, communication services and womem's advocacy. This 

project meets the objective of locating key services at the convenience of clients. The project is 

financidy successfüi although there is still controversy around the suitability o f  focusing so many 

resources on real estate rather than the major concem of programs. Dissenting voices provide the 

opportunity for the underlying rationale to be revisited and improvements made if necessary. 

Loxley (2000) does have concems that centraikation of services, especially while relying 

substantially on public monies results in higher risk than is necessary for a project such as this. 

Care must be taken to fürther strengthen the financiai viability of the Aboriginal Centre. 

Bill notes, 

nie impact of this project has been farreaching in the Aboriginad 
comrnunity. A signifcant piece ofproperty is now owned by Aboriginal 
organitahons. There are extensive opportunities for education and trainïag in the 
Aboriginal Centre. Employment opportunities, business support services s r e  
mailable as well as government, administrative and business services in & 

convenient local ion- 

The only political group located at the Centre is the Aboriginal Councii wf Winnipeg. This 

group is the subject of the next section as an organization specifically targeting usban Aboriginal 

residents. 

8.4. Political Re~resentation: Aborihal Council of Winnioeg 

The Abonginal Council of Winnipeg (ACW) was formed in 1990 by the amalgamation of 

two organizations that served the needs of urban-based Aboriginal peoples. One was the Urban 

Indian Association and the other was the Winnipeg Council of Treaty and Statu Indians. The 

rationale was that an urban-based organization would be most effective in suppoming the rights of 

Abonginal peoples who live in the city of W ' i p e g .  Artificial legal distinctions bind the activities 

of many Abonginal organizations that focus on only one group - ie First Nations o r  Métis. ACW 



tries to bridge distinctions byfocussing on the Aboriginal heritage of their members and not specific 

group membership- 

Up to that point, negotiations of any signincance involved the Assembly of Manitoba 

Chiefs and the Manitoba Métis Federation and the provincial or federal government. There was no 

mechanism for putting forward the concems of urban Aboriginal peoples. ACW stepped in to meet 

this need. Mary Richard, president, (personal communication, 1997) notes: 

We would not allow government to divide us. We were Aboriginal tax 
payers and we hadto be @en recognition for our own FI w a k d  down the street 
who cared ljCI had a m b e r  or not- 1 was an Indian and we were all in the same 
boat. If does not take a lot of money os we only get $44,00Oper yeor fiom the 
province. 

In the mid-nineties, self-government t a k  were underway but again without any signifïcant 

input from the urban population. MW's focus shified to making sure that urban needs were voiced 

in the proper forums. She met with the leadership in Aboriginal organizations and in organizations 

who serve an Aboriginal clientele in order to educate them about the need to participate in the 

process of self-government. Mary recalls: 

I told them that fie FederaZ Government had a poZicy on selfgoverment 
and that ifwe did not ger involved fhat the policy wodd be implemented and 
without any inputfiorn us. We called o meeting of all these groups and met with 
over 100 people and discursed priorities for Winnipeg seZfgovernment. 

At the same the, ACW was developing a network of supporters with City Council and the 

province of Manitoba AMC and MMF declined to be involved since ACW did not represent every 

Aboriginal person in Winnipeg although M M .  did attend the prioritization session. This is an 

indication of the tension that exists between the organizations as AMC and MMF determine how 

they might best represent their urban-based members. 

Mary demonstrates her leadership philosophy in facing this criticism and in the way she 

works to accomplish the goals of ACW: 



I jurt don 't pay attention tu those kind of things. 1 keep going. 

m e n  the people say we want to do something then ACW does it. 1 don 't 
care i f t h e  are f i e  or ten people. Ifl deal with five people, then they know jîve 
more people and the circle gets bigger and soon there are 50 people- 

My background is community development so we work io make people 
m e  of the situation by planning with them. We sstrtegize with them, provide 
training and help them carry out their plans- 

The goals of ACW focus on issues that affect urban-based Aboriginal peoples. ACW acts 

as a forum for discussion of al1 issues and prornotes the development of new and positive 

directions. It is concemed with culture, hterests, lives and identity of Winnipeg's Aboriginal 

peoples. Racism and prejudice are targets of education prograrns within the context of promothg 

harmonious race relations with al1 Wipeggers.  Many Aboriginal peoples face the same problems 

in the city. They have no land base, they are scattered throughout the city with some concentration 

in the inner city and many of their children have little or no comection to tbeir famiy's home 

community. 

The leadership of any organization impacts on the way the organization accomplishes its 

goals. ACW is no exception. Mary Richard and George Munroe, vice-president, have philosophies 

which have a significant influence on ACW's success in meeting these goals. These philosophies 

will be noted where appropriate. Particular projects are prioritized by the Board with membership 

input in order to accomplish ACW's goals. For ACW, these projects include the signing off a 

Memorandum of Agreement with three levels of govemment; nurhiring initiatives; the Neeginan 

project; and support of the youth. 

With the poor representation of urban Aboriginal peoples that was previously mentioned, a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was a priority. As George (personal communication, 

1998) notes, it affects ACW's legal position but the usual negotiation process is sIow to change as 

contemplated in the MOU. 



We recently signed a tripartite agreement with the fideral, provincial and 
municipal governrnent. that gives ur a little more authority tu be able tu speak to 
the dzrerent levels of governrnent. The agreement gives ur access to the federal 
andprovincial governments who we did not have access to before, in a legal sense. 
Before they tolerated ur but now they have signed an agreement so the .  have to 
deal with us. They were not wiZZing to deal with us up unril a fm months aga It is 
raking to tirne to change. 

It is a unique agreement that has the potential to give a voice to urban concems when 

federal or provincial organizations and departments corne together. ACW's standing is formalized 

and it is hoped that the Aboriginal peoples of W i p e g  wiU benefit. 

In addition to the MOU, a number of projects have their genesis in the work of the ACW, 

and/or receive support fiom ACW. Mary notes that the organization is not interested in controhg 

anyone since their job is to help people to think for themselves. They do not take anything away 

fkom the people they work with because it is important to have the opportunity to do things within 

their own group. ACW steps out of their way so they can take over. This is a significant 

philosophy for encouraging capacity building and a sustainable approach for building a strong 

community. 

ACW is a political organization and a special interest group. It does not provide services to 

its members. Instead, one strategy it follows is that it brokers its politicai clout to the benefit of 

projects that help urban Aboriginal peoples. In a role akin to the United Way, ACW encourages 

groups to remain autonomous while associating with ACW's hdraisiog expertise. This allows a 

group of projects to find g-reater likelihood of success in pursuing funding due to ACW's political 

expertise. These groups include health issues, legal initiatives and youth empowerment. 

According to Mary, the youth are actively involved. "We don't allow Aboriginal Council, 

MMF and AMC politics to get in the way of our youth. 1 just step out of the way and they can 

negotiate better than I can." Besides knowing when to let go, George identifies other successfil 

strategies: 



We hme been able to talk with the three levels of government without 
dividing our commurjiry nor categorizing the problem into a federal or a 
provincial concern W e  speuk &O the government uboutproblems that face al1 
Aboriginal peuples imdudingpoor housing unemployment, gaming, poverty and 
many others- We face t h  together as a community ruther thon get into d@erent 
jurisdicfional issues. 

By and large, we havre been succes~ul. One of the things 1 l i k  about the council is 
that whether the government or anybody eZse approves of whaî we are doing the 
authority cornesfronr our constituent members who guther together at dzrerent 
times of the year and tell us ro go ahead. We started with having a good 
relutionship with the grarsroots which is the basis for everything that we have 
done. 

Iî is also important tm have the non Abot=îgzgznaI community working with you and 
working behind you We have been very successfirl in making inroadr with the 
Chamber of Commerce, ciîy council and the chief ofpolice. We meet with diferent 
ethnic communities ira the city. 

The organizational skructure has nine elected members and an elder. The president and 

vice-president work Ml-time for ACW (augmented by connilting work) and then each member 

holds a portfolio ranging fiom women's issues, business development and justice to children, 

employment and the penitent5aries. Terms range fiom one, two and three years. Community 

consultation is the backbone mf ACW's approach. 

When an issue &ses, advice is sought from the comrnunity and implemented by ACW. 

George recounts: 

We had an issue with an elder who was abusing his auîhoriiy . He was 
alleged tu have sexuaPZy abused some young girls at a youth cenîre and charges 
were laid against hirn- We called a meeting with the elders and said Look how do 
we prevent stufflik tlÎisfiom happening? It reflects on us as a community. So rhey 
suggested that we set up a council of elders that will deal with uny issues having to 
deal with elders. 

They will deul wi th  their peers rather thon having outside people dealing 
wirlt the issue. So we s e t  up a council of 14 eldersfiorn drerentpmts of the 
community in Manitoba. Whenever issues corne up that have to deal with 
tradition, d ture ,  or kistory such as abuse of power and authority of elders, then 
the Elders council deaJs with iî. 



Consensus building is an important part of determining a direction for ACW that will 

benefit the cornmunity. Issues are introduced at a meeting then members, who are Aboriginal and 

living in the city of W ' i p e g ,  break up into smder  groups and discuss it. Everyone voices their 

opinion then the group opinion is identifïed and shared with the gathering. 

George notes: 

We Yeow it is impossible to make everyone happy- We don 't vote and try to 
ger 51% because we are never going to get it anyway. We take the consensus fiom 
each group and generally there is an agreement that this feels right for the 
community to be going in aparticuhr direction We have had tremendous success 
in using that approach. 

Every menber's contribution is important especiaiiy the women and youth. Women are 

significant in supporthg organizations and in helping make them successful, and ACW is no 

exception. From contributions through board work to office administration, their work is 

appreciated. ACW deds with issues of poverty, unemployment and lack of training that have 

dogged Aboriginal peoples but today these issues have changed in intensity. The gang issue was 

not contemplated 25 years ago. The groundwork for these criminal activities come fiom the 

cornrnunity's dysfunction. George says that people do not realize the kind of struggle that he and 

others are involved in across the country in mai  and urban settings. One question that has arisen is 

the need to focus on being more representative of the urban Aboriginal population by focussing on 

building a stronger member base and enhancing the organization's credibility. 

According to George, it was twenty-five years ago that he and other cornmunity members 

recognized the dysfunction and saw the division in the community. In order to deal with it, the 

Neeginan project was bom. The project timing and iùnding has not been workable until today. 

ACW has picked it up so many years later in order to reinterpret it and make it a reality. George 

recalls the original premise: 

In order for us to deal effectively with aZZ the social and economic 
problems facing our community, we decided thar we were going to come up with 
more comprehensive plans- Neeginan was born. We included housing economic 
development issues, social services, educarion, and training and empZoyment. We 
have to put it together in a way that is going to deal effective with these problems 



in a major way and that Lî how Neeginan developed originally. Thot was what we 
were looking at 25 years ago. 

Todizy it is sti22 involves total community developrnent. It is houring, 
economic development, social services, education, and spirilual and cirlturol 
development The anchor is the spintual and cultural center thut we are building 
rlght on the corner of Higgins and Main Street- From there, wiZ2 radiate aZZ the 
other developments in phases. 

The ACW leadership changed in 1999's election- For George and Mary, ACW needs to 

stay in touch with the community. It is important to help people get their dreams of a program or 

s e ~ c e  to the community off the ground but then step aside so they can carry on. That 

independence brings the greatest satisfaction. Passion for making change is important. The rate of 

change will continue and perhaps accelerate as it is expressed in a productive marner. The 

Aboriginal c o ~ u n i t y 7 s  support for ACW wiil have to move to financial support so that ACW's 

voice is fkom a position of strength and not a voice that can be compromised because of reliance 

on outside funding. ACW must remain inclusive and rninimize divisions in the community for 

whatever reason. 

The move to new leadership after the election has not been smooth. While it is outside the 

scope of this project to examine this penod of transition in detail, Sean Kocsis, the new president, 

looks forward to building on the work of previous administrations. He has proposed a plan for 

building membership to a point that truly represents Aboriginal peoples in Winnipeg. He wants to 

build membership and public discourse at ACW meetings. 

ACW has a proud history that its members clearly hope contigues. The nurturing of young 

leaders by those who have experience is important in a sustainable approach to building a strong 

organi;riition and community. It is in keeping with the Aboriginal tradition and ensures strong 

leadership through new ideas and training while holding onto significant history. Besides the issue 

of leadership transition, issues arise around the roles AMC, MMF and ACW will play in the lives 

of urban-based Abonginal peoples. Resources are scarce, but it may be that the pie is cut up 

arnong the three based on membership for AMC and MMF, md location for ACW. ACW meets 



the needs of al1 urban-based Aboriginal peoples regardless of where they corne fiom. 

Another part of the dream of a hub of Aboriginal activity in the north end has been the 

development of a business centre. The Aboriginal Business Development Centre is reviewed in the 

next section, 

8.5. Building Capacity: Aboriginal Business Develo~ment Center (ABDCI 

8.5.1. Starting point. 

The ABDC is located in the Abonginai Centre. It has a board of directors that includes 

Sem Kocsis, a lawyer and business consuitant, and Len Flett, Vice-President for the North West 

Company. Len brings signincant retail experience in the north, and Sean has worked with many 

Abonginal commmities in Manitoba Both bring knowledge and sensitivity of the needs of their 

own people to the ABDC. 

Len (personal conversation, 1998) r ecds  the early dreams regarding a business 

development centre. 

Our vision was to clean up the image ofthutparticular area. Mainly 
because our ownpeople were involved in it and the image of Winnipeg was the 
image of you and me. We figured that when we put all of the organizations into 
one location that the economic impact would start to rudiate fiom thatparticdar 
center and a lot of other businesses would be attracted there. A hotel and 
restaurants would want to t a k  advantage of the new ecunomy that was developing 
there. A ripple was whot Were Inn.H::g,Cr and it is starting to happen. n e  
Aboriginal Cenîre and the proposed Neeginan developrnent project including the 
roundhouse and 0 t h  business projects make it very timely to have an Aboriginal 
business center- 

The target for the business center is new entrepreneurs with the business 
center itself coordinating and providing information The ABDC will be a place 
where business people can go and get information and assistance with business 
plam and advice for business loans and so on. We are Zooking at in incubator 
systern so new businesses con locate right in the office. The biggest issue will likely 
be breaking into maimtream markets so opprtunities for Aboriginal peoples are 
maximized 

The ABDC is aprogram of the Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg. We do not 



have the support of any other Aboriginal political organirohOn since they have 
dzrerent mandates and dzrerent constituencies. Thot has never been a problem 
because overall we do have public support. m e  migtaron ofpeople fiom the 
northern reserves is not going to stop. The reserves can 't support the growing 
population People me going to migrate fiom the reserve to the ciîy and back to 
the reserve again because Winnipeg cannot provide aZZ the jobs and training they 
are Zooking for. 

The main problem righi now is that people are migratingfi.orn the reserves 
with absolutely no preparation for securing jobs or entering into the job market. 
mile  people do the best they can with what they have, the ABDC may be able to 
heZp young people especially, untiZ these same services are established in the 
comrnunities, 

When the need for someone to head ABDC was not easily met, Sean was invited to step in 

by the rest of the board and make sure the project was on its feet and nuining in the black. He 

agreed to look after the ABDC in early 1999. A proposa1 had been accepted by Western 

Diversincation Fund, that provides the majority of the operathg funds. 

In reflecting on his experiences with First Nations communities, Sem (personal 

communication, 1999) sees a nurnber of challenges that must be overcome. He notes: 

We 're hundicapped to a large extent because we Zack capaciîy- the skill 
base. We Yee a mode1 that is foreign to us- it is Zike putting a roundpeg into 
square hole. The result is that government is not as efficient or as effective as it 
could be had we had our own models to begin with. We have few yole models who 
are successfirl. 

I workedfor an individual who is a successfil self-made millionaire. You 
wouldprobably see very ZittZe dzrerent ifyou compared hirn to a sev-made 
millionaire in rnainstream. The bottom line is very important, the work ethic is 
essential and the results are almost al1 that rnatters. 

Bottom line driven isfine, but there is a down-side because there is 
abrasive and aggressive behaviour thut sometimes cornes with it which doesn ?fit 
well in small communities with high unemployment. I think he has paid a high 
price personally because his style doesn 'tfir. He is a generous man su I think that 
he has given a lot to the community but it is more than he has gotten back 

Sean's other experiences dictate that his approach is to make his own organization nui as 

efficiently and effectively as possible. The mixing of sociai objectives and business objectives does 



not work at ABDC nor at another organi7ation where he is president of the Board of Directors. It 

is usefid to examine his expenence at The Andrews Street Family Centre (ASFC) to provide 

context for some of the approaches taken at ABDC. ASFC's social objectives are partially funded 

by its successful catering business. The catering business operates abiding by proper business 

procedures thus maintaining the sociaVbusiness split. Sean notes that his experience has been very 

l m  mostproud of the A n h s  Street Farnily Centre. It is a tight, 
efficient&-run organization thatproduces meartaable results where the community 
is happy and the firnders are ecstatic. We are under review 24 hours a day. We 
never block or obscure that viaoing so thejùnders corne in and see the books at 
any time. We go through operational and management audits un a reguIm bais  
and the ASFCpasses with flying colors, time afier tirne- 

The ASFC board wanted a president who had business experience and 
board members with specific expertise- Ir is a very social service oriented 
organization for the rnostly A b o r i ' l  families in the area but they do have to 
generate incorne. They had a catering Company that is now back on pack It 
operates efficiently following business guidelines. 

The board and Iallowed an environment to devdop where positive things 
could move forward No dishonesty, only integrity and the truth among the board 
and between staffwhich is key. We encourage risk-taking, withuutpenalty. 
Positive reinforcernent recognition systems have been put in place. Personal 
evaluation reporting systems, pictwe board for public ackno wledgment of hard- 
working stafl and staffretreats thar is tied to perjomance. The number of 
incidents that warrant reward is increasing. 

m e n  wastage was a problern no one had any reason to point it out. The 
cornmon attitude wus thatpeople are hying their best and that is good enough but 
when you are in a business then it is not good Errors have to be pointed out and 
eventually tolerance for errors has to decrease. That has happened Wastage has 
dropped considerab&. 

Sean brings his experience and training to bear on the operations at ABDC. 

8.5 -2. Service deliverv 

As with any organization reliant on externa1 funciing, ABDC look. to meeting the tems of 

its funding agreement without forgetting its purpose. Its purpose is to facilitate and promote the 



development of Abonginal business. To that end, the business centre does not want to reflect a 

bureaucratie type atmosphere for clients who corne in for assistance. Instead, it is as user-fiendly 

as possible. Aboriginal clients meet with Aboriginal sta.fE They may consuit for as long as it takes 

including after hours, and if weekends are more convenient then accommodating appointments are 

made. Clients may live in the city or they may be on-reserve and looking for the type of 

information available fkom ABDC. The Centre is also becoming an uiformation source for 

comrnunity events. Requests for information are met when possible. 

The staff of four and the 10-1 3 volunteers meet high standards in their quality of work and 

their work ethic. Sean notes c o m m ~ t y  volunteers have been invaluable. ''Without the volunteers, 

this organization would not exist literally. It's the volunteers who made this place survive when 

there was no hding.  Volunteers meet our new clients and give them a tour and an introduction to 

the centre. They aiso aaswer phones, do typing, review proposais and advocate on our behalf" 

Sean dedicates seven days a week to the centre and so is readily available for clients seeking his 

level of expertise on their fïrst visit. Sean must demonstrate the demand for ABDC7s services to his 

funders and more importantly inspire the confidence of the community. 

Start-up occurred in early 1999. By April, ABDC had served 8 clients. In November alone, 

they saw 109 clients. They have experienced steady growth without an advertising budget. They 

have relied on word of mouth and poster displays in common areas. Their current rate of business 

has stretched the capacity of their human resources aimost to the limit A recent staff addition 

helps ease the load. This record has allowed ABDC some flexibility in reporting on their 

performance. 

Most other mainsiream service providers deal with cIients who have at least their high 

school diploma and some idea of business and a good idea of what they want to do in a business. 

ABDC's clients are in the pre-business phase and are building capacity through their personal 

assistance . Sean explains: 

Our client tends to have ZittZe or no high school with three or four clients 
who ore totally illiterute. We 're startingfiom behind Ifyou have a good idea but 



you don 't have the wherewithal to read or write then it is very dzj&ultt There are 
exceptions. One lady. who is illiterate started a janitorial service for cleaning 
homes and offces. Generally, our client h m  less education and no knowledge 
whatsoever of business and tena5 to corne fiom a background where business role 
models were rnissing. 

Ifyau are unaccustomed to working 14 - 1.5 hour days withoutpay, 7 days 
a week - the culture shock is ofien enough to cause the idea ?O fail- We hand hold 
counsel and provide a range of services that cannot be found at any other service 
provider. fi is the pre-business service thatyou don 'f find anywhere else. We have 
to because our client's idem would fail. 

his perception 

The government finder S definition of success is numerical. How many 
nurnbers ofpeople do we serve? How rnany businesses were created and how 
many employees were hired? The trouble with that approach is that they don 't look 
at it in a tirnefiame, 

Another question might be, Are those people we served a year ago still 
ernployed? Otherwise it becomes a numbers race with other service providers as 
opposed to a race for a better qualiw approack 

Since we are doing well, we have flexibility to creute a new measurernent. 
We broaden the definition of success because we also ask how much time do we 
actually spend with a person? We could just spend 10 minutes but that won 't meet 
the needs of our clients. We have people who are totull'y illiterate and no sense of 
the uphill battZe they face. Aper a Zen& discussion they begin to realize that. 
Three clients have acknowledged their weaknesses and gone back to school. In 
many respects, this is a total success because it is capaciîy building. 

Final&, another way to rnemure success is ro trackjobs and businesses for 
one year and see zythey are still in business. This tracking system neek  staffs0 we 
can 't use it. It would however, add another dimension tu rneasuring success. 

We track the numbers of clients served, businesses started and jobs created 
and we note the amount of time we spend with a client. 

ABDC's success stories include business owners who have expanded their businesses. 

Others have started businesses that failed but a number of them will start others because of the 

learning experience. Many Iearn Iessons on the job. Women and youth are cornfortable using the 



Centre's resources. For those wanting successful and aordable business ideas they can scrutini7e 

a list that cost $500 or Iess to start. 

8.5 -3. Communï~ interest- 

At this point in the Centre's development, the board membership is being revisited. From 

Seau's perspective, strong business acumen will make the difference for ABDC's success. It must 

be &en by its mandate and be held accountable to its members. A strategic planning session will 

help focus activities. The annuai general meeting will be open to any Aboriginal person to 

maintab a strong grassroots orientation- 

The federal government is supportive of the Centre and a strong case has been made for 

continued fimding. Sean comments on the impact of the environment at the Abonginai Centre: 

Nurnbers are fine andfünders have been very happy but they don 't Zike the 
politics. We are in an environmentparticularZy in this building that is very 
politics-rich. Anyprogrum that does weZZ is seen enviously. We me not rich but we 
work hard to make our area presentable. We set very high standarc&- Politics have 
entered into this arena and ourfUnders have heard that and they are concerned 
They wonder whe fher ifthis program will be able to dernonstrate its past record in 
a politically rich environment- 

This tension is not uncornmon between prograrns, individuais and families in Abonginal 

communities. It is ofien a key factor that subverts effective capacity-building @eopïe leave), 

consistency in leadership (people leave) and community cohesiveness. How can dissent be handied 

so that relationships survive the inevitable disagreements? 

The original funding agreement asked that ABDC be self-sufficient in three years. This is 

unrealistic and was asked despite the fact that similar service-providers in the mainsiream do not 

face a similar constraint. If anything, ABDC has a strong position that their clientele deserve a big 

helping hand and a secure future, 

8.5.4. Future. 

Sean predicts steady growth for the Centre. He states: 



There neea3 to be an inmense in the number of AborigzhaZ businesses for 
tnre economic growth for AborigrgrnaIpeoples. ABDC is a necessary service 
providing education, truining, and business advice. Where should we focus? Muny 
people that are corning here are in pre-businessS ShouZd we f o m  on them or 
should we focus on two or three of the real winners and muke sure t h  they win 
and they win big? Our resources me stretched and ifwe try to provide everything 
to everybody we wiZ2 fail. 

Ifwe do focus. then we cut out a whole section ofpeople who need us. 
Righi now we c m  serve anyone who cornes in the door. These questions will be 
determined by the board in a sîrategic planning session. Nehvorking with other 
organizations is going ro be critical. For example, ififthe Canadiun Council for 
Aboriginal Business invites fheir mernbers to mentor our clients then we wil2 
facilitate it. The future need is strong for ABDC. People are excited 

Len agrees. His vision for ABDC sees expansion into financial services. "The whole 

project will also take root in its commmity. You are going to see a vibrant Aboriginal business 

community in that particular part of the city that will be a showcase for the city as a whole." It has 

set the stage for a viable, effective vehicle for building capacity, new businesses, employment and 

increasing the flow of capital through the Abonginal community. 

The last group that will be explored is the contribution by the youth to making a strong 

CGD&-~~Y. 

8.6. Building For the Future:Aboriginai Youth With Initiative. Inc. (AYWI) 

Concem over crimes related to gangs of young people was on the nse in 1996. A cal1 for 

action brought responses fkom many sectors including the community's young people. A series of 

forums drew on young people's opinions resulting in a better understanding of their vision for a 

more productive future. A youth council was one strategy where young people couid be involved. 

AYWI evolved fkom that year of effort to provide other organizations with the youth perspective 

as well as develop programs to help youth surmount the obstacles they face, through educating on 

process, developing capacity and cornmitment, and bringing a fiesh energy and perspective to 

heïping youth. 

A m ' s  mandate is to network and build strength with the organizations that impact 



Aboriginal peoples in the areas of justice, education, policy, and economics. In late 1997, a group 

of young people were m g  to make a merence. Lawrence Angeconeb, the coordinator is 21 

years old. He has taken part in several local and national youth groups and has skills in Aboriginal 

community development. Heather Milton is the assistant coordinator. She has done community 

work for about three years in Winnipeg and in BC. Clayton Thomas Müeller, 20 years, handles 

communications and networking in the community. He enjoys creating opportunities for young 

people. 

AYWI is currently sharing office space with the Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg. They 

receive support and advice fiom ACW. They also participate when a youth perspective is required. 

They also give input on youth matters to the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs and the Manitoba Métis 

Federation. Lawrence feels that it would have been much harder without ACW's support. In 

Lawrence's opinion, it would have gotten more discouraging and more fiustrating to complete 

tasks for the young people hctioning within AYWI. 

Lawrence has been involved with groups where the timing was not right because of 

extemal crises, (Oka in 1990), and then lack of funding. Now funding is available because of the 

attention and priority given to youth issues. Their initial budget was $90,000 with three staff and 

five volunteers. The staa up year is expensive with office computer and supplies eating a large 

portion of the budget. 

The initiai priorities are to contact organizations in the areas of policy, justice, economy 

and education and establish linkages. If a young person has to go to one of these organizations, 

AYWI wants to assist them in getting the help they need and share resources with the 

organizations. Heather (personai communication, 1997) describes the positive reception to AYW: 

It ha-  been a really good response. Ever-y organization we have talked to is 
amazed by our youth and what we are doing. Like it 's gone over reaZZy well. Like 
ir will totaZZyfly. 

8.6.1. Effectiveness. 
IdentiQing the ways that AYWI is productive is important for those who want to build on 



AYWI' s compelling experience. 

> lrwolving Young People 

It is a challenge to meet young people and engage them. Clayton knows that he has to 

break a common bamer where young people listen to what everyone is saying and do not 

contribute. It meaas educating them on the opportunities they have and givhg them options to help 

them get out of a rut. 

He also faces the obstacle of convincing people that young people have a part in what they 

are coordinating. It is a partnership that must be sold to different generations. This means with 

organizations and in families. Parents must sign membership forms for children under 16. This gets 

them involved by introducing them to A M .  

> Building on iii$orrnation 

AYWI chose to build on the information coliected fiom the youth in their co~lll~lunity. They 

did not want to create another study on young people. 

> Fostering BuZance for Men and Women. 

A traditional balance of strength existed in Abonginai society between men and women. 

Heather recognizes that rnuch of the work empowering young women has to be with other young 

women who understand their roles in the cornrnunity. RoIes are not often taught in the family 

home thus making them difficult to identa. Youth working together educate and empower each 

other, 

Lawrence and Clayton recognize the power of this union. AYWI henefits when wornen are 

in leadership positions. Young women see strong role models and are attracted to their 



* Tradition 

The clan structure provides the basis of the structure for the board of directors. There are 

currently seven board members. Each issue that cornes before the board is looked at fiom an 

holistic view. Each board member brings the gift of their clan to the discussion or their particular 

expertise resuiting in a comprehensive approach to the issue. In that way, the best decision is 

arrived at for AYWI. 

> The Message to Youfh 

Get involved and make a difference. Clayton feels that trying to educate young people on 

how to become involved in deteminhg their *es is critical. ''1 would be very choked if I could 

have played a part in deterrnining my future but didn't @ersonal communication, 1997)." 

Formal education and practical experience is the best blend. Each contributes to a young 

person's future success. 

8.6.2. Message to other vouth EXOUUS. 

Many messages go out to those youth thuiking of starting a similar community group. The 

following thoughts fall out of A m ' s  experience. Capacity building occurs with those young 

people who get involved in their community. AYWI gives their staffthe opportunity to meet and 

work with people in various organizations throughout the community. 

Commit your plans to paper but as Clayton suggests, "Don't limit yourself to what is 

written on paper and what one person thinks you know." Build networks of people who support 

your work In getting everyone's opinion and building consensus, work at seeing how it fits 

together. 



Celebrate the gifls of each person who has a part in the organization. Diversity has to be 

celebrated. Many forces will try to divert you fiom your goals but the secret is to get back on your 

path and minimize the diversions. 

Lawrence (personal communication, 1997) notes that you can't take anyone or anything 

for granted because if you do, it may be one of the greatest opportunities you have missed. 

Become very resilient in your work. Discouragement is always there in anything that you do. Leam 

how to understand it as a leaming process fiom each mistake. "I have been through seven youth 

councils and 1 have seen a lot of young people corne and go. The timing is right for ATKYI to 

succeed ," 

Don't duplicate services, projects or efforts if possible so get involved in any workshop, 

process or project that supports your objectives and share resources, encouraging a sustainable 

approach to making a difference in the community. Encourage your staff and volunteers in ways 

that let them know their contributions are appreciated. Encourage their participation and take care 

that communication is open and often. Reachuig young people requires a thoughtful style given it 

is young people t a h g  to young people. Focus on the common ground and not diverse opinions. 

You can build something usefùi on the common ground. 

No one will hand you thiogs on a silver platter. Clayton urges, "Yeu have go out and grab 

it, drag it and pull it towards you. Work hard for it. Nothing cornes easy in Me. You can't sit 

around al1 day waiting for opportunitties to happen, you have got to go out and create those 

opportunities. Good things will happen when you work hard." Don't give up. 

8.6.3. Future~lans- 

Lawrence and Heather i d e n t a  youth employment issues as AYWs future focus. 

Lawrence hopes that AYWI will oEer employment opportuaities. Heather notes that dealing with 

employment issues will address econornic issues that are at the heart of many problems for today's 



young people. She notes: 

The economy is the base for uZZ cornmunities and when our comrnunities 
historically full apart. We were all colonized and they took away our systern of 
trading, which was our economy. I look ut al1 of these youngpeople who have al1 
of these brilliant ideas but are not high school educated. 

1 think that it is very important to utilize them because rhey are so brilliant and 
they think so broady and moderatel) cornpared to the generation before. 1 want to 
hire al1 of these people and have them do something that makes them feel good 
about themselves. M y  own personal goal is to look d e r  my fmily. II is my 
responribility to look #ter my farnii'y before IZook ifier the community. 1 
understand that I look afier my personal life then my fmily. rny cornmunify, and 
then my nation- 

Clayton's focus is on developing a network of youth across the country. Take AYWI's 

structure and then encouraging youth to use it as a mode1 so more people get ùivolved. 

Finally, AYWI is striving for fiancial self-reliance, as part of their self-sustainin 
. . 

g goal. It is 

their dream to generate enough revenues to support their programs shortly after the fkst year. This 

might be consultative fees with the business and non-profit sectors or nominal membership fees. 

Building an organization that becomes self-sustaining, takes time and cornmitment. Youthful 

enthusiasm is cntical but limited resources may be difficult to access, so the question arises how 

successfülly AYWI will be in facing these challenges over the long-tenn. 

Their parting words are, "We will succeed." 

AYWI is supported by young people who are dedicated to making a difference for their 

peers. They have the advantage of their youth, persistence and their membership in the community 

that they are trying to serve. AYWI faces the struggle of motivating their volunteers for a 

çustained period of tùne and securing financial support. Their network of supporters will be a great 

asset in those periods when progress seems minimal or even 'Ywo giant steps back-" Their advice 

for other youth groups is based on their expenence and fieely given to the cornmunity. AWYI 

seems to have everything they need to make a difference. 



8.7. Summarv 

Nurturing cohesive, supportive c o m m ~ t y  in an urban setting is a tough proposition and 

this discussion of an urban community has addressed the second and third research objectives 

regarding economic development approaches and the role to Abonginal wisdom. W i p e g ' s  

Aboriginal community is dynamic, visionary and tenacious. The government is involved in driving 

or supporting efforts. The provincial govenunent secured an urban Abonginal strategy based on 

extensive public consultation. The federal and provincial govemments are involved in fùnding the 

Abonginal Centre, the Abonginal Coimcil of Winnipeg, the Aboriginal Business Development 

Centre and the Abonginal Youth With Initiative. These dollars have helped take drearns down the 

path to re&ty. 

Each project and organkation rneets needs in the Aboriginal community in ways that reflect 

the experience of the leadership and targeted membership. There is no doubt that many commUIUty 

people in ail waiks of Me support one or more of these groups. Many of the public meetings that 

might be called in the course of a year are well-attended or overflowing with interested 

participants, evidence of building strong organizations and community as set out in prernises one, 

three and four. The drive to build a core of activity to spark the community has had mixed results. 

The Aboriginal Centre houses many organizations but there are many who do not operate from 

that base. This mirrors the reaiity of living in an urban center where the Aboriginal commmity is 

spread out. Development builds on previous experience as noted in premise one. It is very difficult 

to meet everyone's needs using a centralized approach when a decentralized approach is more 

effective. The Aboriginal Centre will be part of the hub of cornmunis activity, given its central role 

in the Neeginan project The Centre has some controversy associated with it and the hi& nsk it 

represents, but it is proving its viability each year it remains in operation and profitable. 

Boards and executive are filled with individuals with years of experience and years of 

education. Some are newer to the W ' i p e g  scene than others. Their effectiveness varies 

depending on how political motivations color their activities. For those able to bridge experience, 

differences of opinion and build relationships, the leadership has a positive relationship with 



successful development decisions as noted in premise five. The current status of ACW and the 

fùture status of ABDC are cases in point. This is not news in Indian country. It is a test for 

persistence and the strength of convictions that many face at some point in their careers. It wiu 

inevitably impact Winnipeg's Aboriginal community. It is the sign of an evolving and healthy 

community when the normal tensions are handled with sensitivity and creativity. 

ACW has a solid record for working with the urban community. The urban community wilI 

decide who best represents them, given the competition between AMC, MMF and ACW. It is in 

leadership transition but it bas experience in the previous leadership to draw on to take advantage 

of ail its assets and new leadership with a vision to support, in promotion of the fWh premise. 

ABDC is building on a strong foundation of seMce and support of potentid entrepreneurs and 

business owners both on and off-reserve. It is meeting a need that is unique to the Aboriginal 

comunity  for insighthl support to particular needs of new entrepreneurs with less education and 

previous training, in an effort at capacity building in iine with the fourth premise. The wheels are in 

motion for a successfiil organization. 

The energy of AYWI is not outshone by the promise for youth who take up the invitation 

to get involved and make a difference. Their efforts support a strong community that is sustainably 

developing its talent. The staff have persona1 stakes in the success of their organization and they 

speak fiom the heart. They want it to work and they are committted to making it happen. Their 

voices will be heard. 



9. Gwich'in Nation, NWT: Living With the Land 

While self-government is a term that means many things across Abonginal communities, 

many elders are still alive to reminisce about when it existed in their communities. Johnny Charlie 

(personal communication, 1999, a Gwich'in elder (now deceased), recalls: 

Back in the early 40s. it was Native self-government. The chiefs say what 
you do when you hunt. Bey say when ro stop hunting in the spring, when to start 
~apping in the full and they know when the minb are prime. The chief would s q ,  
OKyou don? set your trap until about the 10th of November. They wouldsay when 
tu pick up your traps and you had to pick thern tq right away because ifyou 
waited one week the chief wouldfind out and be on your back 

Connection to the traditional ways of living with the land has been passed down fiorn 

parents to children. It is no daerent in Gwich'in cofll~unities located in the western Arctic in the 

communities of Fort McPherson, Tsiigehtchick (Arctic Red River), Aklavik and Inuvik2 These 

mernories are important and are shared by the elders. 

Hannah Alexie (personai communication, 1995) recalls, 

I was taughr al1 my traditional values of the land My mom taught me how 
to make dry meat and do house chores, working with moose skin, caribou skin and 
all these things. My dad taught me how to hunt and how to set traps. 1 Ziiked going 
hunting and trapping with my da4 rather than staying home working with moose 
skin or sewing. 

The roZe of men and women are quite drerent. Men must be strong in the 
community for their children's sake, stand up together, go h t i n g  and teach their 
children how to go h-apping and hunting. The wornen's job is to teach their 
children how to work with moose skin. caribou skin, muking dry ment and how to 
set a tent up, how to set spmce boughs in the tent, what kind of wood to use, how 
to set rabbit mares and how to set traps. 

Mary Teya remembers the close support she received fiom her parents, grandparents, aunts 

and uncles. She spent six years at residential school and she went right back on the land when she 

retunied home. She notes (personal communication, 1995): 

ZThis research focuses on the community of Ftm McPhenon. 



I consider myselfvev fortumate to have al1 that. I have good seIf-esteem because I 
have both culrures- I am part of both worlak wirh my Zzye out on the land as an 
Indian, rrty mylture and my iradition I also work at the Department of HeaZth for 
the government. 1 fed good about what I'm doing. 

Living in the modem world has irnpacted on the commU1L1ity in many ways. The connection 

to the land has chauged but still continues. Trappers do not live on the land extensively. Trapping, 

fishing and gathering is done on weekends or in the spring for several months. Simiificance of the 

land to Gwich'in today, in terms of a sustainable resource for the future through responsible 

stewardship for a quality environment, is not to be downplayed. Sarah Jerome, a Gwich'in 

member, explains: 

The land is our life. Zke land is the bank The land is what we support 
ourseZves on. Ifyou look across Canada and ut people in orher countries who do 
not have ownership of their dan4 who cannot go out and Zive ofthe land they're 
sort of Zike ... they're lost @ersonal communication, 1995). 

It is important to understand the connection to the land expressed by their leadership. Joe 

Charlie, former chief of Fort McPhmon, has some formal schooling and he has lived on the Iand 

as a huntedtrapper. He is sensitive ta the tensions that many of his community face in maintaining 

a traditional lifestyle and the modem world full of technology and resulting need for heahg. 

A lot of our youngpe(op1e are caught in the rniddle. This is the generation 
that elders have told to keep lyour traditional li$estyle. 

Yet on the other h a n e  modem technology rSpuZZing them in that direction 
too. Many people like to live on the land but they can do it on& for so long rhen 
they have to corne back Nit0 rown to have their TYs, have rnoney in their pockets 
and drive their vehicles. They, need to have ways to figure out what they really 
want in life. Figure out their soals and how to reach them 

We are building a healing lodge to help. This is a peicfect example where our 
people took the initiative to s q  that our people have a problem. We have to sfart 
healing before we can starf w n  our healing path bersonal communication, 1995). 

The M i n g  lodge is their firsst major investment after a land claims settlement and is 



summarized in the next section- 

The challenge for any leadership is to meet the needs of the community today whiie 

bdancing approaches with the traditional ways of the community. What is the Gwich'in way? How 

do members balance tradition with the contemporary IifestyIe that is part of the modern world? 

Several members share their insights. 

Joe comments: 

WeZl, that's a pretiy hard question, a lot of our tradition, wejtut go by the 
bas&, the necessity, lguess you could call it. The Gwich'in way is ifyou ?e 
hungiy, go out hunting; ifyou're tire4 you go to sleep; ifit'k daylght, you wuke 
up. That's the way people are always. They didn't worry about money since money 
had no value to them. They just go with the four seasons and the wuy Mother 
Nature went. That'i a pretty hard question to answer, I think 

Mary Teya adds: 

The Gwich'in way for sure, is we're fiiendly and we share. We ualways rnake 
it our business to get to know people und share. 

Joe makes his personai observations: 

I have the better of both worlds now. I'm the chief of Fort McPherson, I 
have a cornputer beside me, 1 have aphone. I have my own desk; and l'm living in 
the modern world But ifl didn't want this job, I can most likely go out on the land 
and feel real good about it and stay out there, because I did it for 15 years, and 
that's something I treasure. 

Iguess I'm a very spiritual person and Ialways thoughf. down the road 
times are going to get tough. Ialways said that when Ifirst came o f the  l& I 
said I was going to work in the community forjust a couple ofyears, and now I 
feel that Pve seen what 1 wanted to see in the comrnunity, and ldon 't like it. I M y  
believe thal people who [ive on the land are the most well-offpeople. 

In the community, you worry about bills andyou're conholled by tirne. You 
get stressed out on that, Zike you as a researcher. for example. You have a time 
schedule for me and you had a time schedule for the princeal of Chief JuZius 
SchooL You cut her oaCso you can rnake tirne for me- You 're always structured 
around tirne. 



Ifyou're out on the land then youjusl go by your instinctx YOU sleep when 
you're tire4 you eaf when you're hungry and you go when it 's daylght. There is 
nice, clean fi-esh air and there is no stress, none whatsoever. i think that's the 
lzj2styZe 1 like- 

The Gwich'in way is changing but concem for the environment rernains interwoven and as 

Me-afnrming as breathing. According to Dolly Carmichael (personal communication, 1994) people 

look after themselves more than before. 

In the smaller communities, i've noticed that people basically look afrer 
themselves. They come to the band when they need help. I don 't see people just 
helping each other, as much anymore. 

Hannah Alexie has noticed the Gwich'in way changing too but also sees room to be 

hopeful. 

Most of the people me going the white man's way- The role of our culture 
is slowly &zfing awayfiom us, but not that rnuch, cause l see  most of the people 
srill sticRing to their traditional way. Whether they 're doing it good or not, I won 't 
say but it3 still there, 

The roles of men and women have changed within the community. The influences have 

come fiom outside of  the community and have often been beyond the control of  anyone. For 

example, the decline in the fur trade had a particularly sharp impact on the comrnunity. Sarah 

Jerome, former school principal, offers her views of changes in the communiity. 

We went through a iramitional period during the 1970s when the whole 
subsistence economy of the community went to n wage economy. The trapping 
[*style of the truppers was phasing out and the wage economy was coming in. 
271is is where a lot of women in the communiîy who had education, tirne to get the 

jobs and who were willing to be trained, got in10 the wage economy. They 
gradually became the breadwinners of the community. This lefi our men in lirnbo. 
There was no more trapping to be done and they didn't have the skills or the 
education ro get into these job situations. They were just stuck 

For a long tirne Fort McPherson was recognized for the women who were 
working w ithin the cornmunity. We had leadership positions and made decisions 
because we were the ones working. Iknow that a lot of the men were not 
cornfortable with t h t ,  but they had no choice. They automatical& turned ro the 
next thing they could think of; which was drinkïng- This created a lot of social 
problems within the comrnunity- 



It wasn 't their fault- Many didn 't have the education or skills to get jobs. 
Some had skills to work with oil cornpanies during the oil boom. They worked in 
the Delta Beaufort region in exploration They were not skilled but they made a 
lot of money in a very short time fiame. I rernember being a m d  and wondering 
what were we going to do with these people when the oil boom is over but Ineedn 't 
have worried We were working towards our Zand claim at that time andsome 
worked on the claim. When the land claims were senle4 we got into trucking und 
road maintenance and we could start putting o w  men into positions where they 
were working. 

Traditional spirihtality was also impacted but more so by the presence of western religions. 

This is an issue for those communities who seek to recaphrre traditional spirituality and add it to 

the spiritual perspectives that are honored as they live First Nations goveniment. 

After twenty seven years in the community, Piet Van Loon, the mayor sees very little, if 

any, tradition practised in the community. He explains (personal communication, 1995): 

Everybody to some extent spends time on the Zand and there are a couple of 
dozen people who arefirll-time on the land They have exfended families who have 
the tradition of being out on the land 1 think the tie to the land hasn't ever been 
severed but it's certainly been stretched tight. 

1 think the Gwich 'in language is far richer and goes far deeper than the 
sort of traditional wnys that people live now. The w q  of life has reully been 
Englishized and Ang[icanized It's become a mixture of Christian and Scottish 
ways- The traditional bush life. or the traditional lzye und culture thatpeople had 
here is pretîy well erased 1 include the old songs, dances and drums. It started 
happening in I8.58. The Anglican church is a strong iradition here and l think thal 
the majority ofpeople have loyalty tu that church. 

Settling the land claims and implernenting it has chailenged the Gwich'in communities. 

Changes brought about the land claims are ones in which the Gwich'in partkipated. Muences on 

community life include changing roles of men and women, technology, religion, spirituality, the 

impact of the boomlbust oi1 industry, lack of education, dysfunction and the process of settling 

land claims. Each cornrnunity has risen to these challenges together and individually. 

9.1 - Land Claims Impacts 

The Calder v. Attomev-General of British Columbia (1973) decision was the catalyst for 



the Candian govemment's agreement to negotiate a land claim with the Dene and the Metis, in 

keeping with continuing development of a heaithy and self-sustaining community. This marked the 

beginning of a 20-year process to settle a daim that gives the Gwich'in the tools they need for self- 

government The deal covers many aspects of their lives, including a $75 million dollar cash 

settlement over a 15-year period and titie to 24,000 square kïlometres of land in the Mackenzie 

Delta and the Peel River Basin in the Yukon. A number of boards and organizations were formed. 

These include the Gwich'in Tribal Council, the Renewable Resource Board and several community 

councils. 

It is critical that the four Gwich'ui communities work together. This is accomplished 

through the Gwich'in Tribal Councii (GTC) made up of a Board of Directors with members fiom 

each commuaity. An Annuai General Assembly, with fair community representation, establishes 

by-laws and elects the president with two vice-presidents who supervise the day-to-day &airs of 

the Gwich'in Tribal Council and meet with the Board of Directors regularly- At the annual 

assemblies, reports on the activities of each organization are submitted to the communities, dong 

with audited financial statements, for their review. 

The GTC has a number of wholly-owned subsidiaries that in 1994 included a trust fund, 

land corporation that administers Gwich'in-owned lands; a development corporation, a settiement 

corporation for certain investments, and a Social and Cultural Institute. 

Fort McPherson is represented by the Gwicha Gwich'in Council that works with the GTC 

and has a Gwicha Gwich'in Renewable Resource Council that works with counterparts in the other 

communities and with the Renewable Resource Board (RRB). The RRB has representation fkom 

the temtory, the federal goverment, the Gwich'in and from the broader community through an 

independent chair. According to Dolly Carmichael, the RRB has responsibilities for determining 

harvest quotas, and completing needs assessments and harvest studies of plant and animal life in 

Gwich'in temtory. 

liCley'r-e responsible for the trees, plants, fish, unimals, berries and even 
our moss. They 'Il consult with the renewable resource councils and the councils 



wiZl curry out hawest studies and needs assessments. 

We're going to make sure that the Gwich'in needî are met before we 
allocate any portion of a quota to another group. We want to e m r e  that there wiZl 
be trees andanimals for the fittire. Although a lot of us don't get out on the land 
very open, we still have our ties t h e  and to me that's stiU home. 

Within this context of setting the course for a fùture that maintains ties to the land and 

meets community needs, the role of community leaders is as criticai today as it has ever been. 

9.2. Leadership 

In Fort McPherson, a legacy of solid leadership has seen the Gwich'in through the land 

claims negotiation and is seeing them through implementation of the claim. Consultation, planning 

and limiting the use of outside expertise are important. ûther communities and their experience 

with land claims have been examined. Alaska's land claims experience began in 1972 and regular 

visits are coordinated, especially with NANA Corporation. Other Native American experience has 

been examined through visits to various communities. Gwich'in community strengths are 

complemented cautiously by the use of outside consultants on a short-term basis. They avoid long- 

term commitments in favor of using their own rnembers and building in-house expertise. 

Leaders and community members have engaged in several planning exercises to define their 

short-term and long-term objectives and strategies for achieving those objectives. Road mapping, a 

planning technique introduced to the Gwich'in by facilitator Mike Robinson, gives a cross-section 

of decision-makers and community members the means to build a strategic plan or road map. It is a 

technique used by Esso Resources Ltd. and used by such organizations as  the Rotary Club and the 

Arctic Institute of North Amenca at the University of Calgary. 

Mike explains (personal communication, 1994) how to build a community road map: 

The road mapping process begzgzns from the perspective of participation. 
Ideally you involve as many people as possible fiom the organization which is 
seeking strategic planning. The first order of business is to explain what a vision rS 
and why institutions should have visions. In road mapping, the vision explains 
where the organization wants to be irtfive years titne. For example, in the year 



2000 we wiZZ be the most strccessful native organizafion in Canada with respect to 
stewarding cash, earned as a result of negotiating a comprehemive land claims 
settlernent, 

B e  vision is articulated by the entire group. Generally maller groups are 
fomed and then work is accompltrhed in round table fomtat. Eoch disaisses a 
personal vision held for the organizatiort, and then it's the job of a round table 
captain to forge a consensus that builds the four orfive, or men six individual 
expressed visions into one consensus vision. 

The roundtable approach aims to facilitate creative thinking while building consensus 

amoagst participants. It ensures equal opportunity for al1 to state their concems, present facts, 

discuss issues and oEer suggestions in the development of a strategic plan. It may be revisited and 

updated regulariy. In 1994, the Gwich'in focussed on the financial strategic plan to ensure the 

Gwich'in Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement would result in fiiture benefits to the Gwich'in 

communities. It sets the stage for managing their financial resources in a sustainable manner that 

will result in a constantly renewing resource. 

Mike recalls: 
In the Gwich'in case, there were 60 deiegates. We divided the 60 delegates 

into eight round tables, and there were eight visions t h  were offered for general 
plenary discussion 

The Gwich'in Financiai Road Map (1 994) notes the benefits of community participation. 

These include promoting ownership of the plan by the cornmunity, focussing on specific 

community needs that were identified by members, ensuring benefits will flow to communities, and 

encouragïng empowerment, capacity-building and consciousness raising for participants. (p. 2) 

Out of the collective process, a vision for the year 2000 emerged. Four programs were 

identified as worthy of implementation: firstly, protection and enhancement of the Land Claims 

principal; secondly, preservation of Gwich'in culture; thirdly, development of an investment 

program while prornoting education and training for Gwich'in members; and finally, improvement 

of Iocal education and social systems. (p. 4) Once a vision was detennined, beliefs and values that 

are the foundation of the community's spiritual and cuiturai aspects were articulated. 



Values and beliefs included: trust, honesty, sharing (iike sharing caribou), not rnixing 

politics and business, responsibility, balance, faith in our Leadership, religion/spuituality/heaIing, 

independence motivation, cooperation, compromising and continuous improvement rooted in a 

culhiml orientation. Values and beliefs with a business and human capital investment orientation 

included: good judgement and common sense, control and monitoring of investments, re- 

investment in the local economy, security of investments, developing long and short-term plans, 

being risk averse, well being and hancial  stability for future generations, providing money for 

education, not paying dividends until a healthy rate of retum is attained, inflation-proofing the 

principal and supporting entrepreneurs hancially and encouraging beneficiaries to M y  participate 

in the Gwich'in Development Corporation @. 5). 

Beliefs and values are translated into decisions and behavior through principles. The 

Gwich'in describe their principles (p. 7) as follows: 

conduct business in a professionai rnanner (get d l  the facts straight), 
work to make safe investments, 
carefiüly monitor our investments, 
encourage equal participation fiom ali age groups in the cornmunity, 
consult with Gwich'in band members, 
provide cooperation and security to our beneficiaries, 
be tnistworthy, 
stick to our goals, 
do o u  research, 
get second opinions, 
have professional work and business plans, 
irnplement plans once they are complete, 
jump in with both feet when we h o w  that it is time to act, 
leave business to the businessmen and politics to the politicians, 
conduct our business in an ethical manner, 
have quarterly (in house) financial statements available to our beneficiaries, 
provide training and jobs for the Gwich'in and work towards 100% 
Gwich'in nui businesses by the year 2000, 
not take on very high hancial risks, 
have knowledgeable and enthusiastic management, 
never forget the needs of the cornrnunity, 
ensure that sharing, Leaming, trust, honesty and respect are values that are 



practised when conducting our business, 
+ maintain and practice open communication and disclose fiancial 

information to al l  Gwich'in beneficiaries to keep them informed and, 
+ up to date on financial matters, and ensure aH investment decisions 

are to the benefit of Gwich'in beneficiaries- 

The final step in the process was to identifil stmtegies for attaining the four programs (or 

objectives) that the Gwich'in had identified in their vision for theïr community, These strategies 

identified tasks, a time frame for accompiishing the tasks, naming an individual or group who is 

responsible for developing the strategy and setting a budget for accomplishing the strategy. 

The f is t  objective was to develop a program to protect, maintain and enhance the Land 

Claim settlement. Over a ten-year time h e ,  they want to select investment managers on the basis 

of three proposals; undertake a regular review of investment management; give thought to where 

money should be put since it is taxable in the Gwich'in Development Corporation (GDC) but non- 

taxable in the settiement corporations; provide information to beneficiaries; provide regular 

reporting of financial audits to the beneficiaries; review of byIaws that protect money; review ways 

to inflation-proof the principal; distribution of interest; assess the pros and cons of dividends to 

beneficiaries; and dlocate a percentage to go to the GDC. 

The investment mix was also determined. High risk investments will make up 10 % of the 

investment poafolio and will focus on business development. Business devetopment projects with 

moderate risk will make up 20% of their investments. Low risk business development with 

government guarantees wiU make up 20%. The remaining 50% will be placed in a trust fund with 

low risk investments. 

These plans have been reviewed since then and revised by the community. This road map 

records community priorities when the means to self-government is withui their grasp. It 

demonstrates a process that aids comrnunity consensus where dissenthg opinions are heard and 

decisions taken after hearing al1 arguments. Values and traditions are inherent in the process 

including the tradition of stewardding the environment in a thoughtfbl maimer. Many plans gather 



dust on shelves for many reasons but this process minimizes the possibility that this wiU happen. 

Participants have a vested interest in the plan being followed and will remind leaders of tbis 

interest. 

Different community needs become prionties for leaders. Healing is a critical need because 

the fall-out fiom alcoholism and drug abuse, for example, reverberates at al1 levels of the 

community, fiom the children who do poorly in school to the missed job opportunities in the 

community. The first major investment approved by the community afler the settlement was a 

healing camp, h d e d  by land claims money. The government involvement was limited to 

reduecting program dollars for the same problems into this healing lodge. 

The lodge allows people to get treatment while being on the land with their families. It is 

hard but people seem ready for a healing change. Unfortunately, the Iodge closed due to lack of 

matching gants. Plans for cultural immersion programs for the children wilI be incorporated into 

the programs. James Ross, a former chief, made his stand by hiring people who are not drinking. 

The message is that you have to sober up if you want to work for the band. The school has also 

followed this policy. The result is while the community supports the selling of alcohol, 

opportunities are limited for people who are abusing it. These policies set the stage for building 

capacig of members who will eventually participate in initiatives that require skilied people who 

are sober. 

Sarah Jerome, the former school principal, is impressed with this policy: 

Ireally admire our leaders because they could have done so much with our 
money. Xhey could have paid out money to the beneficimies. h t e a d ,  they're 
geniuses to set up a camp because they realized that we have to heal, We have to 
heal our communities, we have to heal our people. We cannot heal one person out 
of every c o m u n i ~  it has to be a family effort. 

Willard Hagen, former GTC president, has clear ideas of policies he supports including 

accountability issues. Wbile the community is not under the provisions of the uidian Act, leaders 

are still limited to a two year tem. Some communities are changing that to a longer period in an 



effort to give their leaders opportunities to accomplish their plans. W'iard supports the two year 

term now, for severai reasons (personal communication, 1994). 

Leadership does not become enb-enched with a short term. 1 Zikz the two 
yeur term because 1 think it makes people more honest at the start, and 1 think it 
means that they have to work night and day ifthey want fo get credibility and h e p  
it. Continuiîy of leadership is very, very important but noi f i t  meam someone c m  
pull a con artistjob on the communities. Ifyou can't do it in hvo years and you 
argue thal you needfour years, well then rnaybe you can 't do it. Isaid I'd have the 
c l a h  in two years, and here elght month later we have it. We outdid ourselves. I 
have a good crew working for me. Robert Alexie Jr. 's an excellent g y ,  and James 
Ross is a very solid leader and a very honest m m  

Another way to encourage depth in leadership is to allow people to develop their own 

skills, another capacity-building practice. Wïllard is very active but he pulls back, consciously 

allowing the people he works with to realize their own skills. He shares some thoughts on the 

community and the settlement: 

WeYe're taking total control of importa~t local organiMom. Somedày soon 
the government will wake up, realize this h m  hoppened, it's almost going to be too 
laie. Our own chairmen head these boarak, which I don? think is going to happen 
again. We should be in control of al2 our boards anyway, and when indushy cornes 
in then we can have some influence. We're not pro-developrnent, but we do want 
balance. Developrnent has to address what's environmentally sufe, what's good for 
the people, what's good for tradition, how many job opportunities me there, how 
much rnoney's going to stay in our region and how much control are we going to 
have over the development. We '12 control any development, like o pipeline. We 'll 
buiZd it and lease if back to the governrnent. We '11 joint venture with the Jqcmese. 

Positive leadership attributes and community expenence are articulated by Mike Robinson. 

He has had dealings with many Abonginal commmïties over the years as a consultant and is well- 

infonned about strong communities. 

1 think the Gwich 'in are in some ways, remarkable and unique, in that they 
huve a treemendous depth of leadership talent. They have youth, young adults, 
middle-aged folk who carry most of the burden sometimes, and fhey have elders, 
ull of whom play a leadership role. Al2 integrate well across the age ranges in the 
communities, and care deeply about the future of the Gwich 'in language and the 
Gw ich 'in people? and the Porcupine caribou. 

The Gwich'in have perhaps, because of their homeland being distant- the 
centres of Yellowknife and Whitehorse and Ottawa, avoided to some degree, the 



colonial impïnt, t h  communities that are closer to government have received 
So there 's a Gwich 'in seme ofpurpose, pride ofploce, and strength of f o m  t h  is 
very sîrong. 

When I'm with the Gwichrin or porticipating in Gwich'in projects, they are an 
equal parmer. In that sense, there doesn 't seem to be a strong legacy of paternul, 
colonial regimesfiom government or the church. Another major Gwich'in asset is 
that a number ofthe leadership and others who have completed advanced 
education awqvfi.om the Gwich'in cornmunities and then returned home. There is 
a formal educational base there thai many communities don 'îyet have the 
opporttinity to reZy upon They have a strong cornmitment to bright young students 
completing their education and bringing it back home. 

Since the land daim was settled the best and the brightest of the Gwich'in aspired 
of being well-employed at home, in the Gwich 'in homelands- 1 don 't get the sense 
that they want to becorne deputy ministers, or ministers or MPs . 1 think that they 
would view achievement as being home achievement, the best achievement as 
community achievement. and the best achievement is the achievement thaf really 
betters the life of Gwichrin directly. So that there hasn't been a conspicuouî loss of 
Gwich'in talent to other job centres and other sectors. 

Another contributory factor, I'm sure. was the early Gwich'in involvement in the 
70s and 80s with the oiZ patch activity in the Beaufort a d  the Mackenzie Valley. It 
certainly had its negative aspects in t e m  of what was very easy, big money. and 
the opportunity that brought all kinds of material goodr and chances to travel and 
Party. The bottom line is that the exposure to that era gave people a chance to see 
what big money was, what you could buy with if, and the problems that came with 
it. It obviously disappeared quicWy ifyou didn't think about it, bank if and invest 
it carefilly. Thaf experience was important. 

The communities set their priorities for an investment strategy that would work for the 

people in their financial road map. 

9.3. Land Claims Investrnent 

The actuai projects that they invested in, after a portion of their fùnds were invested in 

financial markets, targeted local companies that met locai needs. Doiiy Carmichael talks about the 

opportunitties for those in the community of Inuvik: 

We have a lot more opportunities here than the other communities. We're 
on the highway system and there's potential for lots of highway work There are 
lots of government positions thatrZl open up through cornmwity tramfers and also 



in our leadership. James Ross is a very strong leader. He look for opportmities 
for his people and then he takes the initiative- He gets things going and gets 
everybody involved 

Ow invesîrnents have to have some direct impact for our people. It has to 
have some value for ourpeople. It's not a money issue. We by mdsee how it'll 
improve the h e s  of our people- Ifthe benefis a m  't there then 1 think we V j m t  
basically imest in the North We 'ZZ stay within our own regions. 

In 1994, commercial construction, property management and a company that handled Iand- 

related research contracts were the major investments of the Gwich'in Development Corporation. 

The construction company provided employment to local community members on highway 

contracts, while two office buildings were operated in Fort McPherson and Iiiuvik. Gwich'in 

Geographics had contracts with a temtorial park and projects with the Social & Cultural Institute. 

These projects met the criteria for claïms investrnent with employment opportunities for local 

people, taking control of local econornic activity and support for people to work and live in the 

communities. They built the two office buildings with a large trainhg component. It was expensive 

but these trained people will provide their skills in other projects. 

According to Joe, some people expected to receive a pile of cash and never have to work 

again. These perceptions are slowly changing as the land claims settlement activity focuses on 

cautious and careful implementation. He states: 

I believe land claims have made people more m a r e  that this is their claim. 
Also, ifthey want to be apart of it, they had better start working and bettering 
themelves, in order refit into the organization. Get your education, get your feet 
on solid ground. or get yourselfhealed and then start working foward 

Education is becoming more important to yomg people, as they realize the opportunities 

require skills and knowledge. The leadership is investing in businesses that will provide 

oppoaunities for members to ruri them. These include entrepreneurhl opportunities for members 

interested in their own businesses. Staff provide advice and support for new business ideas. 

Settlernent funds are available to augment government start-up fünds for members with a good 

business plan, 



9.4- Making a Stroneer Comrnunitv 

With the Land claims has come a sense that positive changes can make a difference now in 

the attitudes of community members, in families and between commdties. Members in the 

comxnunity say they feel hope that elders and youth can work together, Gwich'in culture will 

survive, families wiIl becorne healthier and children will be inspired to further their education- 

Mary Teya, first femaie band councillor, is pleased that an elders committee and a youth 

committee are being set up. Start up is slow but she is very encouraged. 

She notes: 

Il's not easy to do these things because they"ve been al1 done for us before. 
Now it's something new and sometimes very confùsing. Many rimes, people don? 
agree with each other about what they're doing, and it causes conflicts. So the 
people will have to get really serious about all these things. We just can't sit back 
and expect things to W p e n  for us, we have ro be apart of it. 

Modem pressures are impacting on families. Mary is concerned that parents l a v e  their kids 

at home to cook dinner for themselves while parents play bingo. The closeness of a heakhy family 

is affected and the teachings that will help the children to understand their culture are minimai. If 

ùi is  trend is not reversed, their culture is threatened. 

Mary states: 

People should be home with their children at night, aafrer they come home 
fiom school. They should get a good meal for them andput them ro bed. and gnie 
them support for their education for the next day. They con check into their 
homework instead there's too many bingos and card games going on in the 
communiîy. We have to see that our way of life as indian people, the way îhat we 
were taught, the advice, the encouragement and aU that, that has ro come back 
somehow, and we need our elders to do that. 

Our elders have to bring back that discipline, that advice and 
encouragement because our children are going to be led astray. Th- not goirtg 
to care because mother wasn'r there making sure that they went to bed at the right 
hour and so for that reason, they get up at a late hour. They miss out on their 
mornittg, or they're sleepy or unhappy. Nobody cares so why should they care, so 
rhis has to come back 



The pments and grandparents have so teach the children Ifthey plan to 
take them out on the land for weekendk and teach and taZk to them it wiZl be good 
W e n  you're out on the land you Iisîen to each other in one room where you eat 
together and you sleep together. You shme your work and diring those t h e s  
porents can be telling them about their grandparents, and how they used to Zive. 
They can teach how important if is to shme and talk We don 't taZk as much now 
andpeople go their separate ways with TY: We have to reuZize that there are 
changes that we have to take control over. 

This caring h m  been lost in the community, too. In our Gwich'Ni way, when 
o w  youngpeople made rnistakes. they didn't just get condemned for it. The elders 
were askd by the parents to speak to them. Whether it be no? listening or spousal 
assault buck years ago. Chief and council went to whomever wus abusing their 
wife and they t&d to the fumily. They would say what you're doing is not right, 
but they didn 't condemn them for it. I'm asking people in the cornmunity to bring 
that caring attitude back We have problems in our community. II may be alcohol 
problemr. suicide orproblems of abuse, when we see one of ourpeople causing 
other people probletru, we kaow that it'i not right. We should make the effort to go 
and ralk with them before it gets worse. lfwe see signs of depression or suicide. we 
should make it our business to talk with them Don 't wait Don't watch it happen 

With the increased development activity, more opportunities are available for people with 

some education and training. Education is still relatively rare although the Gwich'in leadership is 

proof of the growing trend of getting educated and working in their communities. Many parents 

and grandparents do not have extensive formai education and recall the pain of residential schools. 

They are not overly supportive of education for their children. This has created a challenge for 

those interested in improving the level of education in Gwich'in young people. 

Sarah Jerome, former school principal, discusses the challenges in education facing the 

A lot of grandparents take their grandchilciben in and try to roise them but 
without boundaries. Those are the kids that you have the most problems with so 
our first challenge I think, is to educate the grandparents and the parents to make 
them realize why education is so important. I think our next challenge is to work 
with leadership to support us because the next generation has to be educated. They 
are backing us because they realize that they're not going to be in positions like 
that forever. We have challenged the leadership and the dzrerent organitations 
within the community to work with us as a team to start pushing the importance of 
education- 



Another challenge o w  youngpeople have asked for is to teach academics 
in school and then have t h  go home and look afer a net. Our education hm to 
be academics plus our bush skills- Ifwe can include those two, then the youth say 
they 'II  be knowledgeable on the land and about education We7l be happy in both 
worIdr and we 'll have a foor in each culture. 

An elder said you have your knowledge about the Gwich'in culture and 
the language andyou have your educution You can Zive anywhere in Canada with 
the dominant socieiy, su you Ge got a foot in both cultures, you're superior, 
because you're right in the middle. I.  on the other hanri, he said am on& 
knowledgeoble about the Gwich'in culture and Zanguage. I don? know the white 
man 'k language and culture, so therefore Irm way over here. The person that 's a 
white person or that was brought up in the white dominant socieiy is over here, so 
you're right in the midme andyou're right up there. m a t  we have to make the 
students realize, is thut they have to have both cultures and be knowledgeable 
about both. 

Non-Gwich'in co~~l~rnmity members are involved in the local hamiet council. Piet Van 

Loon, mayor and resident of more than 25 years, notes that while they are not involved directly in 

economic development, they are involved in planning for the cornmunity. They make sure 

industrial property is available and that the property is s e ~ c e d  They are involved in zoning and 

enjoy a positive relationship with Chief and council. They share ideas in regular weekly meetings. 

This positive relationship benefits the whole community. 

There were some dinicult land daims negotiations with their neighbours, the Inuvialuit. 

The Inuvialuit settied their claims in 1984 and as a result took a leadership role in the community 

of Inuvik. There were some overlap in both clairns that had to be worked out. 

Dolly Caxmichael remarlcs on how the disputes were resolved and the community draws 

together when facing an important issue: 

There was a lot ofproblems working out the overlap agreement. It was 
more problems with the leaderships because neither would give in. What happened 
was the community councils just said since you guys can't solve it then we 're 
taking it uway from you, and the communities will decide. They took their power 
uwcïy, let the community decide, and they had an agreement within two w e e k  

m e n  we have some commun conficr that affects the community as a 



whole, it really draws everybody together. We jwt had a big meeting and you sau 
the Gwich'in, the InzmiaZuit and the non-Nnlves al2 grouped together to solve this 
issue. I think that was a big turningpoint because we got imolved in other social 
actntities together. 

The future is bright with opportunity for the Gwich'in and their cornmunities to deal with 

challenges facing families and take advantage of new opportunities. It sets out research of a 

northern comunity with a land claims settlement that addresses the second and third research 

objectives of economic development approaches and the role of Abonginal wisdom. Stable and 

insightful leadership supply consistent encouragement and ideas for implementing the community 

vision, in keeping with premises two, three and four. Elders are valued in keeping with premise 

two and Elder Hannah Alexie thinks the füture is good for the children. She does not speak about 

challenges facing the comrnmity. She says that is not the Gwich'in way and it is the Gwich'in way 

that means everything. 

I don? think 'challenges' is the right word to use among us Gwich'in 
people. We know how ro Zive out on the land g w e  see one of us doing sornething 
wrong then we teach them how to do it right so the next tirne he or she goes Our on 
the land, they can do these things. We teach one another, so that 'challenge' is not 
the right word We have to use the word 'sharing- ' We're al1 Gwich'in people here. 
Wé share what we experience, we share what we know, we share our culture. That 
is where ourfùture is. 

The Gwich'in land claims process has honed the leadership skills in the commmity and has 

brought opportunities for self-sufficiency, as noted in premise one. Community members are 

participating in the plans for investment of the setttement funds and in new business. The 

leadership has clear direction and is focussing on investment that benefits the commmity, under 

their direction in keeping with the positive connection noted in premise five. The healing lodge is 

an investment in the community that has the potential to reap long-tenn benefits. Other 

investrnents in the community provide employment opportunities and capacity-building as noted in 

premise four. Once these opportunities have been tapped, then regional investment oppominities 

will be investigated. Consultants are relied on when required for specfic tasks which are clearly 

defïned. 

Relationships within the community and with neighbours have changed as more 



opportunity exists than ever before. While modem society is compelihg, many want a blend of 

both the modem and traditional ways to continue with the young people. The Gwich'in way of life 

must be preserved and strong familes must be nurtured. The dysfunction that exists in the 

communities is being addressed and healthy communities will flourish. 



10. Bigstone Cree Nation, Alberta: A Commmity On The Move 

Building partneships is a demanding process but understanding the desires and needs of 

the other side makes success more likely. How does a corporation in a mainstream industry 

understand the needs of Aboriginal communities? More and more companies are dealing with this 

question, some more successfully than others. The question of how to build understanding is being 

asked by Aboriginal leadership too. Understanding those at the table Ieads to better decisions. 

Understanding how far indusûy may go towards working effectively with their communities helps 

Abonginal leadership to build strong strategies that c m  help make positive differences. 

Bigstone Cree Nation, in northem Alberta, is deaiing with resource companies wanting to 

do business with them. They are located in the forestry management area (FMA) of Alberta Pacific 

Forest Industry Inc (Al Pac). Al Pac entered into a memorandum of agreement with Bigstone as 

one of a number of initiatives to work with Aboriginal cormnunities in their FMA. What are the 

opportunities and challenges facing Bigstone? How can they work successfully with Al Pac and the 

other resource industries while protecting the environment? The environmental impact assessrnent 

review process points clearly to Al Pac's need to work with local communities. How are they 

translating this goal into an action plan? These questions will be examined in the following 

sections. 

10.1. Understanding; Bigstone Cree Nation 

Bigstone Cree Nation encompasses seven distinct areas of land. The five main areas are 

known as Wabasca with some of the land bordering on the shores of Wabasca Lake and Slave 

Lake. There are 5500 registered members according to Indian M a i n  statistics, with more than 

3 100 members residing off reserve. The cornmunity of Wabasca is home for 2,500 band members 

and approximately 2,500 Métis and non-aboriginal comrnunity rnembers. Winter estimates indicate 

a doubling of the local population or more as resource Company activity picks up. 

The Nation's level of education is typical of the challenge facing Aboriginal communities. 



For the population of 15 years and older, INAC statistics indicate that 39% have less than grade 

nine; 36% have grade nine to 13 (90% did not graduate fiom grade 12); 3% hold trades 

certificates; 15% have non-university education and 7% are seekuig university degrees. Training is 

a challenge if commmïty members are going to participate in economic development projects. 

According to Rick Men,  Director of Economic Developrnent, in 1997 the band spent between 

$800,000 and a million dollars a year on training. He notes (personal communication, 1997) that, 

Our employability rate is probably 50% righi now but 1 can see us hitting 
75% infnie yeam Companies have to cooperate with us on this undstop trying to 
cut us out of the picture. Training is critical for us but it is not as cost-eflective to 
them. 

The community is focussing on opportunities with oil and gas, forestry, and tourism. These 

activities fa11 under the puniew of Bigstone Cree Enterprises Ltd. that was formed in the early 

eighties as part of the move of the Nation closer to self-government and self-reliance. Major 

projects have involved partnering with Amoco Canada and building an alliance with Al Pac. Major 

cornmitment at al1 levels of a company's management to make such initiatives work has resulted in 

steady employment for 50 rnembers, seasonal employment for up to 130 members and business 

opporhmities for local companies. 

In Chief Me1 Beaver's opinion, effectiveness is not compromised by having Chief and 

council members on the board of Bigstone Cree Enterprises at this point. Me1 notes that many 

decisions involve using political leverage. It is an asset to be able to move quickly and make those 

decisions as required. 

Past leadership started work on a solid foundation for the current leadership to build on 

successfully. Me1 notes that the very reason for the existence of Chief and council is to improve the 

quality of life and health of people in the community. 

The remon why we get involved in issues is ro make ir better for everyone 
especially the youth. We wanr them to have many opportmiries todqt We are 
paving the way to creating jobs for them as we encourage them to get training a d  
more educated over the nextfive or ten years. We speakspecifically of 
opportunities in oil, gas, jôres'~,  and tourism. 



We consistently try to phase in young people and Our recent graduates into 
nrrrent projects. We are examining wuys to maintain good communications with 
them when r h v  are away studying. We want them to know they are welcome 
@ersonal communication, 1997)- 

1 0.2. Journev to Self-Sufficiencv 

Since the takeover of programs in 1978 fkom the Department of Indian Affairs, Bigstone 

Cree Nation has seen changes. Chief and council now total seven, down fiom thirteen. WhiIe there 

were some in the commuaity that questioned the wisdom of taking over programs, many had 

positive attitudes. Me1 recalls: 

Most of the council thought who better to know what is besr thnn us. The 
worst that c m  happen is that we make some mistakes. The government has made 
worse mistakes thon we have. We hire our own people, irain our own people, and 
work to getting them to where they c m  headprograms as directors or managers- 

EmpZoyment issues were important. We wanted to control our economy 
where we are able fo plan and make local decisions. Wé wunted to reduce 
administrative costs and use those dollars elsewhere. It was exciting but we had tu 
deal with dissent in the cornmwiîy- Today we are experiencing another large 
growth period 1 am confident we have the skills to guide an expansion in services. 
We have rnany years of experience so there LF no way to go but forward in terms of 
our growth at Bigstone. 

Effective self-government generally includes encouraging cornmunity input. Regular 

cornmunity meetings provide such opportunities in Bigstone Cree Nation. Traditionally, advice of 

elders is sought in matters important to community welfare, in particular, in education and social 

affairs. They are an important group of advisors. A recent discussion on accountability and 

responsibility is recalled by Mel- 

Council said in the end that Chief and council are held accountable and 
responsible for all decrSions that are made. We may make them or our elders 
when we delegate that right to them but when the dusr settles it is the Chief and 
council that are responsible and accountable ru the comrnunity. lfwe were ever in 
a situation of conjict with the elders and their advice, we would not disregard 
their input but Ctief and council would have tu agree on the best decision 

In achieving goals for the community, economic development initiatives are very important. 

Some issues impact on econornic development strategies, in particular, such as an outstanding land 



claim, community attitudes, environmental protection, training prograrns and the contribution of 

women to the process. These issues will be discussed briefly in the balance of the section. 

UnsettIed land claims lend uncertainty to the business environment and are not conducive 

to new economic development. Bigstone Cree Nation has a land claim and it is part of its 

discussions with each corporation that wants to do business on its traditional land. They invite 

companies to join them in working out a settlement. It argues that it is in everyone's best interests 

to support a quick resolution and in fact companies should build in costs of senlement into projects 

since it is an invesmient which will be worthwhile. Future costs with an unsettied claim are high 

since they include continuhg human costs with lost opportunities for training, economic 

development and the downward spiral of dysfünction due to lack of hope or vision for the friture, 

as noted in the h a 1  report of the Royal Commission on Abonginal peoples. 

Rick is fUmly convinced that Bigstone Cree Nation must coIlStantly protect its interests in 

the face of corporate disinterest. He notes: 

We deal with senior management in any corporation. We advise them that 
they are operating in ureas that rnay very welZ be land daim areas and thaf the 
people here have the right to work and train. We suggest that they are better off 
working with our people since it suves money on extra expenres. We also let thern 
b o w  thal down the road, when the land claims are se~led.  we may come back on 
them through legal means ifwe me  ignored 

Whar I see happening is that corporate presidents and vice presidents 
embrace mandates to support First Nations but that does not alwqs trickle down 
to the supervisors or consultants. AZl they care about is the bottom line so they will 
get us to sign on the dotted line and then turn uround and give us reasons why they 
can 't use us like, it is too evensive. Once that happens we hy to resolve it locally 
but ifit that doesn 't work then we go directly to senior management. 

Industry has histoncally been viewed with distrust and concern in Bigstone. Me1 recalls the 

Al Pac environmental impact assessrnent hearings held in 1988 or 1990. 

They A d  cornmunities about a response to plam to clear-cut this part of 
northern Alberta. Our Chief and council were against Al Puc 'splans because of 
the devastation clear-cut logging has on the land. We organized a panel 
discussion to give the other side. We had a BC Chief come and tell about his 



cornrnunity 3 experience wïith deor- cut loggrng- He talked about the promise of  
job training but when the dusr setfted the company didn 't hire locali'y since people 
didn 't have the skilZsS He pininted a bleak and negatne picture of fores fry 
cornparries. 

Today is diflerent- The leadership gives priority ro development and to the 
environment. We give the community ourperspectives on how we see those two 
priorities CO-existing. The community understandr our long-term plans for 
development. We want to establish a working relationship with cornpunies while 
paying attention to rnembersh@ concerns about land use. For these reasons, I 
think t h  people are more .receptive of developmeent than before. This inchdes 
development opportunities with foresfry companies like Al Pac. 

Bigstone Cree Nation workç to establish successfid training opportunities with industries 

operating locdy. The oil industry 3% been active. Amoco, for example, gave enough contracts to 

Bigstone Cree Enterprises that the volume aiiowed Enterprises to reduce their rates to be more 

cornpetitive and cover the costs of -g community members. Mel is pleased: 

We have a relatiomhip with Amoco that sees them send any outside 
company working for ihern, to the band The bandputs them to work under 
Bigstone Cree Nation Enteprises. We get a percentage and that money is used for 
training. 

Training is a priority for the community. Where other communities might issue dividends to 

community members, profits fiom Enterprise operations go into training. Rick notes, 

It is not cash dividends but it is dividends that will train our children. We 
tell our communiîy that t o d w  we will train you, tomorrow we wiZ2 train your 
children and rhen we wiZZ put a portion of the money away. We invest some so that 
there is money there to train your grandchildren We don 't look at this as a five 
year program but this is afifty fo one hundred year progrm. 

In addition to industry partnlers, a partnership is being cultivated with the surrounding non- 

Nation member comrnunity. According to Mel, the history of cooperation between the on-reserve 

and off-reserve communities is poor. There have been some successful efforts however, on a 

small scaie. 

We met recently about starting more smallprojects in order to establish 
our relationîhip and then gœfi.orn there. The response fiom offreserve leadership 
is quite positive. With the oil! und gas development or even fores0 occurring now, 
we could work and stand together as a comrnuniîy. We could be more effective as a 



bunch of local contractors going to these companies together. 

These partnerships extend to local business. In this way, expertise can be shared, 

competition WU be mhïmized and halliing opportunities c m  be optimized. At the rnacro-economic 

Level, the global economy impacts on Bigstone Cree Nation through industry. For example, Al Pac 

is owned by a Japanese company. Rick notes that he has never seen a Japanese person fiom the 

parent company in their community. In his opinion, there is an indifference to Abonginai concerns 

at the global level that is important to recognize. 

The Jàpanese don 't care about Indian rights issues. It is not a knock on Japanese 
in general, nor are they necessarily racist. If isjust simply thar they don 't care. 
They do business around the world 

We know the Alberta government has invested hundredr of rniZliuns of dollars in Al 
Pac. AZl the more remon that they should have to work with us since the Japanese 
are basically working with fmpayer doZlarsS 

As was mentioned, the leadership must balance enWonmenta.1 protection concems of the 

community with the need for jobs and the push to develop resources by industry, with al1 the 

attendant negative environmental impacts. It is a quandary without easy answers but common to 

the leadership in Aboriginal communities across the country. Met comments on their strategy and 

the background leading to its development: 

In the earZy nineties, our community placed emphasis on development 
because development wasfinally here in our region We wanted to be a part of it 
and take advantage of it through Bigstone Enterprises. On one hand we enjoy the 
development that is happening and the benefis but at the same time the downside 
is troubling, in terms of the effects on our wuter, air, land, trees and so on . 

Bigstone Council t a k  about these issues on a regular basis. We recenrly 
complered a land use study Nt order to deul with our land daim and development 
issues. A group of researchers workd with our people and identifed how our 
people used the land They located berrying sites, our oZd graveyards and where 
we used to hunt, fish and fritp. m e n  we ZooRed at the rnap with all the things that 
our people used to do in our vast territorial land, ir underlined the need for us to 
pay closer attention to protecting the land and making the environment a priority 
when we t d k  to companies about developrnen f. 

Wzen we meet with the resource cornpunies that work in our area, we say 



that development isfine but the environment is also a priority. We q e c t  t h  to 
pay attenîion to our l a d  use stuc& We don 't want to chue them away but we aZso 
love OUT emironment We ask companies to be our partners not only in 
development but also in making sure that we don7 destroy the environment. 

This is the type of up-font dialogue we have with the companies on a 
regular basis. nteir response is mainlypositive and they want to work with us. We 
know they want to make their money but in order to do t h ,  they need apositive 
and a productive working relatiomhip with the leadership and the community 
people here- We are pretty straight forward with thern. 

In taking an holistic view to economic development and environment, Bigstone 

understands that this attitude means encouragïng each community member to join in whole- 

heartedly in making a difference. The contribution of Bigstone's women to making the community 

healthy and productive is simiifcant- Their participation permeates aii aspects of community Me. 

Me1 has taken an interest in this area. 

A lot of what I believe or say is a result of my upbringing. I see women as 
being an importantpart of me including my mother and my grandmother. As a 
result of how I was raise4 lsee women as being a very important contributing 
factor to the community here. On the political scene we have had wornen on 
council in the past- They are in the oDce and aZso in the community. I look ar the 
strength of some of our female elders for when they talk ourpeople Zisten. n e y  
m e  our hidden leaders who have influence in the home and in cornrnunity 
meetings. They don 't hold titles or positions but they are leaders at different levels 
at home, and ia the cornmunity. The way thal lsee if, the women have a v e v  active 
and substantial role in our community. Even though we have some real macho men 
who don 't believe that women should holdpoweiful positionr, I think they are 
starting to think otherwise. 

In summary, Bigstone Cree Nation is working hard to develop the community in terms of 

encouraging dl members to be part of their goal of self-sufficiency without sacrificing 

environmental integrity. There are obstacles but they are deaihg with them openly and up-front, in 

the community or with industry representatives. They try to walk a fine line of doing business 

while protecting the environment as directed by the community. They focus on cooperation and 

partnership. 



I think that people are expecting developrnent to continue in a controlled 
way, that is based on what they think is important. They value the environment, for 
example, and they don 't want us to sel1 out to devdopment. As long as the 
leadership pqv attention tu Our people's values and beliefs then 1 see good things 
happening here. 1 think the wuy that this cornmuni@ is evolving is very positive. 

In the next section, Al Pac's plans to work with the community will be examined as an 

example of a company doing business on the traditional lands of the Bigstone Cree. 

10.3. Alberta Pacific Forest Products Ltd. 

Formed in 1988, Al Pac operates in northeastem Alberta as a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Crestbrook Forest Industries. As part of the process of getting its licence, Al Pac participated in a 

series of environmental impact assesment hearings in the communities that are in their forestry 

management area (FMA). One very strong message was that Ai Pac must be prepared to work 

with the Aboriginal communities. The senior management at that tirne, was amenable to creating a 

company that would be unique in the industry. They set about gathering a team of individuals who 

had expertise in their respective fields and who could work with a mandate that included building 

strong relationships with the Aboriginal communities in their FMA. This goal was incorporated 

into the company mandate which also meant addressing a distinct business ethic and relationships 

with al1 communities in the FMA. 

The new mil1 was operational in 199 1-92. Bill Hunter, acting general manager in 1997, 

recalls the start up. 

Mr. Jewy Fenner, Senior Vice President at the rime, and several other vice- 
presidents had a vision to take al1 of the historical garbage of what our industry 
has created to see ifwe c m  follow the best available method of management. We 
decided ro participate with the communities. The owners said go for it since we 
need a well-mn rnill. We absolutely need tu operate atpeakperfomance, 
production guality and environmental sufety. The trade-oA; is that we will stand 
bock and support you financid'y @ ersonal communication, 1997). 

The forestry industry is not generally interested in taking a pro-active stance in developing 



relationships with comunities. Ken Plourde, Forest Resouxces Business Group Leader, has 

worked in the industry for a number of years. In his opinion, Ken notes: 

Al Pac is ten miles ahead of the rest of them when 1 look at where 1 worked 
in BC. We are a brand new company and we have a new focus. In rny everience, 
the general attitude of a forestry compuny corning into a new area is that we t e  
got the rrght to be here andyou will automatically Zike us because we providejobs. 
Companies are probably astounded when somebody doesn 't Z Ï k  what they are 
doing. They don? want to beZieve it, They haven 't really been sensitive to the 
human aspect in the past. 1 think companies m e  treatingpeople better, as a spin 
offof society becoming more tolerant @ersonal communication, 1997). 

Other extraction industries are =Imilar. In Ken's experience, there is little left for 

communities once a company cornes, extracts its products and then leaves. When companies plan 

to work in an area for an extended period of time, there are more opportunities to mitigate the 

impact of their activities on the environment and the people. 

Al Pac is interested in making sure that other forestry companies in Alberta have assistance 

in working with local commuuities. They monitor the situation where the biggest controversy is, 

that of the Lubicon Cree Nation and Daishowa. Daishowa's focus is on their technology and plant 

with little left for the comrnunities. According to Bill, 

We don 't wani tu be painted with the sume bmsh. We want indus* in 
Alberta and more especiaZZy the foreshy industry to be accepted and respected in 
the sume way. It should not rnatter which company you areji-om. We 'eshure a lot of 
ideas and we meet in order to build strategies. 

In order to successfuZZy develop a communify focus, you need a champion. 
A champion has passion, empathy and a heartfelt need to develop new 
relationships. Since everything is boitom-line oriented in business, a champion will 
ensure these programs survive in tight economic times. Ir is a constant battle to 
protect some of our existingprograms because as you have heard in the media, we 
have rnissed a fèw loan payrnents. Capital is tight and we need to ma& very 
drastic cuts tu survive these very, very tough tàmes. 

A senior manager carried this vision of working with Aboriginal cornmUIUlties and that 

helped Al Pac. Managers throughout the organization work to implement policies including 

employrnent, community liaison, and supplier standards that lead to strong, hedthy relationships 



with surrounding Aboriginai communities. For Al Pac, the reasons to foliow these policies make 

good business sense. Ken reflects on these reasons: 

For one thing, it makes good business seme that when you go into 
somebodj else 's urea and start doing sontething the most humanitarr*un thing you 
c m  do is talk to the peopk there. Discms the negative andpositive impacts that 
you bring their way. 

Secondly, it makes sense to identia people who share the same vision This 
includes educating cornmunitypeople about the vision and then gîving them the 
opportunity tu participate as employees or suppliers. You require the right End of 
people to bring groups together in f ernally and externally. 

Final&, for companies not interested in the human aspect, securing their 
raw material suppZy is critical to continued operatiom. For example, zifthere is 
political unrest in the comrmrnities and their supplies are affected then their 
operations may be shut down. 

Establishing a working relationship with communities is an on-going process that takes 

time and planning- Bill notes: 

Ir has no1 been easy since we are brand new in the neighborhood We had 
to win their respect and build relutionships ni these communities. The oil and gas 
i n d w  h m  been here for a very long tirne. We ore the first major forestry 
corporation here in the northeasf section of the F U .  We wanted to do it righf so 
we brought together a group ofpeople who have the expertise but more 
speczj?calZy have the drive to make a dzrerence. We created the AborigzgznaZ Affairs 
Resource Team (AARO. Today we me very happy with the progress but we stiZZ 
hme a long wa-y to go. 

They hired an Aboriginal consultant, Elmer Ghostkeeper, to head AART. He is fiom 

northern Alberta, knows the land and is well versed in his culture and language. He introduced Al 

Pac to the communities. Al Pac's management team members were introduced to chiefs and 

councils and community people throughout the FMA. Bob Ruault, Vice President, Woodlands and 

former General Manager of Operations, recalls the process: 

We wanted to understand what they were doing and get them to try fo learn 
what we were abour. We hhad to build hust too. We demomtrated trust by Zistening 
to them, going out there and being very open to their questions. We trieci to answer 
fhem and zywe didn 't know the answers then we said so. We didn *t beat around the 



Initia&, Bigstone was ver y pro-environment and wasn 't interested in the 
miII- m e r  communities like Janvier were open-nzinded and wanted to work with 
us. We had to l e m  about what was important to the cummunities- We 
implemented cultural studies for our employees- We talked with community 
members in order to understand their traditional values regordng the land We 
learned about the place îrapping holds in fheir economy and the major challenge 
ro keep it going. We Zearned about their values, politics and social structures. 

Their number one economic challenge is never ending. Jobs, jobs, jobs is 
the nurnber one challenge. They aren 't educated but they do have the desire to do 
work We need time for job training, buildingpartnerships and offerrig contracts 
of aZl kinds @ersonal communication, 1997)- 

As mentioned, AART has developed education programs for Al Pac employees regarding 

Aboriginal culture. Their main function is to act as a resource and provide a liaison between 

corporate teams and communities. They manage a trappers compensation program and facilitate a 

variety of projects incIuding a loan circle and a land use study. Another Company initiative of 

interest is a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Bigstone Cree Nation. 

Mandatory education prograns help Al Pac employees understand issues faced by 

Aboriginal communities in today's society. They also l e m  about comrnunity priorities. Aboriginal 

perspectives are compared to the western science worldview. Employees have the opportunity to 

participate in a sweatlodge ceremony offered by an elder, who is an AART member. For many Al 

Pac employees this ceremony has become very meaninghil and special in their work. If there is any 

resistance to the policy, it is not visible and senior management is pleased with how well people are 

honoring the policy. 

AART is a relatively unique initiative in the forestry industry. It has become important to 

communi~ leadership who request other companies operating in their area to have an Aboriginal 

M a k s  group. It is important that AART members have kuowledge of communities and have 

expertise. For example, team members are fiom the area and may be former chiefs, or have trapped 

and hunted. They are sensitive to community needs but opemte within the corporate context. 



Misunderstandings can be handled with sensitivity or avoided aitogeder. There are some important 

policy aspects that must be in place to encourage success in AART. Bob notes: 

m e  number one challenge generalZy, is to have cornmitment to your policy 
regarding Abonnginalpeoples in yow corpotatratron#om the bottom to the top. You 
have to have the attitude that everyone h m  equal opportunity to your job. It is a 
challenge. 

A R T  has some autonomy in decision making, team building and bringing 
their culture fo the team ïXey are uccountable to their team and rhey needa 
remonable budget to support their activities. liz our case, there is a million dollar 
budget for them. AART is part of the company business plan. l7iey have to 
accepted by the other tearns. 

They have opened the door to the cornmuniries and the company h m  to be 
prepared to go there andparticipate. Sometimes it is tough but you have to do 
that. 

Bill adds, 

We have got good rapport with most of the communities. On a couple of 
occasions some of thern were hostile but with good reason We go into the 
communities and talk to the elders, communiîy andpolitical leaders and other 
leaders. Through these relutionships we explore opportunifies or engage in 
contracts. Initially we did a mental checkiist when we met but now it is more 
comfortable. Our team know who to contact when they go into un area and they do 
it automatically as part of operations. m e n  there is a change in leadership. we 
cal1 on the new leaders. 

We have our ups and downs. We have some individuals who are not really 
pleased with the progress t h  we are making. 7hey think it is too slow and that we 
are really not doing anything for anybodj. They are probably right. so you have 
tu listen to these people even though they are detractors. 

We are cmeful becuuse some seidom offer alternative solutions. UsuaZZy 
they are a very small rninority- Some are se[fserving and can be found in 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities. They go away fyou corne up with 
something for them personally and they really don 't care about the rest. 

AART implements a trappers compensation program. They have û-apper specialists who 

taJk to the trappers in the area They administer a program that compensates for disruption of the 

traplines due to forestry operations. While there is no compensation for loss of habitat, there are 



infionnation sessions and one on one meetings to discuss concerns. 

Walter Quinn, a trapper specialist with AART, coxnments on the program: 

For many, many years the trapper h m  been le# behind but with AI Pac our 
number one priority is to help the 426 trappers in the FU4 in any way we cari. 

Ow work does devastate kaplines and we would have to deal wiîh trappers one 
way or unother. mile you can 't make a living at trapping, it is a good hobby or 
for recreational purpuses. 

I used to trrp and many tirnes cornpunies willjustpush your t r q s  awuy fo 
the side. They don 't honor the specialplaces. Yow fmi ly  may have lived in an old 
cabin for many years. You don? wmtr t h  pushed away became the memories are 
special. We try to avoid those kindi of incidents. We deul directly with the trappers 
to avoid any problems @ersonal communication, 1997). 

Another program to support community economic development involved a loan circle to 

support a mail sawmill. The idea is to support local business development through fiancial 

support. A substantial sum was invested in the sawmill but for a number of reasons, the program 

was put on hold. Al Pac has intentions to revive the program when the circumstances are deemed 

to be appropriate so that they can make a positive contribution to economic development projects. 

A project that focussed on traditional land use in the FMA by Bigstone Cree Nation was 

financiaily supported by Al Pac. The sacred areas that were identified included traditional hunting 

and gathering areas, burial sites and ceremonid locations. This information is used by Al Pac in 

their planning process in order to work with the community in ways that are signincant to the local 

people. It is also used by Bigstone Cree Nation for use in planning resource development in their 

traditional lands and is greatly appreciated by cornrnunity members. It begins to show the level of 

human activity in a way that many people c m  understand. 

This traditional land use study is only one source for the long-term plan that Al Pac works 

up with the assistance and input of a task force. That task force involves community people fiom 

al1 walks of life ïncluding comunity  people, trappers, hunters, fishers, elders and originally 

environrnentalists. This plan is important and is reviewed in community meetings. They set out the 



annual plan and the plans for the-next twenty years so that people have a chance to share their 

reactions. 

Another signincant move to recognize the relationship between Bigstone and Ai Pac is a 

memorandum of understanding (MOU) to recognïze the relationship, on paper, that they wouid 

like to cultivate. Al Pac chose Bigstone because they had established a working relationship and 

they are a large enough community that such a partnership might be workable. It is simple and sets 

out a partnership based on mutual intentions. It can only work, however, if both parties are clear 

about expectations and want to work together. Al Pac has not entered into any other MOUS 

because of the resource investrnent that is required and the fact that other communities are not 

large enough nor do they have the Ievel of workforce that Bigstone demonstmtes. M e r  several 

years, both partners give a h e d  review of the MOU and are focussing on how to improve the 

partnership. 

Rick Allen, Bigstone's Economic Development Manager, appreciates several points in the 

MOU: 

i think the MOU is a good thing but you realiy have to make sure that you 
have got the fine points nailed d m  The MOU obligates companies to work with 
Bigstone Enterprises but they have to back it up. I think the Mou wirh Al Pac has 
been very poorly supported. When we entered the MOU. Al Pac was supposed to 
operate a certain amount ofproduction which wodd then create a certain amount 
of work for us. 

Within a few weeks in the$rst year, I was told AI Pac had worked out a new 
technology. They didn 't need as much lumber as they thought for production at the 
mil[. 1s it true? I don 't know. AI1 I know is that when the MOU was signed we 
expected to get a certain amount of work We didn 't want to heur a story that they 
du not require that much work That is not satisfactory. 

This sense of frustration in not surprising since the boundary between how far business is 

prepared to go in helping Aboriginal communities is undefined and in a constant state of flux. How 

c m  industry meet the needs of Abonginal business while reassessing their own perspectives in 

ways that maintain shareholder confidence? What can Abonginai leadership do to help clarify the 



issues and the rationale for industry to be an active player in making things better? 

In Ken's opinion: 

The purtnership agreement is only good 0 0 t h  parties wunt ü to work and 
both parties understand what they are getting into. The partnership is not worth 
two cents zythere is no good will. 

Unfortunately, the federal government has muddied the water. Other 
Aboriginal peoples have told me this su 1 can repeat it. There is a generation of 
spoiledpeople. I don 't mean it to be a general statement and it may or may not be 
a fair statement. 

They muy have thought that this MOU war going to be an eusy thing. It is 
not really and it is our fault ifwe did not make it clear. I thought that we did n e y  
have to produce at a certain level, maintain their machinery and follow the other 
points in the MOU l%ey wiZZ have to work at it to succeed because this is not 
going to be subsidized Training rnqy be subsidized in the initial period but not 
afierwurdsds 

Becoming selfsuficient is the goal othenvise we have not accomplished 
much. Make- workprojects are short term und are not the a m e r .  Real business 
opportunities and focussed fraining are the answer. It is our fa& ifpeople become 
disenchanted or think that it will be e q  Everyone progresses at their own speed 
and they have to be ready for a parmership. We are proceeding slowi) with the 
next MOU wirh lots of up fiont discussion. 

Sharing perspectives about the MOU is a starting point for a discussion about other topics 

including effective leadership, partnering¶ selling a training component and educating communities 

about Abonginal policies. Red progress requires constant effort by both sides in resolvhg issues. 

1 0.4. Shâriag Perspectives 

In cornmithg to successfûl long-term partnerships, it is important that both sides be open 

to understanding realities, pressures and shifting pnorities affecting each partner. For Bigstone, for 

example, other industries are operating on their traditional lands with different pay structures and 

business opportunities. Some are more attractive than 01 Pac in terms of revenue-generating 

opportunities. The partnership with Al Pac has given Bigstone good experience. Future 



partnerships will be more specific a n d  will have revenue-sharing possibilities spelled out in the 

agreement. Yet Al Pac is going to b e  in their territory for many years to come and Bigstone is 

prepared to develop the partnership s o  that the cornmunity benefits. 

For Al Pac, supporting comrnunity projects is worthwhile but tirne consuming and in some 

instances costly. Each must come back to the table again and again, with new players, sometimes 

covering the same ground but each tiEme with an attitude of building a partnership. For AART 

employees challenges include presemting information to the community in ways that capture their 

interest for on-going sessions and on an understandable level- Sometimes the decision to work at 

Al Pac must be defended with each employee having their reasons for working there --nom 

wanting to support their families to sceeing good corporate citizenship in decisions taken by the 

company. 

The context in which economic developrnent occurs in Abonginal cornrnunities generally 

sees the leadership stretched thin. A s  previously mentioned, Bigstone has set up agreements with 

corporate partners that their sub-contractors work through Bigstone Enterprises. They build in 

15% to fiind ti-aining. Some customers try to pay sub-contractors directly and cut out Bigstone and 

the surcharge. To curtail this type of activity, Bigstone must monitor these contracts regularly- - a 

time-consuming activity. 

Training is a tough sel1 because it makes Bigstone less competitive than similar companies 

that do not have a training mandate. Most companies focus on the bottom line but training takes 

time and resources. Bigstone has to b e  creative and persistent in order to make change that meets 

community pnonties. Me1 observes: 

m e n  we approach companies about training, we are going against their 
mandate to make money us facl as possible. So we have to be forcefil with them to 
make them understand that th i s  is an inves~ment for us and for thern. It is cheaper 
for thern to hain our own people, for example, then io bring in a trained crew fi-om 
Calgary- By uccepting this traizning challenge, it is a short term investment for a 
long-tenn gain. 

It is un internul challenge for Chief and council to generate as many business 



opportunities with training components, balancingprofif with the need to train our 
people. Since we are meeting hesitation, the board of directors for Bigstone 
Entelprises are reassessing the mandate. 

We have to handle training dzrerently. We ask ourselves whether or not we should 
train on site rather thon bothering companies or try to train people at their site. 
We eventually want to operate as any other Company that can do quality work for 
oïl companies or forestry cornpanies with training occurring but in a dzrerent wqy. 

A challenge of simila. importance is met by Al Pac in implementing a policy that favors 

Aboriginal peoples fiom employment, fiom out-sourcing to creating a special department focussed 

on their needs. Bill reflects on this chailenge: 

Canada is a great nation made up of a popoumi of cultures but there is no 
doubt that there is still racism here. l am not talking in terms of hatred but I am 
talking about recognizing dzrerences between people. Frorn tirne to tirne Ido have 
team rnembers within the rnanufacturingplant here at Al Pac, asking 'why we 
focus on Aboriginal content? m e n  1 walk into the vestibule, why is itfUZZ of 
Aboriginal arts and crafls and why do I have to spend tinte with AART? It is 
almost Zike fmouritism. Why don? we spend the same arnount of time supporting 
and trying to understand the white Russian colony that [ives just 30 km east of us 
or the Lebanese, Ukranian or any other cultural group? ' 

Our reply is that the predominate community in our F U  are Aboriginal 
and we want to work with them successfirZlyY There is a lot CO learn about 
Aboriginal peoples. We want to understand why they think they way they do and 
make the types of decisions they do. Our long-term strategy isfull integration at 
the mill. Some day there is going to be an Aboriginal person sitting in this chair 
running this Company. That will lead to securïty of this operation and security of 
th3 business because it is total@ supported by the people in the F M  

It does not have to be 100% run by Aboriginol peoples but it has to have 
the cornmitment, the direction and the vision that incorporates Aboriginal needs 
and wisdom. I implemented a program that allows Aborigrizalpeoples priority in 
working in eight positions through a program of reserved occupancy. Based on 
my background, it is clear to me that it does not matter fyou are Aboriginal, 
Ukrainian or Russian. Ifyou comefForn a cornmunity where you grav up allyour 
Zzye undyou have to move 100 or 200 kilometres to begin work in a giant industria2 
complex like this, there is high fear factor. 

It is an unbelievable obstacle So to enhance opportunities for Aboriginal 
peoples, they are gradua& exposed to the modem technical world in ways that 
make them feel more comfortabie. They have a schedule with certain goals. As 



they stmt to warm up, they start tu look mound the miZl and notice other jobs and 
possibilities for thernselves. 1 think we have been quietly successf 2- We have had 
at least 30 to 35 people come through the systern. Some are taking ohantage of 
the opportunities and rnoving into higher profile jobs with more job skiIl 
requirements. Thnt is exciting. They like the steady income and reporr that their 
families havejhally adapteci to the move. Others cornmute fiom their home 
communities becnuse they like the stea+ incorne. Others say it is too sîressfir[ and 
don 't s t q  on. 

We set this opportunity up so that they can make decisions about working 
wirh us on their tirne. 1 don7 wmt failure for them I don 't want failure for us. 1 
don 'r want failures for me personally. I want Aboriginal ernployees 10 know for 
themselves t h  they can h d e  the responsibility, that they are supporteci in a 
team environrnenr; and that they have peers fiom their own culture. 1 like it that 
way. 

In conclusion, making a partnership work is like a mariage. It takes a lot of work and the 

nght attitudes. It takes renegotiation and realistic expectations about what is possible over what 

time fiame. It takes policies that build on each other both in the intemal and extemal operating 

environrnents. For AI Pac, it makes good business sense to work with the Aboriginal communities 

in its FMA for many reasons. In the long-term a buy-in by the comrnunity into its operations will 

secure Al Pac's future. It will have spin-off security for the commmities that local Al Pac 

employees support. These needs impact on the Aboriginal community's desire for economic 

sustainability since it opens the door to mutually beneficial partnerships in keeping with premises 

one and four. 

For Bigstone Cree Nation, Al Pac is one of many multi-national companies developing 

resources in their area that will help secure the fiiture self-suffkiency of the community. By getting 

uivolved with these partners, Bigstone is taking a pro-active stance that will give them the 

opportunity to be included in decisions that affect their land with the oniy partners that can afford 

to develop resources by their sornewhat isoIated community. Besides resource development, they 

are focussing on the health field with their own phamiacy and supporting services. The leadership 

works hard to make development a reality but without losing sight of the pnorities of their 

communïty members, in ways that make sense in line with premise one, two and five. Training and 



the environment are priorities that are acknowledged in ail their projects and noted in premise four. 

Mel's personal philosophy is to be honesf cooperative and straightfonvard in al1 his dealings with 

business and with his community. It sets the stage for a strong partnership and avoids problems 

due to Iack of confidence and trust, making an effective comection set out in premise five, that is 

the connection between leadership and successfùl economic development. 

Me1 is proud of his community and for the fbture: 

1 am conjdent that the future wiZZ bring good things for this community. 
We t e  gone through some growingpains and Zack of confidence in leadership over 
the years. I waî a part of that leadership so I blume myseZJ Now I have a good 
sense that the council mernbers and I want to do right things for the people. 

Our cornmunis, has higher expectations for its leadership. They are si& 
and tired ofpeople doing the wrong thhgs. I give credit to the former Chief and 
council for the last three to four yems of tremendour growth and development. I 
thinkpeople are expecting that development will continue in a controlled way that 
is acceptable to them based on what they think is important- Their regard for the 
environment is paramount and we are not going to seZZ out tu development. 

So long as the leadership pay attention to people 's values, beliefs and 
priorities, I think that th& comrnunity wiZl evolve a simngpartnership of economic 
development with industry. 



1 1. Shared Themes and Particular Circumstances 

For me, tnre inrighr and understanding into another person's experience 
beginr by rnovingfi.om the intellechral understanding ofa person 's Zife to one that 
embraces my heart and spirit. In taking the journey with these people and these 
communities. I realize the limitations of my experience of thatjoumey. 1 am only 
able to share the brief glimpses of what 1 know. I can share their wordr ai the time 
of my research. 1 cunnot capture all of the shades of meaning nor the changes thut 
have occurred before or since then- 

I am humbled, however, by the scope of this project and its significance 
within the context I have just shared me words open windows thaf have not been 
opened in this way mer before. 

Ispoke to many members in each comrnunity und was unable tu document 
al2 their insights in the case stu&portion of this research. It is with respect that I 
honor this experience and the teachings I was glven. 

Wanda Wùttunee 

The fïndkgs around each research objective provides that basis upon which diverse strands 

of this research are appraised in this chapter. Firstly, selected com,munity experience is summarized 

in relation to each element in the Elernents of Development model. Secondly, the broader research 

conclusions raised in other chapters are revisited and finaiiy, implications of this research for 

Abonginal and non-Aboriginal supporters of economic development in Aboriginal society are 

noted. The research objectives include ascertaining the place held by Aboriginal wisdom in 

economic development theory; documenting the blend of approaches and economic development 

strategies currently employed in selected Aboriginal co~nmmities; and identifj6ng the role of 

Abonginal wisdom in selected Abonginal communities that are stnving for economic development 

in tune with individual comrnunity rhythms. Abonginal wisdorn and its meaning for this researcher 

is visited in the following section. 

1 1.1. Aboriginal Wisdorn 

It is within the context of the values of sharing and caring, that observations regarding the 

first and third research objectives are offered to the Aboriginal community, academic community, 



corporate Canada, the state and to interested Canadians for their consideration. Aboriginal wisdom 

was introduced in chapter two, Aboriginal Worldviews and Approaches to Development. In 

Wisdom encompasses the holistic view, possesses spiritual quality and is 
expressed in the experiential breadth and deprh of lzye (Newhouse. 1993, p. 95). 

According to Ghostkeeper (personal communication, 1 997), 'wisdom' in economic 

development for Abonginal peoples, more aptly encompasses the ideas underlying sustainable 

development and then goes beyond them. In my limited understanding, the knowledge caught and 

held in Aboriginal wisdom goes to the heart of sustainable development but then incorporates 

spirituality and ethics in ways tbat are not easily grasped by western practitioners. The holistic 

approach is the reason Aboriginal peoples survive. 

Abonginai wisdom is not confined by age, ïnstead it is demonstrated by all ages. Those 

communities that tap into the wisdom in their colllznunities are guided in ways that best meet dl 

the needs of the community. Elders, youth and women have roles with the men in their 

communities. They have a forum for their voices including those that dissent. Strong communities 

are those that are most responsive to change, have leaders that are confident in hearing opinions 

and reaching decisions based on consensus. These roles are changing with the changing rhythms of 

modem times. There is still a pIace for wisdom, however, as demonstrated over and over in this 

selection of .communities. 

1 1.1.1, Research Obiective One: What dace does Aboriginal wisdom hold in 
economic develo~ment theorv? 

In their quest to understand life and the place of humankind, the threads of Aboriginal 

wisdom have been picked up by Suzuki, Daly, Capra and Hawken in theïr work, noted in chapter 

four. These approaches, introduced in chapter five, are manifested by the evolution of sustainable 

development into policy, programs and methodologies that share a comection with the ancient 

Abonginal wisdom that honors the gifl of the Earth Mother. Most do not realize the extent of the 

connection nor do they acknowledge it in their writing, It is indeed wondrous however, to 

appreciate the greater wisdom that leads us on difEerent paths to the same place. 



Aboriginal wisdom is integrai to the continued survival of Aboriginal peoples. It 

encompasses the cycles of life and death while çeeking balance dong the dimensions of being. It 

encompasses many of the goals of sustainable development as  developed in the western world but 

draws together uniquely, while going beyond the extemal rationale for honoring Life's limitations. 

It is intemalized for many Aboriginal society members. It is no longer, however, guaranteed to 

exist just because of Aboriginal heritage. 

Aboriguial wisdom is readily discussed in the work of Abonginal scholars. Colorado, 

1988; Dockstater 1993, Newhouse 1992,1993,1997,1998; Ghostkeeper 1993,1996,1997; 

Salway Black 1994; Alnred 1999; Simpson 1999; Joe 2000 ground their work in an 

achowledgment of their heritage. It prods their philosophies. They offer perspectives on aspects 

of Aboriginal life that include economic developrnent and Aboriginal communities that has 

implications for Abonginal commUIUties, the business world, and policy-setters. 

There is a place for Aboriginal wisdom that is being recognized by more and more 

academic scholars. What will the result be with the synthesis of these perspectives? Where will the 

impact be felt? WiIl it be allowed to influence the leaders of business and govemment to bring us to 

a difEerent place then the one we are currentiy headed for? A chorus of approaches are coming 

fiom many difEerent disciplines and are synchronized around the same song - a comrnon 

understanding of the need for meaningful change. 

12 -2. Research OMective Two: What blend of a~~roaches  and economic develovment 
strategies are currentiv emulo~ed in these communities? 

This research objective is initially explored in chapter three where the influence of 

Aboriginal worldviews in economic development is examioed and the Elernents of Development 

Mode1 by Salway Black (1994) outlined. This mode1 forms the framework for addressing the 

objective and acknowledging the diversity in the selected communities. It demonstrates great 

ins ia t  into some of the markers for Aboriginal peoples' perspectives on economic development 

and is flexible enough to go fiom reserve to an urban locale. The blend of approaches emerging 

fiorn Abonginal woridviews and the western approach become clearer for these selected 



communities in the following evaluation. 

First Nations Development Institute uses this model as a starting point for discussion and 

regularly revises it to suit the needs of their community client. Once a community has a project and 

is seeking fiinding from FNDI, the community members meet and discuss their community within 

the context of the model in order to submit a proposa1 based on their assessment. It allows for 

dissenthg opinions to be sbared and balanced decisions taken. Sornetimes dissent is overridden 

when communities rely on majority guidance while for those building consensus, tirne is taken for 

discussion so that dissenters are given the chance to be cornfortable with the final decision (they 

can live with the decision whiie not necessarily agreeing with it unreservedly). 

One way to use the model is to involve project and community members in plotting a point 

on each axis to capture their assessment of their community's strength or wealcuess regarding that 

element. They develop a visual representation of their cornmunity profile before and replot it after 

the project As a pIanning tool, it is unique in its ability to incorporate an Aboriginal perspective 

that relies on local expertise. No 'expert' is used to undertake this analysis on behalf of the 

commmity, The community can use it as a planning tool that represents its goals and directs their 

current objectives. 

I take the opportunity to share my insights of these comunities for the purposes of 

addressing this question and as the basis of discussion should M e r  work using this model, 

continue with these cornmunities. Their economic development strategies demonstrate the breadth 

of approach and level of sophistication in dealing with wide-ranging problems while remaining 

grounded in the particuiar blend of tradition, knowledge, wisdom and vision that has grown out of 

each community's experïence. While my personal analysis does not include the criticai 'local' 

perspective that is needed to make it relevant, it is a starting point for discussion. 

Each axis in the Elernents of Development Mode1 addresses dynamic aspects of Aboriginal 



me. The naming of each axis diaws on f d a r  details experienced by Aboriginal peoples but, in 

most cases, it introduces concepts that are very foreign to mainStream economic development. For 

example, spirituaiity and kùiship are not commonly discussed in a critical analysis of successful 

economic development. Therein lies the strength of this model. It is a means for Aboriginal peoples 

to go beyond the mainstream perspective and to contemplate their own valid reality in the 

understanding of community goals for successfbl economic development This approach sets the 

stage for reciprocity in that mainstream business can question how capitalism might benefit from 

the influence of Aboriginal worldviews. Finally, it represents the underlying themes of this 

research. 

11.2.1 &s&D. 

Acknowledging the role that kinship plays in the distribution of goods and seMces by 

Aboriginal peoples, reveais the inherent value of everyday practices. Kinship is not regularly 

identined as a community asset. Its inclusion leads to a better appreciation for ancient mechanisms 

that still have a role in Aboriginal community economic development today. The informal economy 

is alive and well in the communities that form part of this study in a rnanner underlining theh 

common experience- Kinship identifies the creation and circulation of assets as well as it refocuses 

the lem of economic development from within the commUI1ity. 

Giving haircuts in exchange for work on the car or babysitting are integral benefits and 

responsibilities of living in close proximity with extended family members that are usually so 

automatic, that any in-depth discussion of this aspect of coxnsnunity Iife, is rare. Give-aways are 

connected with traditionai ceremonies and are present to varying degrees among the selected 

communities. The practice of traditional spirituality may complement or alternatively, be 

c~cumscribed by the presence and influence of western religions. It depends on the prevailing 

wisdom in the community. The diversity of beliefs evident in this smaU selection matches the 

diversity noted in Aboriginal nations. 

Obstacles such as religion, residentid school fallout, incarceration, family breakdown and 



dysfiinction, comrnunity disinterest or isolation aIl influence the effective sharing of traditional 

culture and vdues tlirough kinship ties. Kinship ties are recognized and fostered in each of the 

selected communities. However, the health of some ties are stretched to the Iùnit for many families. 

Eacb co~nmunity has at least one treatment facility or more designed to address these issues. In the 

urban setting, kinship ties and sharing traditional culture and values have broken down for many 

families who moved to Winnipeg, in an example of difference in these communities. Those who 

want to hold on to kinship as a meaningful part of living in the city, may fïnd that the extended 

family is replaced with new fkïends, local community members and those with common 

expenences. 

It is not always apparent to Abonginai community members that a broad analysis of their 

assets should include kinship and the informal economy. How can the narrow economic 

perspective held by the dominant society be shaken off and the foreign blinders lifted so that 

Aboriginal peoples operate fiom their true place of strength and not fiom an automatic place of 

inferiority? 

1 1.2.2. Personal efficacy. 

A number of continua must be considered: individuai initiative balanced with 

communïty/state support; work ethic and dependence; fear and self-esteem; broad and narrow 

future outlook; and gifting the next generation with necessary skills including self-confidence. 

There are individual community members at each point on these continua. Each community has a 

small contingent of entrepreneurs who have a distinctive vision for their contribution to the 

community and the segment who rely on state payments to survive- 

Strong, experienced leadership is heIping make a difference in these areas for the selected 

co~~l~llunities, by living self-government. For example, Tsuu T'ha Nation has a comprehensive 

plan for employing its current membership and encouraging its young people in seeking education 

and staying in the co~lzmunity. Drop-out rates are still problematic but now role models and 

opportunities hold out invitations to those who might choose to stay and earn their living within 



the community. Each of the other seIected communities face the same obstacles and try to offer the 

same opportunities with varying success. 

Language programs are in place to support traditions and eiders are essential to community 

spirit Leadership balances political expertise with community economic development insight in 

setting board representation. The Gwich'in have identined local opportunïties but many still are 

unemployed. With only a f i t e  set of opportunities, youth are encouraged to gain skills but 

understand that their fiiture may lie outside of the community. They are developing resources at a 

thoughtful, careful pace. A strong c d  to the land and the peacefùl existence it means, is most 

evident here than in the other selected communities. It is minimized in the urban setting and of 

more importance the M e r  communities are fiom urban centres. 

Bigstone Cree Nation is addressing the challenges of high drop rates and low employment 

opportunities by negotiating with resource companies and increasing opportunities through 

partnerships. Its leadership relies on expeditious decision-making when political representation is 

actively involved with al1 economic development decisions. They also involve the community in the 

decision process. Tsuu T'ha and Winnipeg have few natural resources with Tsuu T'ha creatively 

managing the resources and experience they do have. 

Finally, the Abonginal community of W h p e g  faces numerous challenges in making a 

clifference for the adults who want to work and its youth who are dropping out. It is a major 

challenge that the community has identifïed in the Aboriginal Urban Strategy and under-resourced 

organizations Iike Aboriginal Youth With Initiative, Inc. and Abonginal Council of Winnipeg, try 

to address. It is a question of managing individual needs with what will build community and for 

three of the selected communities the leadership are able to exercise influence into finai decisions. 

For the urban co~lzmunity, the leadership of many organizations faces resource constrahts and 

competing jurisdiction that hinder forward movement. 



11.2-3- Control of assets. 

The land daims agreement governing the activities of the Gwich'in has made a clifference in 

hocking down inherent barriers to economic development. Land titie and financial compensation 

have given the means for the Gwich'in nation to control its future. Excitement for future 

possibilities was most evident in this community. Community control of its investment strategy 

requires that cornmunity goals be incorporated by the leadership in its decisions. Managing the 

trust fimd for the benefit of today's members while protecting the legacy for fiiture generations 

secure its commUïUlQ in a positive manner. 

The balance of the communities are bound by the Indian Act with regards to control of 

their assets and are subject to federal and provincial laws. Both Tsuu T'ina Nation and Bigstone 

Cree Nation are building on their business experience and the hard Iessons they have had to leam. 

As a result they are able to focus on economic development opportunities that twenty years ago 

were not available to any reserve community. They target training programs linked to economic 

projects that benefit Nation members. Tsuu T'ina's approach to dividing profits benefits the 

community and ail economic development endeavors in keeping with community guidance. 

In contrast, urban community members have no land base but have access to house 

purchases, control of  savings accounts, upgrading education and job skills and taking loans, that 

are denied or not as easily availabie to reserve community members. A strong web of non-profit 

organizations that meet social, health and economic development needs, support efforts to build a 

strong community- Aboriginaf entrepreneurs may target the Aboriginal community market but in 

order to expand, must enter into the mainstream marketplace. The Aboriginal Business 

Development Centre provides support for the initial entrepreneurid process. 

Traditional rights to hunt and fish are protected on reserve as is control of the small Iand 

bases. Bigstone Cree Nation and Gwich'in members engage in trapping, hunting and fishing 

activities. To a lesser extent, urban and Tsuu T'ina Nation members engage in these subsistence 

activities oc a recreational basis and apportion the hunt proceeds with their extended family. Other 



issues of environmentai balance wiil be addressed in the discussion of the second research 

objective. 

Financial institutions are trying to capture the personal and commercial business on reserve 

through increasing accessibility. Increasingly a skilled, educated workforce is available as a 

community resource but the training process takes tirne. Each of these communities is facing 

human resource shortages and investing in long-term education. The selected communities do have 

control of their education (iicluding two schools in W i p e g )  and are able to deal with these 

issues close to home, in a manner that incorporates the amount of culture and tradition that is 

important to the community. In any event, their pursuit of a dignified livelihood for the members of 

their communities underlies leadership strategies in this selection of comrnunities. 

Health care is widely available in Winnipeg for Abonginal peoples and in Calgary for Tsuu 

T'ha Nation members. The Gwich'in have the most W t e d  access to qudity heaith care senice 

with Bigstone Cree Nation taking some control of its health s e ~ c e s .  In particular, a Ml-service 

drugstore is available with their own dental services. These seMces improve the general health of 

the population and impacts on their strengrh as a community- 

Progress is being made but many challenges must be addressed. While it has taken many 

years to create these problems, patience is short in the broader comrnunity for reaching solutions. 

How do these communities and others get significant support fiom the broader community with 

enough room for incorporating a local perspective into the solutions? 

1 1.2.4. S~iritualitv. 

Religion through mainstream churches CO-exists with opportunities to practice traditional 

spirituality in these selected communities. The presence of tradition is stronger in those 

communities where there is acceptance and tolerance. Some people have forged a bIending of 

approaches, accommodating seemingly contradictory approaches in one strong spintual vision. 

There are also examples of community perception that particular employment opportunities are 



reserved for community members of a particular faith. The presence ofreligion and spirituality in a 

community is an indicator of healing, visioning of support and one's critical place in the universe 

that seeps fkom the individual, to family, and then to the commuuity. 

The place and distinctiveness of Aboriginal peoples in society, is strongly tied to language. 

Children have the opportunity to learn their language and traditional teachings in many of the 

cornrnunity-nui schools. The importance of language is recognized and in Tsuu T'ha Nation and in 

several Abonginal Winnipeg schools, for example, funds are ear-marked for developing language 

resources for use in the schools. Winnipeg organizations, including the Manitoba Association of 

Native Languages, are also very involved. 

Traditionai values are integrai to a variety of aspects of society. Traditional roles of elders 

are honored in each of these commwities. In the organi7iitions examined for tbis research, elder 

contributions are acknowledged. Regaining and using their own Ianguage is respected and 

decision-making works to consensus in many instances. Women hold a variety of roles in 

community administrative structures, including in economic developrnent They face obstacles of 

sexism and beliefs that women have no say in those forums but many are given opportunities and 

meet them with integrity and significant contribution. Women are making inroads in each of the 

selected communities. 

Leaders in these selected communities display a variety of strengths including a positive 

vision for their people and the strategies for making them a reality. While they are not without 

controversy and conflict, managing challenges eEectively is a sign of effective leadership especially 

in ways that are t d y  representative of community wishes. It is not always possible to please 

everyone but that is a reality faced by all leaders. There are many signs of communities seeking 

balance in al1 eIements of economic development outlined in the model, that are important to 

strong communïties and economic development. 

In its relationship to the element of spirituality on the model, kinship links with the 



empowerment of community members through participation, cultural integrity and relationships 

with society through the media and financial institutions, Each of these communities has 

mechanisms for community involvement in policy and major decisions affecting them. Some 

encourage dissenting comments by community members and their leaders reach consensus where 

everyone agrees on a course of action while making room for dissenters to give qualined support. 

Tsuu T'ha's leadership note that providuig a forum where a dissenting speaker is assured of being 

heard, helps reduce the level of fnistration in the commtmity and builds solidarity. 

Tsuu T'ina Nation has an extensive process of community interaction in examining projects 

and progress. Its due diligence process is comprehensive and buiids on its experience and best 

practice. Bigstone Cree Nation relies on community input to guide decision-making and the 

direction of fuhue economic development. Community opinion for developing forest resources has 

changed over the 1 s t  ten years nom strongly negative to one where economic development is 

considered within certain boundaries that protect the comrnunity's environment. Isolated 

communïties have limited economic development options, so that when a Company wants to 

develop the resources in consultation, some relationship is likely to develop over time. 

The Urban Abonginal Strategy expressed the co~~llllunity's concems in a process that gave 

them precedence for the provincial government's consideration. The question arises as  to how 

quickly and intact will these recommendations be championed by a provincial govemment that has 

since changed fiom Conservative to NDP? For the Gwich'in, the land claims settlement has 

inspired enthusiasm for positive change in the lives of its members. People have hope and a vision 

for the future which are becorning part of the plans for a strong community. It is an enonnous task 

and the leadership must coordinate plans to move forward on al1 fronts while maintainhg 

momentum. This is difficuit and challenging but sirnilar to the sort of tasks facing the other selected 

communities in tems of complexity. 

Social respect fkom Canadian society is an on-going issue for Aboriginal nations. The 

national media is ofken quick to highlight scandals and crime while ignoring or minimizing 



successfd business stories or academic achievements by bright Aboriginal students- There is more 

balance in grassroots Aboriginal newspapers although relationships with leadership can be roc@ 

with accusations of unfair criticism and closed door poIitics being made back and fort .  . These 

communities are no different. Can issues of contention be aired so that ail sides can be examined in 

the name of solid decision-making? How can balanced reporthg be encouraged in the media so 

focused on 'extreme' human experience as 'good' news? 

The reIationship between the selected comxnunities and other co~~llllunities and 

organizations is apparent and may include tribal councils, or regionai organizations based on treaty 

or national membership in Assembly of First Nations. Larger issues of policy are dedt with in these 

arenas but regions and individud communities work effectively on specific issues linked to their 

immediate concerns. 

Within these communities, there are examples of policies that support hiring on the basis 

of heritage and skills while consultants are used in speciflc circumstances for Iimited time periods. 

This is not always possible when qualined applicants are mavailable and so non-Aboriginal peoples 

carry those positions. 

Another element is access to financial resources. Many financial institutions see the 

potential for increasing market share with Abonginal clients in an industry that has 1ittle to no 

room for growth. Tsuu T'ha Nation has built a strong relationship with its financial institution 

based on a record of increasing assets and reliability. While it is not possibIe to build an urban 

'community' relationship with a financial institution in the same way, Aboriginal organizattions 

based in Winnipeg do develop banking relationships. Accessibility and flexibiiity remain cntical 

issues in this area. Bigstone Cree Nation and Alberta Pacific Forest Industry (Al Pac) partnership 

m u t  be considered for the insights to be gained. 

The Earth Mother provides the context for the Elements of Development model. The 

impact of development, in terms of the environment, sustainable development and Abonginai 



wisdom are part of the discussion around the first and third research objectives. 

11.3. Partnerships 

Partnerships of al i  types are part of these communities' strategies for success. Tsuu T'ina 

Nation emphasizes more band-owned enterprises based on their lengthy experience. 'Ineu 

partnerships focus on specifïc expertise they value or in cultivating necessary relationships such as 

in the financial community. The Gwich'in have the resources to fimd their own projects but will 

enter into advantageous partnerships. The partnerships that are examined in most detail in this 

study are the ones that Bigstone Cree Nation has entered into with resource companies. Two 

perspectives are examined- that of the commtm.ity and the Company. 

Bigstone Cree Nation incorporates partnership opportunities into its economic 

development strategy. Bigstone's experïences are varied. It wants fairness in the opportunities that 

are made available to its members, recognition of its claim on its temtory, and the spirit observed 

as well as, cornmitment to the terms of that agreement. Bigstone acknowledges training programs 

are costly and affect the bottomline. It try to work with companies in its area but sometimes it is 

difficult. They must be assertive in setting the Pace for significant partnerships. 

Ai Pac made its Aboriginal community policy integral to its corporate strategy. Clear 

feedback to that effect was one of the catalysts for a Ieading-edge Uidustry policy. Al Pac reviewed 

community comments under the initial environmental impact assessrnent process and sought advice 

fkom within the Aboriginal community. As a result, the organization developed a number of 

internai and extemal programs. Internaliy, a senior manager acted as champion for this initiative 

that saw it through start-up and lean times in the industry. Programs for understanding Aboriginal 

worldviews and ceremony were developed for al1 staff. Supports were developed that encouraged 

retention of Aboriginal employees. A team was formed that is dedicated to the development and 

irnplementation of policies and programs both intemally and extemally. It has reached the point 

where knowledge and experience regarding Abonginal issues are building throughout the 

organization. 



E x t e d y ,  community members hired by Al Pac made contact with various communities in 

the area Initially, they introduced senior Al Pac members to the leadership for discussions about 

company plans and the impact on the community. Relationships take time to cultivate but in the 

end it makes good business sense fiom the perspectives of public relations, human resources, and 

operations Al Pac wants a secure supply of raw material. This is an important reason for these 

policies. 

The problem that many companies facing these decisions must corne to tenns with, is that 

Aboriginal leadership and their communities are sophisticated business partners. Lip service to 

these types of policies will be readily identifïed and will sabotage long-term success. Al Pac is 

interested in the long-term. As a remit, it tries to balance supportive policies and avoid crossing 

the line of business where it no longer makes sense. 1s îhat enough and should companies go 

M e r  than what cornrnunities are dernanding, going beyond the bottomline to what is right? 

Contracts are available to Aboriginal-owned businesses but these companies are told that it 

is not easy and self-sufficiency is criticai. Again, the company has to ask whether or not it has 

provided al1 that it can for these entrepreneurs. Environmental concerns held by communities are 

acknowledged but they rnust be part of the planning process that is set up for community input so 

meaningfül plans are set. Taking the opportunity to share visions can influence policy and set the 

stage for successfd partnerships. 

It is not an easy road. Extemal obstacles may arise that are beyond the contrai of the 

company or community as well, internal dissent regardhg affimiative policies, may sabotage these 

partnerships. Champions for the partnership are needed in both camps with enough perseverance 

and authonty to overcome the obstacles. Both Al Pac and Bigstone Cree Nation agree that the 

MOU has had mixed results. Neither expressed intentions of giving up. Persistence is critical. 

Sornetimes ' the '  is the best tool. Over a period of years, Bigstone members moved fiom a 

position of being opposed to economic development to one where it will partner within its 



guidelines. Time and consistency of contact w i t h  AI Pac has encouraged an environment that 

integrates Aboriginal perspectives at many levels within the company. This is not accomplished 

over night. 

The need to review the relationship and continue to build on it cannot be taken for granted. 

People, priorities and pressures change and there must be room to accommodate those changes. If 

problems arise, the opportunities for both sides to talk, must be encouraged. For example, the 

MOU supports contracthg opportunities. It would appear that Al Pac thinks that offering the 

opportunity is enough while Bigstone wants more help in order to tnly take advantage of the 

opporhmity. For example, strategies might include dividing contracts into manageable pieces for 

entrepreneurs or leasing expensive equipment to entrepreneurs. This is an issue that must be 

negotiated. It is an opportunity for Al Pac to make a decision that genuinely reflects concern and 

caring for this community. 

It is unclear how easily this mode1 might be adapted in a setting where the company had 

entrenched attitudes and procedures. Al Pac started business with comrnitment to working with 

Aboriginal peoples although this was new to many of its experienced forestry personnel. In any 

event, there is much to be learned by the experience of Bigstone and Al Pac. 

Al Pac's cornmitment has gone M e r  than the Company and extends to other companies in 

the industry. It is a priority that the industry be a leader in promoting strong relationships with 

Aboriginal cornmunities. This conmitment takes the policy to a different level and sets the 

company apart fkom those who use meaningless employment statistics or set the bar of business 

opportunity in such a way that Aboriginal-owned companies cannot compete. Meaningless 

employment would be to pump up part-time positions with Aboriginal peoples but then have little 

or no reason for calling on part-time employees. Un* business practice might include a situation 

where expensive equipment is required for bidding on contracts but the contracts are not large 

enough to suppoa the cost of the expensive equipment. 



Partnerships go beyond business, into community well-being and state relatiomhips. For 

example, the Gwich'in form healtby alliances with the non-Aboriginal members in their comrnunity, 

and with other communities in the region. In Winnipeg, the Abonginal Council of Winnipeg 

(ACW) entered into a memorandum of understanding with municipal, provincial and federal 

govemments that has supported its work and credibility with govemment. How committed these 

partners are to the well-being of urban-based Abonginal peoples remains to be seen especially in 

light of ACW's interna1 conflicts. 

Economic development strategies taken by decision-makers in Aboriginal communities are 

based on the need to improve employment, training and development initiatives in order to 

positively impact the quality of We enjoyed by community members. Communïty history, 

leadership and connection to tradition affect the choice of economic development approaches as 

noted in the five premises set out in chapter five and illustrated in the case studies. 1t is this 

connection that lies at the heart of the third research objective- 

1 1.4. Research Obiective Three: What dace does Aboriginal wisdom hold in Aboriginal 
communities striving; for economic deveio~ment in tune with individual 
cornmunitv rhythm? 

It is declared again and again by Abonginal peoples that 'the land is our Me, o u .  home and 

must be protected.' It is this 'given' that s e l  the stage for many Abonginal leaders to make 

decisions that respect the land, as well as meet the cornrnunity demands for employment 

opportunities, Resources are there to be used for co~~ll~lunïties to look after themselves in 

independence. This may result in a superficiai assessrnent by outsiders that labels certain decisions 

as the antithesis of sustainable development principles (Widdowson & Howard, 1998). Better 

understanding and deeper appreciation may result with discussion of the reasons for the 

cornrnunity's decision. 

The comection to the land is so integral to their personal identities that it is often a surprise 

to Abonginal peoples to even be asked to talk about it. This does not mean that al1 Aboriginal 

peoples have an innate attachment to Mother Earth nor that each wïIl act on it when given the 



chance. It does means that when consistent input into the decision-making process fÏom the 

community is possible, the checks and balances in the system will tend to factor protection of the 

Earth Mother into the final decision in Aboriginal comrnunities- 

For example, Tsuu T 'ka  Nation decided against a profitable business proposal for its 

business park because the by-products fiom the s e ~ c e  work wodd impact negativeiy on the 

environment. Other Nation businesses have passed its elders council, Chief and council, its 

community and its zoning by-law which fully addresses enWonmenta1 issues. 

In contrast, Bigstone Cree Nation has taken a very cautious approacti to the economic 

development of its resources. They were not interested in the fore- industry initially. Ten years 

later they are more open to partnerships but are stili cautious and want to protect its resources. It 

is interested in partnersbips and business opportunities that will still allow them to satisfy 

community standards regarding the environment. It is aggressive in protecting their land and when 

new companies corne to exploit resources without proper consultation, the Nation acts quickly to 

defend its children's heritage. The province may have awarded proper licenses but the n o m  is that 

companies are being required to act responsibly with surrounding communities. 

The Gwich'in people are most articulate about their continuhg ties to the land. They 

celebrate those families that spend t h e  on the land during weekends or holidays. It is an important 

factor in their investment decisions because they want to preserve the land for future generations, 

also noted by tleir elders. None of these communities have demonstrated priorities where profit is 

given precedence, hand in hand with destruction of land. Rather it is reasonable development in 

support of livelihood and community. 

Individual interests are more prominent in the urban setting, with community being 

constmcted by organizations that attract individuals with common interests. It is a construct of a 

multitude of communities. In terms of sustainability, this setting requires a shift of focus fiom 

natural resources to institutional sustainability through leadership foresight; human resource 



development and financial resource allocation. The Abonginal Centre remaius a nucleus for the 

Aboriginal community as it houses a number of businesses and organhtions within the larger 

Neeginan project. It is profitable and represents a major reai estate investment held by members of 

the Aboriginal community. Debate continues about the sustainability of this centralizing approach 

compared to investing in a number of less nsky projects in keeping with the needs of the 

community. Further, reliance on government fùnduig that finance budgets of tenants puts the 

Centre in a position of risk for the long-term. 

ACW provides an alternative to the MMF and AMC who have not moved quickly, due to 

resource constraints, to meet the needs of their urban-based members. As this changes, ACW's 

strengths lie in the vision for an independent organization that does not provide seMces but 

nurtures the ones that need their help. Its leadership must regain its balance and move forward in 

gaining greater membership and encouraging participation in decisions. ACW's mandate makes the 

organization available to all Aboriginal peoples in the city of W i p e g ,  going beyond the 

membership-based mandates of MMF and AMC. 

Its inclusive approach contributes to its sustainability . Aboriginal Business Development 

Centre has set a strong foundation for capacity building that goes to sustainability of the 

communi~. Successful small business development will increase the contribution to the economy 

by Aboriginal peoples. Finally, Aboriginal Youth With Initiative ensures that the youth understand 

the issues and are working to make significant changes. As future leaders, this bodes well for the 

health of the Aboriginal community. It must be noted however that there is evidence of other 

experiences where pnority seems to have been given to maintenance of the status quo rather than 

support for young leaders with new visions. This works against the continuing health of 

Aboriginal organizattions and communities- 

Community rhythms allude to the main axes in the Elements of Development Model, 

including control of assets, spïrihiality, kinship and persond efficacy, as well as, to the intemal/ 

extemal challenges and opportunities facing each community. Each comunity must w& its own 



path and live its own tnith. The analysis of the second research objective ïndicates that each 

co~ll~nUIUlty has similar problems that are shaped by Iocal circumstances that make them distinctive. 

They can learn fiom each other's experience but they will have to reach farther for the significance 

that experience has for their conmunity then just try to 'rubber stamp' experiences fiom one 

community to another. The expenence does not translate directly from situation to situation. 

There seems to be a willingness to work with Aboriginal communities on the part of 

Corporate Canada, when it makes good business sense. Different standards to reflect Aboriginal 

employee merences do not work uniess Company policies are revised in a manner that makes 

sense for everyone. The usual starhg point in considering these questions is the business 

orientation to the bottom iine. Generally, Aboriginal peoples are expected to fit into the corporate 

culture. Room for kinship, spirituality and personal efficacy are not priorities since they do not 

translate directly into profits. Is there room in the business world for Aboriginal perspectives and 

pnorities? 1s there a way that time pressures may be eased and to let the cycles of nature dictate 

pace, focus and balance? What differences would a more holistic approach make in the 

boardrooms of corporate Canada? 1 subrnit that it is time to find out. 

Aboriginal companies and organizations are abIe to give more room to these rhythms when 

business is being done in their own cornrnmities where Nation members have control. Traditions 

such as ceremonies or honoring the collective nature of Aboriginal communities oftentimes are 

seen as burdensome or meaningless in the mainstream business world. Accepting that single- 

mïnded focus on profit to the exclusion of balance and respect, has significantly marred the quality 

of life for those generations that wiil follow, is a giant step towards realizing that capitalism, in its 

present form, does not have all the answers. It is tirne once again for Aboriginal peoples to share 

survival skills with theu brothers and sisters for the benefit of this generation and al1 those that 

follow. 

Profit is important but not the only factor to consider in a business decision. For example, 

truly effective partnerships go p s t  paying lip service to the concept, to cornmitment at senior 



levels and creative programs and policies that achially make a difference and even go beyond the 

demands of Aboriginal communities. Time is given for relationships to develop and for progress to 

be made. This includes building an intemal climate that supports these policies. 

These selected communities demonstrate the level of activity that is occurring across the 

country- Community members are highlighted who are pro-active, Insighi5.d and visionary. When 

they have the skills and control, they focus on the community vision in ways that cannot be 

dictated nor handed to them fiom outsiders. Goveming is not easy but individuais with reasons to 

dedicate their t h e  to the process are stepping forward to listen and be guided in traditions that are 

appropriate to their cornmunities. It is economic development on their terms. Many are assuming 

control of programming in al1 areas at a Pace that flies in the face of the picture of dependence 

commonly understood by Canadians. 

In the effective governance of business projects, these selected communities have dealt with 

the issue of separating business and politics in their own ways. It is not an eithedor situation as is 

painted by some research studies (RCAP, 2, 1996). For example, Bigstone Cree Nation says that 

at this stage in its development, it is satisfied with Chief and council being involved in business 

decisions including investment and policy issues. It saves time since there is always a political 

element that must be dealt with. This may change as the community grows but for now it works 

for them. On the other hand, Tsuu T'ina has recognized the political element but also the need for 

input fiom community members with business expertise. They structure their board membership 

with a majority of community members but with participation by a band councillor. Politics does 

not overwhelrn the process but maintains a presence. 

Finding the appropriate balance is always challenging. The Aboriginal Business 

Development Centre has gone through a change in management, that according to their fiinders, 

was related to an ineffective mixing of political and business agendas. The issue at hand, is that the 

time to learn a l l  types of lessons is now for Aboriginal peoples. A guihg hand is useful but 

sometimes hard lessons are the best. 



The time for maintaining separations of seMces because of the political labels placed on 

Aboriginal peoples by colonking forces is past. The approach taken by the Aboriginal Centre, 

ACW, Al3DC and other organkations that meet the needs of Aboriginal peoples regardless of their 

govemment label is much more s a t i s w g  and in keeping with Aboriginal traditions. Govemment 

h d i n g  may be an excuse to continue this attitude, but 1 submit that meanuigfid self-govemance 

and independence is demonstrated by new partnerships, sharing and caring that honors our 

traditions, and moving in directions where Aboriginal peoples recognize their common needs and 

work together to make new realities. 

1 1 S. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the role of Abonginai wisdom in economic development as contemplated by 

the first research objective, is hinted at in those authors who are explore the boundaries of 

conventional theory in their diverse disciplines like Daly, Suzuki, Hawken and Capra. Other 

authos like Berkes, Elias,Wien and Loxley conduct research with Aboriginal peoples regarding 

economic development choices in ways that respectfully acknowledge oppomuities, strengths and 

challenges. For Aboriginal scholars such as Salway Black, Newhouse, Dockstater, Ghostkeeper 

and Colorado the wisdom that flows fkom their worldviews command the direction of their 

research including economic development in their communities. It is possible that Aboriginal 

worldviews may command more attention in fiiture economic development literature but the stage 

is set for Aboriginal scholars to carry Aboriginal wisdom forward in their exploration of economic 

development for Abonginal society. 

Abonginal communities will continue to draw on wisdom fiom mainsfream business as well 

as their own experience and perspectives in developing strategies for economic development. A 

review of the selected communities revealed distinctive approaches, as contemplated in the second 

research objective. These blends may continue in the friture especially with support fiom those who 

understand the importance of Aboriginal wisdom in the process. If the influence of capitalism is not 

scrutinized then this research objective would become moot since the innuence of capitalism would 

be paramount. 



Finally, scrutiny of the selected communities demonstrated evidence of a rich heritage that 

is cherished even in an urban setting. Abonginai wisdom has a presence that is stronger in some 

cornmurtities than in others. Its role in community economic development strategies is evident 

throughout these selected communities. Its contribution to the continued survïval of Aboriginal 

peoples cannot be underestimated although to expect systematic application of Aboriginal wisdom 

even within Aboriginal society is unredistic. Such an expectation would not respect the diversity 

inherent in these communities. 

Generally, there are still many challenges for these communities on their particuiar journeys 

to independence. It is important for Abonguial peoples that they be allowed to contribute to 

Canadian society in positive ways since the more comrnon experience is negative. Acknowledging 

and using Abonginal expenence and insight where it can benefit both Aboriginal communities and 

Canadian society is a win-win situation. The stories of the sû-uggles and triumphs of individual 

Aboriginal commmïties serve as an evaluative guide for policy, appropriate economic development 

strategies and insight into specific approaches to questions of resources, human developrnent and 

other govemance issues. 

Fuaher participatory research in these areas will increase understanding of what worics and 

how assistance cm be most thoughtfully employed to help communities striving for strong 

communities. It m u t  continue to draw on the strengths of Aboriginal wisdom, ways of knowing, 

perspectives along with a partnership of western approaches that open the door for this work into 

Aboriginal communities, academia and Canadian society. 

When we talk generally about what should be done or what is being done, the message 

goes just so far. The message that is shared by these communities and their experiences, is 

apparent to those who are close to them, of course, but generally, these messages quickly bounce 

back from the walls of inmerence and ignorance that separate Abonginal peoples nom the rest of 

Canadians. A clearer picture emerges when the words corne fiom community members. That is 

the best of what cornes fiom sharing and caring. 



The changes continue in these cornmuniries and are heartening. Shmanng 

stories, riieums and victories make zrs all strong ... 
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